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,AEST'R.ACT' OF' T'Ë{ESTS

THE USE OF SMART GRAPHICS
FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT OF HISTORICAL STRUCTURES

by Shauna M. Hill

The redevelopment of historical structures is particularly difficult because it

involves capturing and managing large amounts of existing building data and analysis of

that data using specialized expertise from a variety of disciplines. With the advent of

affordable and powerful computer-based information technologies researchers are

becoming interested in developing design decision-making support systems capable of

providing designers with access to both digital building data and special expertise. The

Smart Graphic Environment developed and evaluated in this thesis is a type of Intelligent

Computer Aided Design UCADI or Knowledge Assisted Design [KAD] system that

integrates a commercially available CAD system with expertise encoded in a Knowledge

Base (expert) System. The purpose of this environment is to provide designers working

with heritage structures access to specialized expertise from within the CAD environment

for improved design decision-making.

This thesis research includes an investigation of existing research in this area and

the development of a conceptual framework for a Smart Graphic Environment. Object-

based techniques for design data and knowledge acquisition and representation on the

computer are explained. The conceptual framework was tested and evaluated through the

1V



implementation of a working prototype system This system analyses CAD files for

building code violations.

The findings of this research identify the potential of such environments for

information management, increasing productivity, and to improving the quality of design

decision-making. One of the observations of this study is that because of current

limitations of CAD models and knowledge representation the principle role of such

computer systems is to augment rather than replace the skill and expertise of a human

designer.
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TNTR.OÐUCTTON

I..4,. Introduction

In 1,624 Sir Henry Wotton wrote, "Well building hath three Conditions: Commoditie,

Firmenes, and Delight" (1). Although these conditions are as desirable today as they

were in T624, one wonders if Sir Wotton could ever have imagined a time when

architects would be working to achieve them in the Information Age. The availability of

inexpensive, faster and ever more powerful computers has resulted in a social and

technoiogical revolution of global proportions. The impact on design professionals is that

now they must learn how to deal with problems of creating, storing, retrieving, and

managing a virtual tidal wave of digital information while at the same time be able to

predict and maintain building performance criteria. Within today's context an increasing

amount of special expertise is required to achieve the cost-effective, efficient, and code

compliant buiidings that modern clients demand.

In the 1990's Architects are more likely to be familiar with the catch phrase

"reduce, reuse, and recycle." One of the fastest growing sectols of the construction

industry is rehabilitation of existing structures. Today it makes up nearly half of the

construction dollars spent. By 1998 the rehabilitation industry in the United States is

expected to leach thirty-one billion dollars (Dodge 1994). The AIA pledicts that ninety
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to ninety-five percent of the buildings that exist by the year 2000 have already been buiit

(AIA 1988a).

Rehabilitation of existing structures makes good sense for a variety of reasons. At

a vety basic level, in a time of rapid changes, people and communities appear to need

them as a physical reminder of their cultural and historical identity (Hoyt 1994, 86). As a

resuit they are more likely to accept adaptive reuse ovel wholesale redevelopment. In

terms of environmental concerns, buiidings contain embodied energy, that is the energy

required to construct them and produce the materials used in them. Demolishing the

structure and building another to replace it loses this embodied energy and consumes

more of the world's finite resources. Economically speaking, rehabilitation work can

save up to eighteen percent over new construction costs because of a shorter construction

time (ibid.).

According to statistics and public demand, the architectural profession is shifting

from what the AIA 's Vision 2000 describes as an "Era of Building to the Era of

Rebuilding," (AIA 1988b). This means that architects are going to have to learn how to

deal with design issues and methods of construction that are different from the ones they

use for new buildings. konically, new information technologies are potentially a way of

dealing with old building information.

In the redevelopment process, design decision-making takes place in the context

of a decision-maker applying specialized expertise to a particular building design

instance. Computer images can now represent physical objects very accurately.

Advances in digital design media have gone beyond simply the capabilities to produce

two dimensional construction documents. Now there are opportunities to represent

architectural building and contextual information in sophisticated two and three

dimensional models on the architect's desktop. These types of representations are crucial

for design techniques that rely on visualization. At the same time, advances in the field
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of artificial intelligence have brought forward not only an opportunity to represent design

data in the computer, but expert knowledge as well. In recent years a new research has

begun to create Intelligent Computer Aided Design IICADIT systems that can integrate

all of these capabilities to assist the designer (Figure I.1.).

The purpose of this study is to determine if the integration of digital heritage

building records and encoded domain expertise can support design decision-making fol

the redevelopment of historical structures. To accomplish this the study investigates the

integration of a diverse set of information technologies: CompuÍer Aided Design [CAD],

Knowledge Base Systems [KBS], with a human Designer fHuman Interface] in

relationship to the redevelopment design process for heritage buildings. Together these

technologies form a type of ICAD system called the Smart Graphic Environmenl. [SGE].

FIGURE tr.1. - Computer Aided Design decision-making support systems

T tn" acronym ICAD was first used in reference to a research project undertaken at the school of
Architecture and Environmental Design at the California Polytechnic State University (Pohl i988).
Recently an alternate acronym, KAD or Knowledge Assisted Design, has appeared and may, in time,
become more widely used as a reference for these types of systems.
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CONT'ÐXT OF' TNVESTTGAT'TO]N

This thesis explores the application of new computer technologies to the redevelopment

design process fol heritage buildings. The purpose of Chapter II is to begin this

exploration with the identification of what the redevelopment design process is and the

types of building information and domain expertise used to support decision-making. In

particular, it is used to highlight the current status of research related to the use of digital

technologies in the record and redevelopment of heritage buildings and the potential role of

ICAD systems like the Smart Graphics Environment.

nI.A. The R.edevelopment of E{eritage Euildings

The purpose of historical redevelopment is to integrate a new use in a heritage building

without destroying histolically significant features. Design problems presented by

historical structures are more complex than those of a simple renovation. Not every

historically significant building can be a museum. "Extending the life of a historical

building requires recognizing its physical and socio-economic value as a historic structure

while examining potential redevelopment that can suppolt current and future usage" (Hill,

et al. 1993). Although it is preferable to maintain the same use as a building was originally

designed for, neighborhoods change over time, businesses become obsolete or relocate to

less expensive sites, and building regulations become more strict. Rehabititation assumes
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that at least some of an original building will have to be altered in some way to efficiently

accommodate a contemporary use. However, this process cannot destroy historic

chalacter-defining spaces, matedals, features, or finishes.

The main characteristic of the redevelopment plocess is that a substantial amount of

time is spent at the beginning of the project collecting and analyzing existing building data.

The redevelopment process can be summarized into three interrelated activities: (1)

recording (2) analysis (3) application (or action) (Figure II.1). The purpose of recording is

to acquire pertinent data and knowledge, whereas analysis provides understanding of this

information. Understanding the building and recognition of important design issues are

necessary before appropriate designs actions can be initiated.

Records are made both during and after the redevelopment process to document

modifications made to the building. These records become an important frame of reference

to measure change and for potential recovery of information when a significant building is

damaged or lost. Unfortunately, many architects perceive extensive heritage recording as a

luxury. In the interest of time saving or cost-cutting an architect may neglect this aspect of

the design process, failing to lealize the close reiationship between a heritage record and the

quality of decision-making. The availabitity of accurate and complete heritage building

documentation impacts on the level of understanding of the structure, and therefore effects

the ability of a designer to select appropriate conservation strategies, as weil as

opportunities for innovation, during the redevelopment process. Therefore, a computer

system designed to assist decision-making in redevelopment projects must make it easy and

cost-effective to access building information.



Knowledge Understanding

docuntentation

Appropriate Treatment

FIGURE II.1 - Inter-relationship of conservation activities (Stovet 1993)

[I.8. I{eritage R.ecordine & Ðigital R.ecords

Tladitional heritage recording produces three basic forms of building documentation: (1)

written, (2) photographic and (3) measured drawings. At the initial stages of design an

informal photographic record of the building and context can be quite effective in

communicating an idea of external impacts and identification of the project. For the

purposes of project planning and design, and eventually construction, measured drawings

containing extensive dimensions and annotations recolding necessary historical and

conditional information are required (Burns 1989, 120). Between manually collecting

measurements from the building and converting it into drawing form, measured drawings

take a long time to produce and it is for this reason that they are the most expensive form of

documentation (Burns 1989, 110).
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Documentation is used not only for design purposes and ongoing site maintenance

and operation, but it also becomes an archival record that is used for historical study and as

reference for the redevelopment of other structures. National and International agencies

responsible for conselving and maintaining historically significant resources have

developed high quality methods for recording and documenting heritage buildings.

In the past fifty-seven years over twenty-two thousand structures in the United

States have been documented by Historic Buildings Survey and Historic American

Engineering Record (HABS/HAER). This coilection is growing at a rate of one thousand

structures a year (Table 1). Parks Canada is responsible for keeping records for L20

National Parks, each with up to thirty historically significant structures, as well as all

federaily designated buildings, sites and structures. It is not hard to imagine the

extraordinary volume of information contained within these heritage records. Not to

mention finding ways to storing it, tracking it, and making it available to the public. The

potential opportunities for the use of information technologies in historic conservation are

extensive. However, the translation of heritage building data into electronic formats is in

its infancy in North America.

TABLE 1 - HABS/HAER Records (Kapsch 1990)

Recorded Ðata to .Ian.
I 989

n5nBldg./StruclSites
46 506

IN 177
69 205

4231

I 
eer Year

Sheets of Measured Dwg_
No. of Large Format Photos I 5 000 

|



The level of utility of heritage records are established in terms of:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

accuracy,

retrievability,

exchangeability, and

legibility

(Stovel 1993). The quality of all of these characteristics is effected by the way information

is recorded and stored. Although it is possible to achieve very high accuracy with some

forms of traditional heritage recording such as hand measuring, the resulting paper and/or

photographic documentation is neither compact nor portable. Organization and sharing of

such documents is very difficult. The use of digitai heritage records and recording

techniques promises to address the problem of data under-utilization by providing a means

by which the different types of heritage building data can be easily stored, manipulated and

disseminated.

The first efforts in digitization of heritage resources were to create text- only

databases that kept track of the location of building information, but not the information

itself. For example in 1986, Parks Canada was using a database called Heritage Recording

Management System (HRMS) that could identify the location of all archived heritage

records. A similar system for HABS/HAER is described in (Kapsch 1990). More

recently, research is being devoted to the exploration of the strengths, limitations, and

advantages of using technologies that incorporate graphic capabilities such as raster

imaging, CAD, Geographic Inþrmation Systems (GIS), andhypermedia (FigureII.2).

However, a single standard approach to recording and documenting heritage buildings in a

digital form has not yet been developed.
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FIGURE II.2 - Example of digital hypermedia file (with raster image) (Thompson 1993)

Standardization of digital heritage building data ensures the completeness of the data

to communicate design concepts and allows the exchange of data between different

computer programs and piatforms. As part of architectural history heritage building

information could potentially be disseminated to historians anywhere in the world, each

with their own computer environment. The exchangeability of information between

programs and environments is crucial if one intends to take advantage of the ability to reuse

the same digital building data within the computer for a variety of purposes, from design

analysis to inclusion in interpretive displays.
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II"C. Í{eritage tsuilding Ðesign ,&nalysis & Expentise

Historical redevelopment is a complex process because the designer needs to acquire the

expertise from a variety of disciplines to analyze the building information.

At the preliminary stages of design there are a number of redevelopment issues to

consider as one documents and examines the existing building conditions. Three principle

issues are the: (1) legal, (2) physical, and (3) economic feasibility of the project (Shopsin

1989, 54). Within each of these broad categories there are a number of different specific

analyses including:

physical; i.e. identifying historical significance
(classification),

legal; i.e. establishing building code compliance
(verification), and

economic; i.e. integration of functional program (planning).

The ability to examine the building from these different perspectives requires expertise and

skill in the areas of: architectural history, preservation standards and methods, buiiding

codes (as they apply to existing structures), building technology (including archaic

materials/construction methodologies), older mechanical/electrical systems, facilities

management, and so on. All of these issues are complex and interrelated. Inevitably in

attempting to meet all of the different design goals conflicts arise. For example, how does

one decide between repairing or leplacing an nineteenth century window that doesn't meet

today's building codes?

Having neither the time or the opportunity to acquire specialized skills, an architect

is genelally forced to rely on the services of outside professionals. Beside being costly,

this is time-consuming and administratively complicated. This leads one to the question

(1)

(2)

(3)
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that if heritage building information can be recorded digitally and made available to a

designer, then what about recording expert domain knowledge as well?

nI.Ð. Expert Systems and Ðesiqn Evaluation

Until relatively recently, computers with human-like knowledge, known as Artificial

Intelligence (AI), were mostly considered as being in the domain of research laboratories

and science fiction novels. That is, until the emergence of knowledge base or expert

systems.I

Knowledge Base Systems [KBS] are able to store, organize, and manipulate large

bodies of knowledge that ale usually accessible to only a few experienced individuals. A

KBS achieves high performance by using knowledge, as a human expert does, to make

high quality decisions while minimizing the cost and risk involved. Although such systems

may or may not replicate the same reasoning processes used by its human counterparts; the

goal of the system is to produce the same results as a human expert would under the same

circumstances.

Oniy a few prototype KBS have been developed for the specific purpose of

evaluating heritage buildings. Those that have been developed do very specific tasks.

Window Expert System [WESI is a prototype expert system used to diagnose and guide the

repair and replacement of windows in historic buildings (Gilleard, et al. 1990). The

prototype system developed by (Harada and Guckenheimer 1986) uses classification

T tfr" term ex.pert systenx is often used interchangeably with knowledge base systems. An expert
system is a type of knowledge system with a much more limited scope within a single subject domain
(Carrico 1989,11).
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techniques used by an architectural historian to identify to what architectural style or period

a particular heritage building belongs. In order to solve problems both systems query the

usel about the building design. Like most KBS, neither of these prototype systems are

able to retrieve building information directly from CAD or other digital graphic

representations.

Over the past decade an ever-increasing number of researchers, including (Schmitt

1986), (oxman and Gero r98l), (Coyne, et al. 1990), (Smasundaram and Mahabala

l99l), (Rutherford L992), (de Gelder and Lucardie 1993), have explored the development

of different kinds of ICAD systems that are based on the idea of integrating CAD

environments and expertise encoded in KBS.

XI.E. Sumrnarv of Issues

In this chapter applopriate design decision-making in the redevelopment process for

heritage buildings was described as being the result of analyzing carefully collected

building information using special expertise. This process takes a substantial amount of

time because of the need for the architect to deal with large amounts of different types of

building data as well as scarce knowledge. The use of digital heritage building records was

discussed as a means of increasing the utility of the building information. One of the

problems cited about the utility of digital heritage building records was the current lack of

standards for what these files would contain or how they would be formatted. KBS were

introduced as a potential opportunity for providing designers with encoded expertise.

ICAD systems, because they incorporate both design data and expertise in one

environment, potentially create an ideal design decision-making environment.
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The Smart Graphics Environme¡zf, described in the following chapters, is a

particular type of ICAD that focuses on digital drawing information of heritage buildings.

The SGE is conceived as an interactive design decision support environment. Unlike other

retlieval or query-based expert systems currently developed for use in heritage building

redevelopment, the designer would be able to initiate critical anaiysis of digitat heritage

building files directly from within a CAD environment. This thesis, therefore, includes

approaches for the different stages of ICAD system development including: (1) data

identification and collection, (2) representation and formalization, (3) component

integration, and (4) impiementation and testing.
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I{X.4.. ftesearch ObjectÍves

The goal of this research was to prove that the integration of digital heritage records and

KBS can provide design decision-making support for the redevelopment of heritage

structures. The objectives of the research were to:

(1) investigate and define a conceptual framework for creating
and integrating the components of a Smart Graphic
Environment. The components include:

Ð Knowledge Base System

ü) Digital Heritage Building Record (CAD and
Integrated Database)

iiÐ User Interface (Human Designer)

(2) implement and test concepts in a working prototype.

This study concentrates on heritage buildings that are potentially suitable for

adaptive re-use. Stluctures under consideration are limited to those whose historical

significance is established by physical or visual features, as opposed to association with

important events or persons. Such buildings have distinctive physical characteristics of a

type, period, or method of construction and therefore lend themselves well to graphical

representation and analysis using CAD.

t6
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IIn.B. Overview of Investieation

Kttowledge Analysis &
Representatiott

Knowledge

Dontain Experts

Building Documents

ñrcwledge Coding

Prototype
Implementation

Chapter II Chapter VII
Chapter V

FIGURE trII.1 - Overview of investigation

The following Chapters IV through VI describe a conceptual framework for the

development of a Smart Glaphic Environment. The purpose of the framework is to initially

establish, at a conceptual level independent of any particular implementation scheme, how

each of the components can be created on a computer and then linked together. The

components of the SGE are addressed separately according to the stages of KBS system

development based on (Carrico et al. 1989) (Figure IIL}). In this study, the KBS system

component is investigated first to determine what design analysis tasks such a system is

capable of accomplishing and its related data requirements.

The conceptual framework developed in this study is tested through the

implementation of an actual prototype system in commercially available software and

hardware that might be found in an average architectural office (described in Chapter VII).

This aspect of the research was greatly facilitated by consultation with an expert system
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developeri, who was able to pr'ovide detailed technical and programming support required

to create the prototype.

t Dettelopntent Stages :

Identification

Activities

analyzing task & inþrmatiort requirentents

collectirtg & representing expert & bttilding data

modellirtg and vertfying collected infu.

codírtg & prototltpe creatiort

-Þ> 

testittg & docwnenting system perþrmance

-Þ- 

evaluathry perþrmance and refinemetú of system

FIGURE III.2 - SGE Sysrem developmenr srages & acriviries

CAD systems, KBS, and human designers deal with complex information in different

ways. To achieve expert evaluation, all of the different components of a Smart Graphics

Environment have to exchange information, work together, and interact intelligently (after

Manola, et al. 1992).

Dr. Mark Evans, Department of Computer Science, University of MB.
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FIGURE III.3 - Conceptual framework of SGE components

In order for the computer to understand drawing information in the same way as a

human designer, information implicit in a drawing must be made explicit or the knowledge

fol doing this must be provided (Coyne, et al. 1990,94). At the same time, the design

knowledge required to evaluate the building design also has to be encoded in a knowledge

base. This explication process is often described as being analogous to developing a

language of design. Like the words of a language, a design is made up of component palts

that are taken from a broader vocabulary of parts. Parts are assembied together according

to celtain rules or "grammars" (design knowledge) that describe the relationship between

pafis.

An efficient approach for replesenting both design data and design knowledge is

based upon object-oriented computer programming. Object-oriented development

techniques attempt to manage the complexity inherent in real world tasks by abstracting out

knowledge and encapsulating it within objects. Each objecti represents a unit of

Objects are not necessarily only physical entities, but can be phenomena or processes also.
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information (such as a "door"). Objects can have attributes or properties, relationships

with other objects, and belong fo object classes with characteristics conìmon among groups

of objects (for example, a door belongs to the class "openings," and therefore shares the

characteristic of "connects two spaces together" with other members of its class, such as

"window"). An object instance describes a specific object, such as a "principle entrance

door." The object-oriented approach encourages a view of the world as a system of

coopelating and collaborating entities. Work is accomplished by manipulating the objects

-- creating objects, modifying objects, invoking functions associated with the objects, etc.

The object-oriented approach offers numerous advantages such as: modularity, reusabie

components, encapsulation and abstraction; all of which help alleviate the complexity

involved in developing and maintaining large applications (Coad and Yourdon 1991).

FIGURE XItr.4 - The Smart Graphics Environment

Based on a shared object-oriented description of design data and design knowledge

it should then be possible to cleate a Smart Graphic Environment with components that are

able to exchange, store, manipulate information, and perform analysis tasks to assist the
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designer. In addition to usel interface, these components include an object-based CAD and

Integrated Graphic Database system UGDBI, and an object-based KBS (Figure trL4).
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The purpose of the following chapter is to describe the development of a KBS component

for a Smart Graphics Environment. This chapter begins with an overview of the design

process and then highlights the potential role for KBS in providing design decision support

by analyzing digital heritage building records. Problems related to creating a KBS are

outlined including: identifying, conceptu alizing, formalization, and sharing of design

knowledge and data. The benefits of using an object-based approach to overcome these

problems in capturing design expertise in a KBS are presented.

IV.,{. The Ðesign Frocess

The development of an intelligent design decision support system requircs careful attention

to the nature of the design process itself. The earliest practical expert systems, like the

medical diagnosis program MYCIN, had very narrow and self-contained domains of

knowledge with very clear goals and strategies for reaching those goals. The most

successful intelligent design support systems have been ones that help designers solve very

clearly defined problems. For the most part, building design is a largely unstructured

activity where goals and strategies are not predefined but evolve through the process itself

(Drach, et al. 7993, 64). Design knowledge and data are in fact quite dynamic, where

22
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attributes and relationships between attributes can change depending on the context in

which they occur (de Gelder and Lucardle !993,111). This is why special techniques are

required fol acquiring and representing design knowledge and data.

Design is an iterative process where architects use their expertise to approach a set

of ideal solutions from a larger number of possibilities. The three-phase design model

originally introduced in (Asimow 1962) and reiterated by (Coyne, et al. 1990) is broadly

accepted as a general framework used by designers. The phases include: analysis,

synthesis, and evaluation (Figure IV.1.).

FIGURE IV.l. - Design phases

The first task is to diagnose, define, and prepare -- that is to
understand the problem and produce an explicit statement of
goals. The second task involves finding plausible solutions.
The third task concerns judging the validity of solutions
relative to the goals and selecting among alternatives. A
cycle is implied in which the solution is revised and
improved by reexamining the analysis. (Coyne et al. 1990,
12)

The role of the KBS component in the Smart Graphic Environment is intended to

provide design decision support specifically for the redevelopment design process. For

the purposes of this study emphasis is placed on the analysis phase of the design process.

Analysis is a particularly critical phase of the redevelopment design process, since it is at
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this stage that existing condition of the building is assessed, design problems are defined

and ploject goals are determined.

In the case of heritage building redevelopment, the design process can be considered as one

of model refinement. This type of design process is classified as being parametric or

routine design (Schmitt T990) because the design problems are well-defined. A designer

begins with a number of known parameters of an existing structure and those of a proposed

new use. In general, because they are "historic", the basic designs of such buildings

cannot be fundamentally changed. Therefore, the potential number of solutions is limited.

Through analysis, parameters of the design are clearly defined and thus the designer is

brought closer to potential solutions. In theory then, solutions are merely the result of

adjusting parameters to suit the specifications of design goals. However, in practice this

process is not as routine as this theory suggests.

In redevelopment there are often direct conflicts between design goals. Achieving

modern convenience and safety requirements while preserving features not originally

designed for this purpose can be a difficult challenge. It is for this reason that this type of

design work is often charactelized as being one of adaptation and compromise as well as

involving some degree of innovation.

The role of expert analysis in redevelopment design process is extremely important.

Before appropriate tteatments or renovations can be decided upon issues such as: building

code compliance, the ability to support new use(s), and the need to maintain historical

integrity, all need to be clearly identified and understood. Not meeting building codes can

severely compromise the life and health safety of a building's occupants. Certain plan
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configurations or original uses may easily accommodate certain types of new use. In other

buildings plan configulations may not be suitable, resulting in a negative impact on the

economic feasibility of the project. A designer who is unfamiliar with different

architectural styles may inadvertently remove or alter significant aspects of the building.

Those unfamiliar with period construction techniques may choose inappropriate treatments

or repails. Gaining understanding and identifying key design goals and objectives are

valuable products of the analysis plocess. Expertise is used to solve problems by

employing strategies for identifying what to look for and how to break complex problems

into more manageable parts.

Architects working in historical redevelopment encounter a number of design challenges

that require expertise that is not usually common in an architectural practice unless it is

committed to historical building conservation. Taking the time to acquire knowledge by

extracting it from domain literature, attending training courses and/or hiring an external

consultant(s) are very costly options. In this context, providing expert analysis on the

architect's desktop using computerized expertise is a valuable alternative.

KBS use expert knowledge in a domain and information about objects and

relationships described within that domain of discourse to reason about a situation in order

to solve a problem or give advice (Carrico 1989, Il). The ability to use heuristics or

"guessing" stlategies in the same way human experts do to solve problems is what sets

such systems apart from other search and retrieval programs and is the hallmark of a true

KBS.
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FIGURE IV.2. - Componenrs of an experr system (after Ballast l99l)

A KBS contains two distinct components: the knowledge base and a control

mechanism (strategies) for reasoning about the knowledge called the inference engine .

The knowledge base contains a representation of expert knowledge, usualiy in the form of

facts (problem-specific-data) and decision rules. Problem-specific data is stored and

accessed from a database (sometimes referred to as working memory). Each knowledge

base is specific to a particular problem domain. In addition to the knowledge base and

inference engine, KBS also have an user interface, explanation facility (describes how

conclusions ale reached by the system), and a knowledge acquisition facilify (used to enter

and modify knowledge in the knowledge base (Figure IV.2.).7

The most difficult aspect of creating a KBS is the process of translating facts and

human expertise into a language the computer can understand. This process is usually

undertaken by a Knowledge Engineer. Knowledge engineering involves:

t In the SGE user interface and the explanation facility are provided through the CAD environment
(see also Chapter VI - The Designer).
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

defining what the system will do,

finding and collecting the expertise needed,

representing and verifying expertise, and

tlanslating expertise into a machine-usable form.

Once this expertise is encoded on the computer the KBS has to be supplied with (5) the

relevant information about a given problem, and, be provided with a means of giving

feedback and analysis through a suitable (6) user interface.

Two challenges that are unique to the KBS component of the Smart Graphic

Environment are the requirements to: (1) represent and integrate design expertise on the

computer, and (2) to access heritage building design information directly from a digital

(CAD) model.

IV.C.l. ,Analysis paradÍgms - deterrnining what the systern wilt do.

Experts from different domains will look at redevelopment design problems in different

ways. The first task in identifying what expert knowledge needs to included in a KBS is to

establish a paradignt. Paradigms (patterns or models) are used by KBS developers to

describe how a given expert thinks about a problem within a given domain (Carrico, et al.

1989,21). Knowing this helps in structuring and eventually representing knowledge.

Two typical analyses in the redevelopment of heritage buildings are: (1) the

identification of the style or period to which a building belongs, and (2) establishing the

building code compliance of an existing structure. These analyses represent two different

KBS paradigms -- classif,cation and verification.

Classification is when knowledge in a KBS is used to select the best solution to a

probiem from a variety of alternatives. The prototype expeft system developed by (Harada

and Guckenheimer 1986) used to identify nineteenth century residential architecture
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(employing the same classification techniques followed by an architectural historian)

follows this paladigm.

In the case of a verification paradigm, knowledge is used to identify cause and

effect relationships from amongst numerous possibilities (Figure IV.3.). For example,

Window Expert System [WES] is a prototype expert system used to diagnose and guide the

repair and replacement of windows in historic buildings (Gilleard et al. 1990). It uses an

expert system to nalrow down potential repair actions depending on the significance and

condition assessments of windows. Similarly, buiiding code compliance can be

determined from a comparison and classification of building performance against a number

of design lequirements.

Object Condition
Course

or
Action

FIGURE IV.3. - Verification

Within the context of this study only the verification paradigm (for the purpose of

establishing code compliance) was explored in detail and implemented (Chapter VII).

Although it would be desirable to include more than one type of analysis in the system it

soon becomes obvious that such a system would have to incorporate additional expertise or

meta-knowledge for resolving conflicts that arise between conclusions of different

electronic experts.

The key behind the KBS systems, like the two prototype expert systems cited

above, are that they do very specific tasks. This allows paradigms to describe fairly

accurately how an expert may deal with choosing the best solution to a specific design
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question like how to fix a window or identify what style the building is. A clearly defined

task makes it easier to identify all of the procedures used by the domain expert. The

computer is, aftel all, a novice capable of doing only what it is instructed to do. A large

part of knowledge engineering relies on the domain expert being able to clearly describe

what it is that they do to solve problems. A task human experts often find very hard to do.

nV.C.2. Knowledge and design - acquiring speciat expertise. There are

two basic sources of expertise for a KBS: (1) domain documents and (2) the experts

themselves. Domain documents are used to establish facts and rules (goals, parameters,

definitions) and experts can explain how best to use and apply them.

The best technique for gathering knowledge is to interview domain experts and

observe them at work (Carrico, et al. 1989, 43). In addition to understanding the

fundamental knowledge of their subject domains, experts have established techniques for

reasoning that are more efficient than techniques a novice would use. Heuristic type

knowledge is self-taught over the years through explolation and experimentation. So, for

example, if one wishes to leam how a building official examines a heritage building lecords

for building code conflicts, the best approach is to give them several examples and ask

them to describe what problems they are looking for and how they are looking for them.

The goal is to establish a standard set ofconventions, or a protocol, for how data is treated.

Protocols for design evaluation can also be established by analyzing domain documents,

such as building codes and books on historical building styles. Using the same protocol, a

novice should be able to get the same results as the expert. If not, then the protocol is

invalid and the procedures need to be reviewed and clarified.

One of the important outcomes of the acquisition of expertise is the identification of

knowledge base objects that are used in a particular anaiysis. This helps to model and
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encode knowledge within the computer as well as determine the data requirements for

heritage building files.

Experts and domain documents use numerous implicit and explicit object definitions

and requirements. The nature of these objects can be quite complex and varied even within

a single domain of discourse, for example some building code objects are described by

what they ate ("door") or by what they do ("firewall"). The rules and definitions for

objects found building code documents are generally more performance-based than

prescriptive. For example, instead of saying all windows must be a certain type, a rule

may describe an acceptable level of heat-loss/gain permitted. By being purposefully

generic the same rules can be applied to a variety of design instances. At the same time, it

makes it difficult to define objects for computer it can identify within given digital

geometric CAD building model.

Understanding the connection between design knowledge and design data is crucial

when both are to be integrated within one environment on the computer. The prototype

expert systems by (Gilleard, et al. 1990) and (Harada and Guckenheimer 1986), described

eariier in this section, get heritage building data, not from a CAD drawing, but from the

designer. The expelt system does this by asking pointed questions. Potential answers to

these questions ale limited and predictable (yes/no, or a number within a certain range).

The responses from the designer are used by the system to draw conclusions within its

particular area of expertise. In such query-based environments the exper.t system tells the

designer what information it needs and when it needs it. The significant difference between

the Smart Graphics Environment and many other KBS design systems is the fact that much

of the information it gets about the design is from the drawing itself and not by querying

the user. 'When the expert system draws its information from a CAD drawing file the

designer has to anticipate what information it will need and include it in the file.
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Given a single construction industry standard for how information is to be defined

it should be relatively simple to create a drawing and database file that contains ali of the

design information needed for any architectural and engineering analysis. This is what is

known as a product or building (dar"a) model. It contains of all of the objects and object

attributes that make up a building design. Despite ongoing efforts to create a standard for

data definitions for building objects and object attributes, particularly for CAD/CAM

applications, universal agreement within the construction industry has not been reached yet.

The primary stumbling block is that architectural objects and their descriptions change

depending on the context of the analysis. The same design entities can be described in very

divergent ways. An architect may look at a wall as part of the organizational system of the

building, analyzing the pattern of openings or division of space. A structural engineer may

be concerned a wall as part of a structural system and analyze it in terms of wind resistance,

or tension and compression.

The definition of building design data comes from the domain of the expert. More

specifically it arises from the data requirements of the analysis procedure itself. A

prevailing characteristic of rules used to analyze buitding designs is that they can

accommodate a number of different design solutions. This means that design analysis is

occurring not at the physical level of each building component, but at a conceptual level

involving the functions and relations that these objects embody about a design.

Considering domain knowledge from this perspective supports the idea of objects being

different but still sharing a functional equivalence.

XV.C"3. Concept¡¡al Models. Examining a subject domain using a knowledge

level analysis allows one to study a domain's conceptual (data) models before trying to

implement them in a computer environment (de Gelder & Luca¡die 1993, 111). Conceptual

models represent domain knowledge and data in terms of concepts, sometimes considered
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as 8oãl-st(ttes. They define a solution space and the interdependencies involved.

Conceptual models explain design constraints in terms of the classes and hierarchical

relationships at a cognitive level that is more common to the way designers work.

Conceptual models describe design elements (objects) and their attributes in terms

of function or relationship to one another. Although they can be used to describe physical

(R-value) and non-physical (color) attributes of objects, they are generally not used for

geometric or shape descriptions (that are more readily described using CAD

representations). Design elements can be spaces (rooms, corridors), building components

(roof, door), and/or systems (air-conditioning, plumbing). Associations (also called

relations) are the relationships between design elements (is a, part of, type of).

The best way to organize and validate conceptuai models is to draw them. This is

done using a conceptual graph, or semantic network (Figure IV.4.). In these diagrams

concepts (nodes) ale connected together with labeled lines of associations. Associations

between objects change depending on the what aspect of design knowledge is being

represented (a structural concept is different from a functional one). Often associations are

interrelated so that management of complex models can become problematic (Drach, et al.

1993,71). The Nijssens Information Analysis Method [NIAMI is an example of a

sophisticated formalized technique for modeling many different conceptual relationships

(see also Chaptel YII). Type hierarchy diagrams are also used to show how objects inherit

the attributes of anothel (Figure IV.5.).
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FIGURE IV.4. - Semantic network
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One of the advantages to conceptual modeling is that domain experts find it easy to

understand, particularly when compared to reading computer program code. Thus,

conceptllal models allow the expert to verify the objects and relationships contained in the

model. It is interesting to note that the explication of domain expertise often provides

insights about the analysis plocess that even the experts themselves do not realize. In

recent years, the conceptual modeling of building codes is helping to identify oversights

and inconsistencies in building code documents.
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Clarity of design intentions and goals is particularly advantageous when one has to

resolve conflicts between them (Drach, et al. 1993,68). Conceptual modeling makes such

conflicts explicit so that they can be addressed, either by the human designer or eventually

with a computer system with embedded meta-knowledge that specializes in solving such

conflicts.

Conceptual modeling provides a technique for formalizing and.making explicit the

internal model human experts use to think about design problems. A domain expert

reasons by associating their own design knowledge with design data. In this way experts

recognize problems, critical relationships, and taxonomies that are apart of achieving

design goals.

FIGURE IV.6. - Example of rhree objecr descriprions:
a) CAD, b) semantic network, and c) object frame (relational)

Chapter VII provides further descriptions and examples of the use of conceptual

modeling in the context of impiementation of a prototype system that included representing

knowledge and data fol determining the building code compliance of heritage buildings.
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Figure IV.6. illustrates an three different types of object descriptions used in the prototype

system.

nV.Ð. Object-t¡ased ,Approach for KBS

Conceptual models help define and clarify design knowledge and data requirements used in

the analysis of heritage buildings. The next stage of development of the KBS component

of the Smart Graphic environment is to translate these models into a machine-usable form.

The most common type of knowledge representation in a knowledge base is with

rules. Each rule is a simple conditional statement [IF] consisting of one or more

preconditions and a ITHEN] conclusion. If the preconditions are satisfied then the

associated conclusion is drawn:

IF... .THEN....

IF....AND.....THEN....

IF (object=Window)
THEN (object class=opening)

IF (object=Window)
AND (operation=swing out)
TIIEN (object type=casement)

Rules work particularly well when a goal can be met by following a logical sequence of

steps. In the example above the system is able to identify all windows that swing out as

being part of a class of "opening" called "casement." In such an environment data

definitions remain static; a window does not become a "mirror" or an "thermal barrier",

unless more rules are added to describe these conditions also.
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Tasks that can be easily represented by a decision tree generally can be represented

in a rule-based system. The "limbs" of a decision tree take you to a node whereupon each

decision directs you onto a path that reduces the number of conclusions until there is only

one answer (the "Ieaf"). A KBS that determines the style of a building is systematically

narrowing down potential styles based on the certain character-defining features of each

style and asking if they are present on the building being examined. Conceptual models,

uniike decision trees, do not represent a procedural approach at all. They tend to

concentrate more on the defining a solution space on the basis of functions and relations

between design objects.

The representation scheme for the Smart Graphics Environment combines a rule-

based approach with an object-based approach. In this hybrid approach, data in the

knowledge base is grouped into objects. Rules and procedures, that can manipulate the

data, are located directly within each object.

The Knowledge Base is organized as a set of object classes that represent templates

or modeis of functional constraints, object characteristics, and contextual or object-to-object

relationships that are conìmon to groups of objects (Figure IV.7. and VII.1 1.). A set of

procedures and rules is encapsulated in each object to specify this knowledge and how it

should be applied in evaluating specific object instances (these object instances are retrieved

from an Integrated Graphic Database connected to a CAD building file). Classes are

arranged hierarchically so that they can share information. Subclasses inherit the

characterjstics of their parent classes (for example, a washroom door will inherit the shared

characteristics of all doors). Standard defaults are used to enable evaluations when

information about the existing building and its component objects is limited or incomplete.

This is a powerful mechanism for dealing with partial information (i.e., prototypical

information). Defaults can be overridden when actual values for an object instance's

attributes become known (Hill, et al. 1992).
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FIGURE IV.7 - Object-based representarion (Hill, et a\. 1992)

The benefit of using an object-based approach is that rules and constraints are

encoded in appropriate object classes in the knowledge base. The rules state the required

characteristics of the object classes to ensure that design goals, such as compliance with

building regulations and historical preservation guidelines, are met. CAD drawings

provide a set of appropriate object instances (As-Built or As-Designed state). The object

instances are examined by the expert system for potential violations with design goals (As-

Required state). Violations are reported to the user and methods for complying with the

violated goals are presented. These methods must be defined in the object classes in the

knowledge base so that they can be applied to specific object instances when violations

arise.

Object = {slotl, s1ot2, ... slotN}

Slot = {facetl, face:2,... facetM}

a slot contains information associated with an object's attribute

Facet = Value actual vctlue or defattlt for classes
Possible-Values, description of possible values
Legal-Values,
Explanation,
Value-Type,
When-Changed,
When-Needed,
When-Removed

constraints representing legal values
j us t ifi c at ion fo r c ons t raints
numeric, list, string, etc.

Note: the When-? facets are used to process events that correspond to the facet name. For
example, the When-Changed facet provides instructions to be carried out when the value in
the slot of an object instance is changed. This may involve updating other slots in the
object instance or creating or deleting other objects.
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The expert system contains an inference engine that interprets and manipulates

object classes and instances to perform design evaluations. The basic functions of the SGE

inference engine are to :

Extract object instances from the Integrated Graphics
Database and create appropriate object instances in ttre
knowledge base.

Manipulate these object instances and their associated object
class knowledge to enforce constraints, explain violations,
suggest methods for resolving violations, etc.

In an object-based knowledge base, control is typically distributed throughout the

object classes and subclasses defined in the knowledge base. This is done by associating

special-purpose procedures (catled methods) with one or more object classes. Methods

interpret and manipulate the contents of the objects that they are contained in. Like data,

methods can be inherited from parent classes. This allows general methods for interpreting

objects to be shared among many object classes (and hence their subclasses and instances).

It aiso allows specialized methods to be represented directly with objects when necessary.

A general control mechanism coordinates the selection of the methods that should be used

(it handles inheritance and conflict resolution when necessary). The advantage of this

scheme is that the methods for manipulating objects are defined within the objects rather

than in a large body of code as is the common approach in procedural computer

programming languages such as Pascal and C. Linking the methods of manipulating an

object with the object itself makes it much easier to maintain a large knowledge base (Hill,

et al. 1993).
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The computer's ability to store, manipulate, retrieve and disseminate heritage building

information is far superiol to traditional documentation techniques. The most important

advantage to creating digital heritage building files is a potential to increase the utility of

digital data so that it can be shared by a variety of programs within the computer. The role

of the CAD component of the Smart Graphic Environment is to provide access to heritage

building design data to the user and KBS component for analysis. The purpose of this

chapter is to (1) outline the types of data that are traditionally found in a heritage building

tecord, (2) techniques used to collect data and convert it into digital graphic formats, and

finally, (3) to descrÌbe standards for creating an attributed object-based CAD and.Integrated

Graphic Database IIGDB] digital heritage building file usable by a KBS.

V.A. Extending the {JtilÍty of E{eritage tsuilding Records

Traditional heritage recolding produces three different categories of building

documentation:

Unscaled Graphic Information (UGI) - i.e. photographs

Scaled Graphic Information (SGÐ - i.e. measured drawings

Text & Tabular Information (TTI) - i.e. written material,
annotations

(1)

(2)

(3)

41
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The primary source of this information is obviously the heritage building itself, but

additionai information can be found in original plans, historical photography, paintings and

sketches, and archival records (McKee I9l0).

Although they are used to represent actual physical objects, photographs and

architectulal drawings are abstract in nature. This means that most of the valuable

information that they contain is interpreted by an observer based on previously acquired

knowledge and experience. Different information can be extracted from the same

representation depending on the expertise of the observer.

Visual and geometric building representations are often the sole source of

information used to analyze a number of important aspects of a redevelopment project.

Architectural historians can determine the period and style of a building from observing

visual features of the exterior of a buiiding. Building authorities can identify many aspects

of code compliance by examining plans. Planners and facility managers also use site and

building plans to assess spatial efficiencies and property values. Building engineers use

photographs to examine evidence of common problems as well as identify building

matelials. Presented with a three-dimensional structural model, an engineer could quickly

identify criticai load bearing elements. Therefore, if the computer is going to perform

evaluations like these experts, it is impoftant to establish what exactly the computer "sees"

when it looks at digital graphic data.

V.ts. Unscaled Graphic Information

Photography is by far the most common means of recording heritage structures.

Photographs can capture a large amount of building information quickiy and inexpensively.

They can capture certain types of information that is not as readily, or even possible, to
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communicate with written descriptions or drawings. Photography is particularly useful in

revealing tlu'ee dimensional qualities, spatial relationships, condition, texture, scale, and

context than line drawings. Certain technical or aesthetic qualities are also more efficiently

captured in this way, such as complex ornamental features or structural details.

Once images are recorded onto film or video tape the next step in creating a digital

photographic record is to translate them into a machine-usable digital format. This is

achieved through either one of two processes: scanning (photographs and documents) or

frame grabbing (video). Both processes require special equipment and software. The use

of a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) still video cameras eliminates this step because images

are recorded (and verified) on site not on film, but digitally on floppy disk based on input

from a sensor (Figure V.1).

FIGURE V.1. - Canon CCD Camera

Scanners sample light intensity across a surface (i.e. a photograph or slide) and

convert this infolmation into an affay of integers in computer memory, where each integer

specifies a particular intensity, Frame grabbing is a similar process except it samples from
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an interyal of a video signal. The more precise the sampling, usually described in terms of

dots per inch, the more accurate the representation of the original. The location of each

integer is organized on a square raster gridmade up of smaller elements known as pixels or

picture elements. This information is then translated into a visible display of corresponding

intensities on an output device (Mitchell and McCullough I99I,73).

FIGURE V.2. - Raster grid & bitmapped image

Such digital images are known as raster or bitmapped (Figure V .2.). One of the

primary characteristics of raster images is that they use a lot of computer memory because

they store information about each pixel that is in the image. Each picture element represents

at least one bit of memory per pixel (on=1, off=O). Zero represents intensities approaching

or equivalent to white and one represents black. By assigning more memory to each pixel

it is possible to create higher resolution images that include intermediate tones. A

completely smooth-looking image is achieved when at least eight bits per pixel are used,

which gives a scale of 256 tone gradations (Mitchell and McCullough I99I,76). The more

memory allotted to the image files, the more powerful the computer needs to be to work
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with as well as stote them. Raster images also have to be stored on media capable of

handling large amounts of data such as hard drives, optical drives, or magnetic tape.

Achieving good image resolution is, however, important because significant visual

infolmation can be lost. Maintaining information in these files is essential if the digital

image is the sole form of documentation for certain elements that, for practical reasons,

would not be measured or drawn (such as complex ornamental details). Low resolution

images tend to flatten out and loose their three-dimensional quality, having a chunky

appearance. Therefore, the subtle quality of architectural form, materials and details are

lost (Figure V.3.). In the case of heritage buildings where their significance is embodied in

such visual qualities this information is critical. Higher resolution images also provide the

opportunity for different types ofraster analysis and processing.

FtrGURE V.3. - Comparison of image resolution

Duling the redevelopment process, a photographic record is produced in the initial

stages of data acquisition and planning. With this first rccord a designer is able to visualize

the site, buildings and key features off site. In the final design stages photographs are used

to complement measured drawings and histories as part of the heritage record.
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Digital photographic records are important to include as part of a digitai heritage

building file because of the role they play in visualization of different issues for the

designer. The greatest strengths of raster image records are for the purposes of reference

and visual verisimilitude. However, all of the building information contained within a

raster image is interpreted by the viewer of the image. Despite the many interesting effects

and compositions possible through image processing, raster images are made up of

unrelated sub-elements and are intrinsically two-dimensional and this ultimately limits their

utility for interpretation by both the designer and computer. In a rastel image the designer

cannot adjust their vantage point or move around the objects presented, nor ask the

computer to do things like show the effect of shadows at different times of the year.

Attaching attributes, such as the name "window," to individual pixels is simply not

practical. In order to perform the complex analysis required in the redevelopment process a

more complete digital model that inciudes geometric and semantic information about the

heritage building is required (Figure V.4.).

FIGURE V.4. - Raster and CAD drawing of rhe same window objecr
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V.C. Scaled Graphic Infonmation

Measured drawings for historical buildings include: location plans, plot plans, floor plans,

elevations and so on. In the context of redevelopment, measured drawings eventually

evolve into contract or working drawings. Of the drawing types cited, the floor plan is

traditionally the most commonly used document for analysis.

Computer Aided Design programs provide tools for drafting measured building

information on the computer. All drafting software is based on certain assumptions about

architectural drawings. One assumption is that architectural or engineering drawings can be

constructed from three basic primitives: the point, line, and arc. Drafting software is based

on a two dimensional rectangular Cartesian system. Pairs of numbers are used to specify

end point coordinates of lines on a plane defined by x and y axes. These numbers are

stored in binary format in memory. Drafting systems employ eight, sixteen, or thirty-two

bit binary numbers to represent coordinates. Coordinates are represented to a finite

precision because of the limitation of memory, but even eight bit drawings are usually

accurate enough for most applications.

Instead of entering integer coordinates, most CAD environments allow the designer

to work in units of measure, like meters and centimeters, that are converted internaily. In

CAD files all of the information is represented mathematically. As a result building data

can be stored at "full size" and changing between units of measure and display/printing

scales is readily achieved. In terms of drawing heritage buildings, units of measure can be

adjusted to match those used at the time and the place that a building was built. Building

materials and organizing systems relate back to the standard unit of measure of the locality

whether it is the English foot or the Japanese Ken. Using the original units make it easier

to draw the shucture. Using a CAD file allows the designer to easily switch back to a term

of scalar reference that is more familiar.
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There are a variety of techniques for entering coordinate points into the computer

including: keyboard, digitizing tablet and light pens, but the most common is with a

mouse. Using a mouse allows the designer to input the first point of a line by positioning a

cursor on the screen, clicking and then rubber-banding to enter another point thereby

establishing origin, direction and length. More complex shapes are created from a series of

smaller line segments (polyline) to form open or closed polygons. A curve is also

represented in this manner, where the visual smoothness of the curve is determined by the

number of segments used. This type of digital drawing, because it is made up of lines, is

often referred to as avector graphic (Figure V.5.).

l-

l-

A--I q

l__lj
FIGURE V.5. - Vector graphics - square

Vector graphic files are considerably smaller than raster graphic files. For a line in

a raster drawing each pixel location and value along its entire length is independently stored

and manipulated. In a vector graphic file only coordinates of the end points of lines are put

into memory with the connecting elements calculated for display and output.

Correspondingly, it is also easier to modify and move an individual line in a vector graphic

because the changes to the end points effect the whole line.

From the architect's point of view a lot of the advantages to CAD vector drawings

are realized through the fact they are easy to modify and information can be reused within

ihe same drawing or to create others; such as duplication of a single window to create

*
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window patterns or using the floor plan information to create a reflected ceiling plan.

These drawings communicate to the designer as much information as any two dimensional

traditional paper drawing does. However, on the computer, vector drawings contain

purely geometrical data. As a result what is explicit to the computer is a very limited

concept of architecture as collections of lines and boundaries, without a more

comprehensive understanding of what exactly it is that these lines are defining.

V.Ð. Object-based C.A.Ð Graphics

Object-based CAD systems treat graphic entities as objects. Such systems have imbedded

knowledge about the geometric properties of a given object, and allow the object to be

linked to a variety of attributes that are not necessariiy geometric properties. In object-

based CAD, object classes may be defined by purely geometric attributes (e.g. squares),

but can capture inherent attributes such as "doors" or "windows" or combinations of

symbolic attributes such as all "oak doors with leaded glass.',

Computationally, an object-based CAD system uses a sophisticated representation

method that contains a deeper description about the characteristics of graphic entities. For

example, if one draws a graphic entity such as a rectangle, the raster environment will treat

it as an arrangement of unrelated pixels, the vector environment will treat it as a set of lines

and coordinate locations (although other attributes may be tagged to vector entities), and the

object-based environment will recognize a rectangle object. A rectangle object is

understood to be a four-sided entity with parallel sides, at right angles to one another (Hill,

et al. 1993) (Figure V.6.).
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FNGUR.E V.6. -

(b) (c)

(a) raster, (b) vector, (c) object graphic

The unique geometric characteristics of the rectangle object are represented by

parameters. "Parametric variation is possible where part of the data structure used to

describe a given object in a CAD drawing contains variables instead of constants and the

values of some variables are dependent on the values of others," (Mitchell and

McCulloughI99I,117). Intheexampleoftherectangleobjectthevalueofparametersfor

the "height" and "width" for the object instance are supplied by the user.

Objecrbased CAD environments will also support object to object parameters to

varying degrees. These parameters define how change to the geometric variables of one

object effects the other. Relationships between objects can be as simple as sharing a

coûlmon coordinate point to being quite complex. In the case of classical proportioning,

for example, the diameter of a column determines the dimensions of the shaft, capital,

pedestal, and the entablature. Maintaining this type of complex relationship is very difficult

because the computer must be able to not only recognize relevant objects in a drawing (i.e.

column, shaft, pediment), but also understand the parametric constraints of classical

proportioning. This feature, although it is not currently found in commercially available

CAD packages, relies on the ability to relate knowledge with distinct graphic entities that is

characteristic of object-based graphic environment.
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The spatial relationships between objects are a significant part of architectural

design that can be determined from geometric information. Object-based CAD

descriptions, because they contain the dimensions and locations of objects (such as rooms),

can be used to infer the topology of the design (Coyne, et aI. T989,96). Topological

analysis shows the spatial relationship between elements that is useful for describing such

things as the organizational system of a historical buitding layout or generating bubble

diagrams for new use patterns (Figure V.7.).

FIGURE V.7. - Semantic network representing spatial relationships
(floor plan and topological diagram)

Although this study is concerned primarily with two-dimensional CAD building

representations (plan, elevation), three-dimensional CAD is the best way to model vertical

and horjzontal relationships (volume, vertical circulation).
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The drawing tools in the object-based CAD component of the Smart Graphics Environment

are used to generate and modify the drawn elements of the heritage building design. As

previously mentioned, because they take a long time to produce, measured drawings the

most expensive form of heritage building documentation. However, there are a number of

opportunities where instead of inputting all of the information directly the computer can be

used to help facilitate the drawing process. In most cases this involves tools used to

extract coordinate information imported from other raster and vector-based CAD programs

and be overlaid with object information. The foilowing subsections discuss data

acquisition approaches as well as setting standards for: drawing accuracy, graphics, and

layering in object-based digital heritage building records.

V.8.1. Data Acquisition. Typically the source of the measurements for the

drawings is collected from physical evidence recorded on site. Dimensions for measured

drawings normally come from three types of records: documents, hand measures and

photographs. Documentary sources represent measurements that someone else has

recorded including: original or alteration drawings, historical photographs, published

accounts, plevious surveys, specifications, and so on (Burns 1989, 125). Of these types,

hand measuring the building, if executed properly, produces accurate results. This

technique, howevet, requires careful planning and coordination. It is labor intensive and,

therefore, expensive. The larger and more inaccessible the building, the more difficult it is

to obtain a complete set of measurements efficiently and economically by hand.

Where existing plan or elevation drawings are available it is possible to make a scan

of the drawings and trace them using object-based CAD tools. It is important to remember
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howevet, that information that can be gathered from original drawings may not be accurate

and detailed enough for the purposes of redevelopment. Original drawings can be merely

sketches or do not represent as-built conditions due to changes made during or after

construction.

Acquiring drawing information from photographs can be a feasible alternative to

hand measuring or scanning original drawings. Architectural photogrammetry, which

combines the principles of photography and geometry in order to extract measurements

from photographs, is used in a number of different ways with the computer to create CAD

drawings. Rectified photography, where perspective distortions are eliminated in the

photographic raster image, can be achieved using software programs such as Digital Video

Rectification lDVRl. This allows measurements to be taken directly from the photographic

image. Specialized software programs like CAD OverlayrM combine raster image

processing tools along with CAD tools. This allows the user to adjust the contrast and

brightness of a bitmapped image so that it is easier to trace.

Computer Aided Reverse Perspective Analysis ICARPA] developed by

(Crankshaw 1990) can be used to generate building plan footprints from photographic

views of rectilinear objects. The computer achieves this by reversing the geometric

principles used to create pelspectives by projecting lines from plan views, and apptying

them to perspective photographic views of the building.

The examination of the relationship of equivalent and adjacent integers has been

used to develop Optical Character Readers [OCR] capable of automatically recognizing

characters on pages of printed text, making them usable by word processors. This

eliminates the need to retype existing text into the computer (Mitchell and McCullough

I99L, 96). Recent research in automatic architectural shape recognition (Tan 1990)

(Nagakura 1990) (Koutamanis 1992) is based on the concept of matching of patterns of

pixels or templates to instances within a bitmapped image (similar to how an OCR looks
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for patterns of that make up a text character). Similarly, edges of objects are recogni zedby

the occurrence of adjacent equivalent pixel values.

Generic object matching and edge recognition in raster images are particularly

significant to semi-automatic measuring techniques where feature extraction algorithms are

assisted by input by the user. The Digital Photogrammetry and Architectural Design

IDIPAD] system described in (Strelein, et al. 1992) combines edge recognition with

photogrammetric techniques and is capable of extracting accurate three-dimensional (x,y,z)

locations for points, lines, open polygons, closed polygons, and surfaces from multiple

photographic views. These in turn can be exported in Data eXchange Format [DXF] into

an object-based CAD environment for further processing.

To date, a practical system that is the equivalent to an OCR (totatly automatic

translation graphic images into a CAD format) has not yet been developed. This is because

it is difficult for the computer to recognize even standard architectural entities, such as door

swings or windows, because, unlike typewritten characters, such architectural elements are

integrated with other graphic entities (i.e. wall) and are not distinct from their neighbors.

Totally automatic recognition of architectural objects within photographic images is an even

more difficult proposition, where it is hard to anticipate certain patterns of pixels, often in

perspective, as being related to particular object or class of objects. A particular form of

Artificial Intelligence system, neural networks, has been shown to be quite effective in

identifying patterns that it "learns" - to the extent of successfully distinguishing between

male and female human faces. In the future this technology may also prove to be a means

by which bitmapped images can be read. Other techniques involving robust statistical

analysis of geometr:ic dafa to extract geometric primitives as described in (Roth and Levine

1993) may also prove effective.
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V"8.2. Dnawing r\ecuraE/. In order to assist in entering information most drafting

systems allow the user to define modular orthogonal grids palallel to the coordinate axes.

The cursor can then be set to snap to the user-defined grid. In a CAD environment walls

can meet at precisely ninety degrees and can be continuous along their entire dimension.

These chalacteristics are obviously desirable in designs for new construction. However, in

the case of drawing heritage buildings issues of drawing precision and accuracy are at odds

with this type of environment. In reality buildings are not built with this kind of precision

and over time, with use and exposure to environmental factors, further deformation and

shifting occurs.

Measured drawings of historical buildings for redevelopment purposes do not differ

significantly from typical architectural contract or working drawings except for the fact that

they represent as-built condition. A preliminary plan can be accurate up to within ten cm (4

inches) whereas a final detailed record is expected to be within twenty-five miilimeters for

building plans and five millimeters for details (Letellier, et al. 1993,8). High accuracy is

important because subtle changes ale rcvealed that would otherwise remain hidden, such as

deformation of walls, that could be indicators of structural damage or deterioration.

It is because of the irregularities of heritage buildings that when entering the

coordinates of the perimeter walls of rectangular room CAD operators often find that the

last and the first points do not match, resulting in a closing error (Figure V.8.). Closing

effors should always be annotated on CAD drawings. The occurrence of closing errors can

be reduced by taking diagonal measures on site. A total station, or digital theodolite,

records surveyed points directly into a digital form. Imported into the CAD environment,

these can provide control point coordinates for snapping to and for verification of hand

measules.
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FIGUR.E V.8. - Closing error

Graphic standards for the production of

traditionally drafted architectural and engineering drawings have existed for a long time to

help ensure clear communication of ideas. Heavier line weights are used to differentiate

between objects in front of others, or a line and arc are com.monly used to show direction

of the swing of a door. Usually such standards are customized to suit the design offices in

which they are used. The desire to achieve a universal exchangeability of digital heritage

files, particularly between domains, requires developing consistent approaches for the use

of: line weights, lettering, dimensioning, hatching/fills, drawing sheet sizes, drawing

scales, symbols and formats. Presently, it is difficult to identify a single industry CAD

graphic standard. Two recent proposals include (McGonigal, 1993) and (CSA, 1993). As

a general rule CAD graphic standards for heritage files should be as simple as possible, be

set up before drawing begins, and be well-documented.
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One of the very first standards to set for a CAD drawing fiie is the use of layers,

sometimes known as levels. This becomes the very first level of classifying CAD object

information.

The concept behind layering is based on the use of transparencies or tracing paper

to overlay design information. In the CAD environment each layer of information can be

edited, displayed and/or printed out individually or in combination with others. In this

manner certain aspects of a design can be studied in isolation without extraneous

information obscuring or overcomplicating the drawing. Furthermore, the use of layers

reduces the redundancy of information. A wall drawing layer only has to be drawn once

and then can be used in combination with other layers to create mechanical, electrical,

plumbing, and architectural plans.

Layers should be set up before any drawing takes place. Arranging and naming

layers in a CAD file should be according to an accepted industry standard. CAD layering

standards need to take into consideration the division of data into:

(1) construction assembly separation (walls, doors, windows);

(2) drawing separarion (organizing layers for.output);

(3) location separation (where in the building i.e. ground floor,
etc.);

(4) ploject scope separation (phasing, altemate designs,
historical vs. modern renovation); and

(5) three dimensional separation (Electric Architect lggI).

There are several CAD layering guidelines cumently available, although no single

standard has yet to be universally adopted. Two North American guidelines, (AIA 1990)

and (Public Works Canada 1990) share essentially the same approach to layering. Both

divide data into major and minor groups, offer long and short versions, are open ended

(allow for user-defined fields), and can be easily used across a number of different
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applications. Using the guidelines as a starting point it is possible to propose a layering

strategy to address the specific needs of restoration and redevelopment in heritage

buildings.

Each layer name contains alphanumeric characters identifying a major group or

category, minor group and a modifier. Major. groups of data include:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

(7)

(8)

A - Architecture, Interiors and Facilities Management

S - Structural

M - Mechanical

P - Plumbing

F - Fire protection

E - Electrical

C - Civil engineering

L - Landscape architecture.T

Minor groups are used to subdivide major groups into more specific classes of

information. These groups tend to relate more to the separation of plan information than

non-pian information. Several layers are used to describe a single floor. in a building

whereas only one or two are used for an elevation. This is because plan information is

more often shared between disciplines than non-plan information. Therefore, the

separation of plan data is finer. In the case of heritage building records used in the Smart

Graphics Environment the elevation may be further divided to suit the needs of object

identification (Figure V.9.).

I public Works Canada divides major groups inio those for the building sector and heavy civil
engineering. In addition to the eight groups identified, PWC adds for buildings: I - Interiors, R- Reality
and space management, U - Security, W - Communications.
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FIGURE V.9. - Layering of elevation object information

Minor groups contain either buiiding information or drawing information. Building

information layers are often shared between drawing groups. They contain data relating to

the physical form of the site, building, or objects within the building. Examples include

walls, doors and windows. Drawing information layers are generally connected to a single

layer only and contain annotations, dimensions, and cross references (AIA 1990, 15).

Drawing information layers that do appear in almost all heritage building drawings include:

(1) reference grid (established by control points surveyed on site) and (2) border and title

block linework. An example of a layering sffategy for a simple architecturai digital heritage

record based on AIA guidelines is shown inTable 2.
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TABLE 2 - Architectural CAD drawing layers for a heritage file

CAD layering conventions achieve their open-endedness by attaching modifiers

(two to four chalacters) to the layer name that are either standard or user-defined. These

can be used to indicate floor levels (i.e. -01, -02 . ..etc.), or even the language of the text

used (i.e. "-E" for English). The suffix modifiers "-EXST," "-DEMO," "-NEW"W," "-

PLAN" differentiate between layels of existing items to remain, existing items to be

demolished, new work and planning or design information respectively. The layer name is

then put together:

Although it is important that the layer name contain a clear indication of its contents many

users prefer, or may be limited by their cAD system, to use a shorter form:

A-WALL-O1
A-WALL-DEMO-01

A-WALL-O1
A-WALL-DEMO-01

for walls on the first floor.
for walls to be removed from the first floor

AWA-O1
AWADE-O1

A-WALL AWA watts
A-DOOR ADO doors fiambs, casework, swing)
A-GLAZ AGL windows, window walls, glazed partitions
A-FLOR AFL floor information
A-CLNG ACL ceiling information
A-ROOF ARO roof
A-ELEV AEL interior and exterior elevations
A-SECT ASE sections
A-DETL ADE detaits
A-SHBD
A-GRID
A-PFLR
A-PCLG
A-PHOTO
A-PXFU
A-PDEM

ASH
AGR
APF
APC
APH
APX
APD

sheet border and title block line work
grid established by surveyed control points
floor plan
reflected ceiling plan
photographic key plan
fixtures and furniture plan
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indicate unique layers specifically relating to heritageSpecial modifiers

building records:

-PHOT
-IMAG
-CFIG
-CLSG

are required to

PH
IM
CF
CL

photographic key plan
photographs (raster images)
special groupings or configuration of entities
closing error notations

A photographic layer is used for photographic key plan (exterior or interior) to indicate

camera positions. The actual raster images associated with the drawing file can be imported

temporarily to a designated layer for viewing or tracing. Storing raster images permanently

within the CAD file would make it overly large. Configuration layers are used to organize

object to object spatial relationships. Elements of a historical building have individual

characteristics as well as those attributable to being apart of aparticular arrangement or

grouping. The historic value of a window pattern, for example, is sometimes greater than

the value of each window in isolation.

As mentioned in the beginning of this section, layering is the first level of

classification of graphic entities in a CAD file. They are designed to assist in the division

of data for management of project files. Care has to be taken to ensure that the layering

strategy employed does not become overiy complex. Too many divisions make a drawing

file very difficult to create and maintain. Using unique colour or line types for layers does

not tlanslate well between systems. Inasmuch as layers could be used to communicate very

specific information about a given entity, this approach is simply not practical. A layer

containing doors is far more relevant to most apptications than numerous separate layers

consisting of: haiiway doors, bathroom doors, entrance doors and so on. Using attributes

is a much more flexible approach to assigning non-graphic (such as door type) information.
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In the Smart Glaphics Environment the object-based CAD component serves as the

interface between the designer and the KBS. This allows the designer to receive critical

feedback directly within the CAD drawing environment. The particular advantage to using

object-based CAD heritage building files is that it allows the designer to link specialized

kinds of information needed by the KBS to provide this feedback with recognizable objects

in a graphic.

An Integrated Graphic Database IIGDB] associates information with objects in a

drawing. In general, a database contains one or more data file(s) (text, graphic, and/or

numeric) "however defined, accessed, or stored that holds non transient data in a computer

application" (Oxford Dictionary of Computing 1991, 110). An integrated database

combines information previously held in many separate files. An Integrated Graphic

Database refers to a particular type of database that draws its information from CAD

drawing files as well as information provided by the user. Based on these definitions of

databases it follows that an object-based IGDB hoids data files relating to objects in object-

based CAD drawings.

A CAD system that incorporates a database feature, as many now do, wili have a

Database Management System IDBMS] that offers control over the data, file organization

and access methods. A sophisticated database manager integrated with a CAD system

dynamically links information in the drawing with information stored in the database. This

means that any changes made to a graphic entity in the drawing (such as increasing the

height) are immediately updated in the data file associated with that particular object.

The purpose of the IGDB component of the Smart Graphics Environment is to

handie the manipulation, exchange, and linkage of information between the user, CAD

drawing objects, the object Architectural Attribute Code records [AAC], graphic files, and
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the KBS objects. The objects in the CAD drawing are stored as object instances in the

IGDB.

What is identified as an object and how it is defined is very much dependent on the

analysis the computerized "expert" is being asked to perform. A structural engineer

interested in performance will analyze a column based on information about the material,

height, width and loads. A historian concemed with identifying character-defining features

on an elevation examines data relating to age, context, appearance, and notes unique

colout, shape or decoration. Facilities managers investigating new occupancies are

interested in the form and organization of spaces and activities. It is for this reason that the

techniques or language used to describe design is flexible enough to accommodate a variety

of object descriptions that arise from different architectural design domains.

Component objects of a historical buiiding design can refer to physical elements

(door, window, wall), spaces (room, corridor), or concepts (fire separation, node). The

purpose of Architectural Attribute Coding [AAC] is to describe the properties or

cha¡acteristics of architectural objects. Object attributes can be:

what it is (dimensions, colour, mass)

what it does (opens, flushes, divides)

what it represents (Georgian, symbol of life, age)

" topological; relations with other objects (is a type of, is adjacent to)

" geometrical; how it is shape/orientation/measure (parallel sides, triangular,
cube)

Alchitectural concepts tend to be hierarchical in naturc. This allows for an economy

of attribute coding because it is possible for objects to inherit properties shared by generic

parent classes of objects. For example, all doors belong to the class "Door" and therefore

share common attributes of: material, width, height, thickness, and finish. A subclass of

' physical;

" functional;

" signal;
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"doors" may differentiate between doors with windows in them, or by their operation such

as bi-foid, sliding or revolving. Each individual object instance will have attributes that are

not shared by its parent class and therefore is also identified by a uniqu e name. For

instance, a uniquely paneled period door located at a principle entrance may be identified as

"Door-1" of the class "Door."

The AAC is stored in the IGDB in aframe which is made up of attribute records

and fields. Attribute records contain groups of fields. Fields contain attributes and

attribute values attached to each object. For example, a window object with the attribute

"frame material" can have an attribute value "wood" (Figure V.10.). Predefined records

and fields contain information associated with object classes. For instance, the attribute

record for the "'Window" class will include information on material, glazing type, finish,

etc. Additional attribute fields can be added to further clarify the object description. CAD

database systems offer different techniques for customizing records and

entering/manipulating field information. This includes special data palettes and/or sepa.rate

database or spreadsheet environments that are used within the drawing environment.

FIGURE V.10. - Integrated Database, dara enrry palerte, and CAD object
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The sources of attribute values can be categorized as either:

(1) explicit,

(2) calculated,

(3) assigned, or

(4) default.

Both explicit and calculated attribute values can be extracted directly from information

contained in a CAD graphic. As described previously, object-based CAD graphics use

both fixed and variable geometric parameters to control how the objects are displayed and

manipulated. Therefore, a designer automatically assigns particular explicit geometric

attribute values by creating an object in a CAD environment. For example, an object drawn

as a square automatically will have sides of equal length.

Calcuiated attribute values arevariable dependent. They are derived fi.om the values

of other object attributes using procedures imbedded in the IGDB. For exampie, the

amount of paint required to finish a rectangular door can be determined from a procedure

involving the calculation of the door's "area" attribute value based on the value of two other

attributes, "height" and "width".

Assigned attribute values are supplied by the user to objects to describe

characteristics that are not described graphically, such as historical value or finish. Default

attribute values are automatically assigned by the system to cover information that is

missing or incomplete so that some ievel of analysis can still occur. These values can be

inferred from the rules required for analysis of the building or assumptions based on

heuristic domain knowledge. For example, the default clear width for all doors may be

based on an average width of 800 mm unless othetwise specified. Assigned and default

attribute values arc variable independent in that they are not derived from the values of

dimensional or geometric information contained in the CAD drawing. Attribute values for
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"class" of object can be derived from the CAD layer designation of objects in the drawing

(i.e. objects on the "A-DOOR" belong to the class "door").
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CE{.A.PTÐR. Vr

TF{Ð ÐESXGNÐR

This chapter is used to explain the role of the Designer in the Smart Graphic Environment.

The advantages to using an interactive approach for design decision-making with KBS are

revealed. Included in this chapter is an examination of the importance of user interface in

facilitating decision-making. Expedient methods for communicating design data, initiating

analysis, and presenting feedback to the user are discussed in the context of a client-server

model. In this model, the designer communicates with other components of the Smart

Graphic Environment without ieaving the drawing environment.

VI.A. The Clever Ðesigner

In his articie, "A New Agenda for Computer-Aided Design," Wiltiam Mitchell commented

that CAD and database analysis procedures had not supplanted human critics. He pointed

to the fact that buildings are complex entities which "perform subtle economic, social, and

cultural roles" and that "these can only be understood adequately by reasoning about them

in the light of extensive economic and social and cultural knowiedge" (11). What makes

computer intelligence artificial is that it is based on arithmetic and logic alone and because

of this it lacks a broader contextual awareness. Anatol Holt, a researcher in artificial

intelligence, noted that the computer's ability to perform brilliant chess moves while the

68
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house is burning down clearly does not show intelligence. Expert computer systems can

be likened to an idiot savant -- exhibiting exceptional skill in a particular field of expertise

but lacking colnmon sense. What makes expert systems truly useful is that they make

"clever people cleverer" (Browning 1992,6).

Creating a Smart Graphic Environment is only in part about developing digital

design data and expert knowledge-base systems. The end-goal truly is to give the designer

tools to do a job they already do, only better. No matter how powerful the computer tool

is, taking advantage of it still requires the designer to be skillful. Learning how to

collaborate and work with other people to make decisions can be hard enough, learning to

decision-make with a computer is harder still (Browning 1992,24). As a developer of an

intelligent design environment one has to be mindful of the strengths and weaknesses of

both the designer and computer systems and find ways to use the skills of one to augment

the skills of the other.

The Smart Graphic Environment was intentionally conceived as an interactive one.

The role of the designer is to do the tasks that computer systems are not very good at

doing. By taking advantage of the talents of a human designer, this approach is much more

efficient in the solution of re-development design problems. On the one hand, computer

systems can be relied on to handle, sometimes simultaneously, all of the facts and highly

specialized expertise relating to heritage buildings and redevelopment that is built into them

without forgetting or becoming overwhelmed. On the other hand, it is the knowledgeable

designer that provides the expedence and skill required to use design knowledge and data

wisely and creatively to resolve design problems.
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within the smart Graphics Environment the role of the designer is to:

(1) enter design data;
(specify or limit the context of analysis),

initiate evaluations;
(structure problem within domain of discourse),

interpret feedback provided by KBS;
(reason with intuition and inference based on broader
context)

resolve design problems by eliminating errors;

recognize desired design state (design completion).

VI.A.1. EnterÍng Ðesign Ðata. In order to come to consensus, decision-makers

have to share a coÍlmon understanding of the problem and be given all the information they

need to solve it. As we have discussed earlier in this study it is easy to collect and generate

lots of digital heritage building records in all kinds of forms and formats. Moving from a

merely digital description of visual and textual information, in terms of pixels (graphics)

and alphanumeric characters (text), to recognition of building elements and understanding

human language (natural language) simply cannot currently be done efficiently by a

computer. A strength of an expert system is that it is abie to deal with large amounts of

information. Interpreting data in a meaningful way to solve problems, however, is quite

another matter.

Tladitionally, a designel performs a juggling act involving combinations of

different abstract building representations (photographs, drawings) and the interpretation of

voluminous functional and performance specifications, including such things as building

codes and guidelines for maintaining historic integrity and the client's own functional

program. All of this must be done so that designers can determine whether their designs

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)
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establish an appropriate fit between codes and historic preservation, while still meeting the

necessary design criteria for new use.

The Smart Graphics Environment is intended to allow for the development of a

building redevelopment design using conventional CAD tools. However, to truly take

advantage of the system certain design protocols need to be introduced. Elements required

by the expert system must be identified in the CAD application and certain attributes have to

be assigned or system defaults will be used. Information is also organized in accordance to

CAD drawing standards, including the use of layering. Photographic information (raster

files) tell a story about building materials and condition. Such information must also be

attributed to the instance of those geometric entities represented within the object-based

CAD environment.

The identification of objects must reflect the needs of the knowledge-base system's

testing mechanisms, whether they are about establishing code compliance, historical

classification, oÍ functional evaluation. Accordingly, conditions are placed upon the

designer to define elements in certain ways depending on the context of the evaluation. For

example, if the area of a room is required for testing, then the object representing the room

should be of an appropriate type, i.e. polygons, rectangles etc., rather than drawn as a

serjes of unconnected walls. In this way the user is considered to be an integral part of the

Smart Graphics Environment as a kind of interpreter. It is much easier to teach a human

designer to describe design in a way the computer can understand than vice versa. As a

result, to some extent, the environment determines how the designer proceeds and how

information is genelated. Such constraints may prove to be too limiting for some

designers, however, for others the benefits of interactive expert evaluation will outweigh

the constraints on design lepresentation.

In time, as CAD dlawing environnments improve, the tools used to create

architectural object representations will not only be more functional and flexible for all
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designers, but also have a understanding of the nature of the object that is being drawn.

Commercially available CAD systems already have begun to develop such features as a

"wall tool," symbols with imbedded attributes, and context sensitive culsors (for aligning

objects).

VI.,{.2. Probtrem Stnucturing, The design process is characteùzedby goals that are

not generally well-formed at the outset. By observing architects at work researchers have

discovered that experienced architects show a great skill in problem-structuring or puzzle-

making (Aikin, 1988)(Archea, 1986)(Coyne 1990). This means that architecrs have the

ability to structure ill-defined problems and make them tractable. They do this by

restructuring ill-defined problems into manageable well-defined parts that they resolve

separately and then reassemble the partial solutions into a general soiution for the entire

problem (Aikin 1988, 178). As an architect works through sub-problems different design

alternatives become cleal. Design scenarios are addressed according to global constraints

(entrance iocation, mechanical systems) first, since these have many dependencies, before

local ones are resolved (hardware/fixture selections, furniture layouts).

In the Smart Graphic Environment the designer defines the sub problems for the

expert system to solve. The knowledgeable user is one who knows what analysis needs to

be done, and at what stage of the decision-making process. During initial design, as the

designer starts to resolve global issues, they need not be reminded of conflicts with minor

or detail constraints. Control over initiating evaluations means that the system is told by the

user what to evaluate and when.

Expert systems are vety literal-minded. They cannot do anything unless explicitly

told how to do it. For example, unless it is taught to do so, an expert system will not

lecognize as unusual that aplan of a turn of the century house has a washroom, when most

houses of this period did not have indoor plumbing. Carefully selecting knowledge to
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include in an expert system is important. Even though an expert system's knowledge is

biased to a particular context or subject domain an expert system will try to apply its

knowledge to everything it encounters. As a result of trying to anticipate what the KBS

may come across, system developers run the risk of creating a profusion of rules to explain

and clarify even the simplest of facts. Translating the entire history of architecture into a

knowledge base, for example, is simply not practical. This means that expert systems

work best when given a small part of a problem to work on that is simple and self-

contained.

The expert system in the Smart Graphics Environment facilitates problem

restructuring and resolution through criticai analysis of design data provided by the

designer. Expert analysis, initiated and controlled by the architect, is appiied to different

specific subproblems relating to redevelopment of heritage buildings that impact on design

decision-making, such as establishing period classification and/or buitding code

compliance. The knowledge base(s) therefore contain particular knowledge relating to

solving subproblems, whereas the designer is responsible for resolution of the overall

design.

VI"A.3. Xnterpreting Feedback. Whenever an expert system is asked to perform a

design analysis it wilt attempt to apply its knowledge to the information presented to it and

make conclusions. In the Smart Graphics Environment the feedback to the user can be in

the form of identifying certain instances or ploblems, explaining the nature of such

instances or problems, and presenting advice about how to proceed, such as suggesting

how problems can be overcome or remedied.

Expert systems rely on logic to solve problems. This assumes that conclusions can

always be reached in a consistent and predictable manner. This is obviously true of

expressions such as "one plus one always equals two." However, in the real world one
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discovers there can be exceptions to any rule. This is particularly the case in design where,

for example, many different instances can share the same functional classification.

Consider how many physical variations there are that would qualify as instances of the

concept "window" (Figure VI.1.). It is for this reason that conclusions reached by expeÍ

systems need to be couched in terms of certainÍy factors or statistical probabilit res (fuzzy

Iogic)' The designer themselves, aware of other issues or factors (i.e. cultural, economic,

social, environmental), help to confirm the validity of any conclusion or criticism made by

the expert system.

on
FIGURE VI.l. - Which graphic is rhe window?

In a design environment conciusions are often reached by analogy to other relevant

precedents. One of the best problem-solving approaches to build into an intelligent design

system is case-based reasoning. In this approach the expert system compares the current

problem with others it has encountered and then uses the same problem-solving strategy.

This is a particularly effective technique for problems that are straightforward and easy to

identify. For example, conservation experts have a numbel of consistent strategies for

dealing with problems common to all old buildings such as rising damp, or masonry repair.

In this way expel't systems can be used to give advice or present examples by matching

current design information with plecedents in its memory. The designer then has discretion

! T
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to decide how best to adapt the information the system presents to them to their own design

problem.

The Smart

Graphics Environment is not intended to be able to automatically generate or modify

existing heritage building designs to suit new uses. In the end, it is the designer who

makes the decision as to how and what to modify in the design. Most generative rules

based on different formalized languages of design are rigid and inflexible and are generally

not equipped to deal with unusual or existing contexts.

Invariably every heritage building will have special or unusual features that make it

distinct from all others, including those of the same period or style. In some cases heritage

building features can be quite obscure; like the worn step at the entrance of the immigration

office on Ellis island, or the unusual acoustic qualities of the whispering gallery of the

dome of St. Paul's cathedral. Sometimes the sum of many parts contribute to a greater

overall experience. Design synthesis is more readily achieved by an experienced designer

who is better equipped with processes for responding, in a general way, not only to the

feedback provided by the expert system but also the more subtle relationships a building

has within its realm of particular community context, and human experience.

Inasmuch as the expert system is able to provide critical feedback, inevitably

conflicts between different design goals of certain domains of expeltise will occur. Here

again the designer can bring additional criteria to bear in making a decision between

opposing objectives. For instance, how would the system know when the preservation of

a heritage window take precedence over security, cost or environmental control issues? In

some historical districts maintaining the historical integrity of the exterior visual features is

a critical issue whereas modification to the interior spaces may not be. Therefore the

designer would have to consider more carefully design changes mandated by building
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codes or functional requirements that seriously impact on the exterior of the building than

those that effect the interior spaces. To do this, the designer needs to have to control how

different aspects of the design are evaluated by turning on or off certain object constraints

in the knowledge base or by prioritizing design goals for the system to maintain. In this

way the designel can concentrate on development of the design by correcting relevant

errors.

VI.A.S. f,{ecognizing desired design state. There are no absolute answers to

design problems, but there are qualitative differences between "good," "better," and

"innovative" design solutions. The function of the expert system in the Smart Graphic

Environment is merely to assist the designer in narrowing down an appropriate solution

space from a potentially infinite field of possibilities.

As the designer moves through the redevelopment design process within the Smart

Graphic Environment, from the creation of digital heritage records, to expert analysis and

then synthesis of new design solutions, their own understanding of the project increases.

Better understanding of design goals and intentions for the project leads to an ability to

make decisions with clear rules by which all actions are selected and judged as being

appropriate ol not. It is impossible to anticipate ahead of time, and imbed them into the

rule-base of an expert system, a precise set of design requirements (As-Required design

state) applicable to an entire building design. During a design process a designer will

manipulate a design through numerous iterations, evaluating each time if more or less

design goals are met. It is the role of the designer to recognize when all of the parameters

of the desired solution space (established during the redevelopment process) have been

satisfied by the proposed As-Designed state (after Mitchell, 1990b).
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Vn"ts. {Jsen Interface

Enhancing human performance through the use of computer systems hinges largely on the

ability to provide suitable user ínterface. As computers have become more and more apart

of our daily lives research in the area of human-machine interface has become an entire field

of study onto itself that delves into areas including human factors, cognition, and learning.

The goal of such studies is simply concerned with making human users feel competent in

using a computer system. Competency enables users to easily correct errors and

accomplish their tasks (Shneiderm an 1989, 1 67 ).

In developing a Smart Graphic Environment there are two issues to consider: (1)

communicating with the computer system, and (2) presenting results to the user.

Assuming the system has the proper functionality to do what the user needs, this

functionality should be made easy to get at. This means facilitating such things as how the

user issues commands, selects and initiates analysis by the knowledge base, and supplies

information to the system. Presenting the results of the planning or analysis procedures in

a timely and meaningful manner is obviously another important aspect of accomplishing

tasks.

The approach taken in this study was to try to provide all of the interface between

the user and the computer in one place -- the CAD environment. Whereas most architects

may be experts in the field of building design, they are likely to be novices to computer

concepts. Architects are used to communicating their ideas graphically through drawings.

They are also familiar with receiving feedback through red-lining or annotations made

directly on their plans or elevations. Therefore, the CAD environment is the most natural

starting point for facilitating communication.

The designer's familiarity with drawing environments should help in: reducing the

time required to learn the system, increasing the speed in which tasks are per.formed,
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reducing the number of errors made by users and improve overall subjective satisfaction.

These are all measurable human factors goals that can be achieved through sensitive

planning for user task needs with subsequent refinement through testing (Shneiderman,

198e).

The approach used fol the Smart Graphic Environment is based on a client-server

model in which the database and the knowledge-based systems act as server to the CAD

system. In this approach all of the operations of the database and expert system are

transparent. The following subsections discuss features that potentially could be

incorporated within this system model to improve user interface.

VI.B.X. Facilitating Data nneut. In the Smart Graphic Environment the designer

supplies the geometric object data of the digital heritage building record primarily by using

the various drawing tools supplied within a CAD environment (see also Section V.E. -

Creating Digital Heritage Building Records). Designated layers are used to view

photographic (raster) images. Special windows or palettes are used to enter non-geometric

attribute information.

It is worth noting that multiple viewing interface features, as found in (Drach, et al.

1993), have been successfully used to enter and control data in other KBS design systems.

In these environments the approach is to provide a geometric and conceptual of view of the

same (proposed) design information as well as representations of the (required) design

constraint models used by the knowledge base to evaluate the design information. This

includes a geometric view, association view (semantic networks), text windows

(attributes), prototypes (view of object constraints used by the knowledge base) and

pt'ototype editols (facilities for turning on and off certain constraints from within the CAD

environment) (Figure VI2.). Providing straightforward means of interfacing with the
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the system.
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to update and maintain the knowledge in

FIGURE VL.2. - Design, association, and Knowledge Base views
of the same design information (after Drach, et al. 1993)

An additional feature that is helpful is one that instructs or queries the designer for

missing or incomplete data that is needed for particular types of evaluations. This

accommodates the needs of the novice system users while at the same time maintaining

functionality for more experienced users.

Vn"ts"2. Requesting & Fresentine Feedback. In the Smart Graphic Environment

the designer invokes interfaces to the database and critiquing through the CAD

environment. Special programs, called macros, created within the CAD system allow it to
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cornmunicate with the databaseT and KBS. This means that additional commands are added

to the CAD system. The Designer is able to request an analysis report for a given design

by simply selecting the applopriate command from the CAD system's menus. This will teil

the system to update the database records associated with the current design (if

modifications were made) and then invoke the KBS. The KBS loads the appropriate

database records, apply its knowledge and returns a text file containing the analysis repofi.

This report is then displayed within the CAD system in a conflicts window. This process

continues at the designer's discretion.

The analysis report should present information to the user in a manner that is

appropriate to make ideas clear. Business people often use pie charts or other kinds of

graphics to make statistical data easier to understand. In fact using more than one technique

for presenting the same information is an effective way to communicate ideas to people.

Presenting report information in different formats, such as a spreadsheet or graphic

image(s) (examples), so that it can be exported and manipulated by other applications is

desirable.

A simple approach to enhance the reporting feature of the Smart Graphic

Environment can be to simulate the redlining proc"dure. This is accomplished by building

in special procedures that enable the KBS to send not only an analysis ïeport, but also

instructions to the CAD system to highlight design objects referred to in the report. These

procedures instruct the CAD system to select objects and changing their display colour.

Ultimately, the reporting feature of the Smart Graphic's environment should be

explored in depth and customized for each type of domain analysis that is provided. Trial

testing with potential user communities is the best approach for determining the

I Some commercial CAD systems (i.e. MiniCAD+, Microstation Mac, ClarisCAD) already have
connections to spreadsheet and/or database programs imbedded in them.
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effectiveness of any interface. Chapter VII provides examples of the Smart Graphic

Environment interface developed for prototype systems that analyze building code

compliance of heritage buildings.
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IMPN,EMENT,ATTON

This chapter describes the implementation of two prototype KBS capable of reviewing an

historicai building design for conformity with the 1990 version of the National Buiiding

Code of Canada INBCC]. This part of the research was undertaken with the assistance of

the Department of Computer Science at the University of Manitoba and the plan

Examination Branch of the City of Winnipeg.

The prototypes were developed to test the conceptual framework developed for the

Smart Graphic Environment presented earlier in this thesis. This work also builds on the

existing research in the application of expert systems in automated building code

compliance checking. A comprehensive bibliography of this field of research is found in

(Vanier 199Ib,250). The first prototype utilizes a com.mercially available expert system

shell with a data sheet interface. The second prototype was developed using an object-

based approach to represent and integrate both building data in a CAD environment and

domain expertise in a KBS. The object-based approach facilitated the exchange of data

between the designer, the CAD environment, and the expert system. The object-based

knowledge tepresentation scheme also improved the process of developing and maintaining

the knowledge base in the system.

The prototypes address NBCC requirements which are relevant to accommodating

persons with disabilities in an existing structure. The requirements for barrier-free design

include many of the types of code requirements found in regulatory documents. A subset

82
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of requirements for public washrooms, known as "special washrooms," was chosen as a

particular focus for the prototypes. Special washrooms are commonly used by designers to

replace or augment washloom facilities in historic buildings that were not designed to

accommodate the persons with disabilities. These washrooms are unisex facilities

containing at least a toilet with grab bars, sink, accessible entrance, mirror, and

maneuvering space for wheelchairs.

Choosing to focus on a special washroom design problem meant that the prototypes

could demonstrate the potential of the Smart Graphics approach in an area of interest for

both conservationists and building code officials, whiie at the same time keeping the project

to a manageable size. Furthermore, much of the expertise in this area was available

through the team members who contributed to this phase of the study.t rJtilizingreadily

available expertise makes problem analysis and knowledge acquisition more

straightforward than extracting this information from external consultants. Similariy,

Knowledge Base System plogramming is best left to persons with a computer science

background rather than domain experts.

The scope of the prototype is limited to the analysis using:

(1) functional,

(2) object based, and

(3) contextual constraints,

of the NBCC for special washrooms. Functional constraints are requirements that deal

with the necessity of the presence of particular objects in the room. For exampie, a

1 The author is Director of a research institute, Canadian Institute for Barrier-free Design,
specializing in the design needs of persons with disabilities. John Frye, Chief plan Examiner for the
City of Winnipeg and developer of ACCEX a similar but non-CAD integrated expert sysrem, provided
additional domain expertise. expert systems specialist, Ðr. Mark Evans and doctoral student Linda
Strachan, both with the department of Computer Science at the University of Manitoba, helped to
determine an effective application development strategy and undertook the necessary computer programming
for the prototypes.
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washroom must have a toilet object. Object-based constraints deal with the desired

characteristics of the objects themselves, such as critical dimensions or shape. Contextual

constraints deal with the issues of relationship and orientation between objects such as

clearances or minimum distances. These requirements impact on decisions about physical

planning and removal or alteration of existing conditions.

The following sections describe the methodology used to create prototypes I and II.

This includes a description of the representation of both building data and expert

knowledge, and control strategies. The benefits and shortcomings of the resulting design

decision-making support environment are discussed at the end of the chapter.

VII.A. Implementation nssues and Ohiectives

As mentioned in the preceding overview, the purpose for the creation of a working

prototype is to test the concept of providing design decision-making support for the

redevelopment process using a Smart Graphic Environment. There is much to be learned

through the implementation process about the practicality of such environments. Not only

in terms of what it takes to develop a knowledge base system, but if such a system can be a

useful tool for the designer.

The prototype, to be an effective design decision-making support system, must

demonstrate four characteristics :

utility,

flexibility,

(1)

(2)
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use available technology, and

be easy to use.

To be useful, the prototypical Smart Graphic Environment must have the abilities

and tools to perform the tasks a designer wants it to do, communicate ideas graphically (as

in a CAD environment), and deliver results quickly. Flexibility indicates that the design

environment is usable in a variety of ways, at different times, with a good level of control

by the designer. Not every designer uses the same design process. Using commercially

available hardware and software to implement the system means that it would be more

affordable and easier to maintain than a totally unique one. Of the four issues, however,

user interface for the prototype is considered to be by far the most important consideration.

Even the most powerful system in the world will be abandoned if it is too difficult to iearn

and use. As in all things, the simpler the prototype was, the better.

To date, the most effective KBS that have been implemented are narrow in scope,

but deep in understanding. They are very specialized in a given domain. There is a limit to

the number of rules they can handle. They do not learn from their mistakes, so they are

difficuit to maintain. Most collect information from the user, usualiy in the form of

questions, although they can collect information from a database. KBS are very good at

identifying problems, but not as good at innovatively solving them. The concept behind

the Smart Graphic approach for the prototype development is that, as a design decision-

making support tool, knowledge systems are best at providing critical evaluation within a

particular domain. It should be possible, therefore, to create a design environment that

combines expert critiquing power of a knowledge base with the creativity and decision-

making capabilities of the designer. Since decision-making is an on-going process during

design, crjtical evaluation has to be availabte at any time. This means that the KBS should

(3)

(4)
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be accessible within the CAD environment itself. Depending on the evaluation, the KBS

should be capable of finding the information it needs to provide critical evaluation contained

within the building design CAD model and IGDB.

With the understanding that designers that use computers generally utilize

commercial softwa¡e and microcomputers because they are affordable and readily available,

the prototype was developed and tested for a microcomputer environment. A commercially

available CAD software package, with a fairly standard set of creation tools, was used as

the design environment. It would be from within this environment that a connection

between the designer and the KBS would be created.

The long term objective of this study would be to define knowledge bases that

could evaluate a wide variety of historical buildings and their possible component objects in

relation to redevelopment issues. Given the time constraints of the development period,

four months, the scope of the prototype had to be limited, while at the same time reveal the

validity of the approach for the development of a more comprehensive application. Thus, a

single evaluative task within a relevant domain was chosen - the evaluation of the building

code compliance of a room within a digital heritage record. This task is both relevant to the

alea of interest, the redevelopment of heritage buildings, and has an accessible area of

expertise.

The objectives of the prototype smart Graphic Environment are to:

evaluate (identify problems and applicable building code
violations)

explaÍn (why the problem exists and what the correct
course of action should be)

educate (to illustrate or give examples).
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Creating a KBS that evaluates building code compliance requires the acquisition of

knowledge about the building code constraints and how they are applied. In this case, a

protocol for the evaluation must be established that also takes into consideration the value

of historicai elements. Once this expert knowledge is collected it has to be represented and

structured in such a manner that describes how the knowledge is used. This representation

is then used by the programmers to create the actual computer code of a KBS (Figure

vII.1.).

'\'st enr Developnrc nt S rege s : Activitíes

arnlyzing task & inþrnation requi¡ements

collectittg & representing expert & building data

modellittg and verifying collected inþ.

coding & protolype creatíott

tesling & docuntentíng systen perþrnance

evahuting perþrtnance and refinenent of sjsten.

FXGURE VII.I. - SGE system development stages and activities

Knowledge about the application of building codes to heritage buildings for this

study was gleaned from code documents, related research articles, and personal interviews.

The techniques used for knowledge and building design representation were based on

recent research in the area of building code automation and input from the team's

programmers. Fol Prototype I, the KBS was created using a cornmercial expert system

shell called LEVELS Object. In Prototype II, the KBS was created using a programming
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language, Macintosh LISP. Building information was modeled in a commercial CAD

program, MiniCAD+.

The foilowing sections discuss in more detail the knowledge acquisition and

structuring techniques desclibed above and the lesulting prototypes.

A consequence of redevelopment of a heritage building is that an owner will be required to

use modeln building codes. This can have a dramatic effect on the potential occupancy and

cost of the renovation. Achieving compliance of historical buildings with modern building

codes can be difficult. Building codes are constantly upgraded to respond to new

materials, construction practices, and the lobbying of interest groups. Any evaluation is

almost gualantied to reveal defîciencies in an older building.

It is very important that code conflicts be identified early to avoid costly delays or

Ievisions. Most preliminary code reviews are performed by the architect during the design

process. However, identification of code lequirements can be problematic. Regulatory

documents contain thousands of detailed requirements that vary in their application

depending on the building and its intended use. Although this information is relatively

stable, few architects spend the time to become familiar with them. The task of manually

researching voluminous regulatory documents is considered by most architects to be an

onerous one. This review process is further complicated when it involves a heritage

building.

Many heritage buildings do not fall into building categories defined in modeln

codes. Details such as fire ratings for archaic materials and assemblies are not given. As a
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result many architects will seek out a specialist to review their redevelopment designs for

them. The scarcity of information and need to rely on a external consultants to provide

expertise are common reasons for utilizing knowledge systems. By encapsulating

uncommon knowledge and making it available to designers on their own desktop

represents definite savings in terms of cost and time.

The first stage of the plototype development required establishing a protocol for applying

the NBCC to heritage buildings in general and then, more specifically, to special

washrooms. The following section contains a description of the procedures used for

acquiring knowledge from review of code documents, relevant research articles, personal

consulting experience, and interviews with a domain expert.

VXn.C.n. Euilding codes. In North America the responsibility for building

regulation rests with the state, plovince, or territory. In general, this responsibility is

delegated to municipalities. In order to limit the variations between municipalities, model

codes are adopted. Most states in the U.S. have adopted one of three model codes, one

produced by the Building Owners & Code Administers [BOCA]. The Narional Building

Code of Canada INBCC] is a model code that is adopted as law in most provinces in

canada with some modification fol regional or geographical differences.

Building code requirements generally represent one of two types of approaches to

compliance, prescriptive or performance. Prescriptive constraints specify acceptable

materials, sizes ol construction methods. The NBCC is primarily a performance based
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code. It recommends a minimum acceptable standard for the construction material or

system rather than particular materials or construction techniques. This allows the

flexibility for official authorities to exercise judgment in its apptication. The NBCC

contains approximately 3000 requirements relating to life safety, property protection and

structural integrity. Related documents to the NBCC that provide technical and explanatory

material include: the National Fire Code of Canada (NFCC 1990), the Canadian Housing

Code (CHC 1990), and Supplement to the National Building Cocte (CCBFC 1990).

Deterrnining whether or not the building code applies to a heritage building is dependent on

triggering. Triggering is a term that refers to an event that mandates the application of new

construction code requirements onto a rehabilitation project. There are four triggering

mechanisms for the NBCC: (1) renovation or alteration (2) change in major occupancy, (3)

change in owner (4) retroactive or maintenance laws. Unless one of these conditions

apply, achieving compliance with the most recent version of the NBCC is not required. Of

course, in the case of the redevelopment of heritage buildings, it can be assumed that at

least one or more of these conditions is certain to exist. Depending on the triggering that

occurs all or only part of a heritage building may require upgrading. This issue is

described in more detail in Appendix A and would have to be considered in a more

comprehensive system.

The application of the diffelent sections and alticles contained within the NBCC is a

function of building classification. Buildings, or the parts of a building, are classified

according to occupancy, construction type, materials, height, siting and area. This is

because health and life safety requirements are dependent on proposed use. For example,

the egress requirements will be more stringent for an area used by many of people, like a
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theatre, than for an unoccupied area. Similarly, health requirements, such as the number

and location of special washrooms, are also dependent on 'global' building information.

During an interview, the domain expert explained that, over time, human plan

examiners have developed their own system of exclusion and code explication based on

experience and understanding of code structure. A building code expert will use their

knowledge to exclude non-applicable constraints during a review. They tend to follow a

particular assessment path from large issues to more detailed requirements based on the

building size and occupancy. Once the applicable rules are identified the proposed design

is checked against them. It is only after problems are identified with the proposed design

that the examiner and the architect begin to consider alternatives in light of the building or

the objects within the building having historical significance (Frye, Personal interview

r99t).

In any redevelopment project the maintenance of historical integrity must be

weighed carefully against the health and life safety requirements established by regulatory

codes. Regulatory bodies have recognized that heritage buildings lepresent a particular

problem for which some compromise in the goals of health and life safety may be required

(Hattis 1981a, 11). In general, the resolution of conflicts involves negotiation with local

building code officials. An owner who is having difficulty with compliance will be

refemed to other building codes or guidelines

In some cases model codes have attempted to address the needs of existing

structures. In 1984, BOCA created the National Existing Structures Code as part of their

Basic/lrtrational Codes. Some areas in the U.S. utilize special review procedures to respond

to the needs of historic buildings, as described in (Hattis 1981a). In 1993, the Canadian

Commission on Building and Fire Codes published Guidelines for Application of part 3 of

the National Building Code of Canada to Existing Buildings. Guidelines are not codes, but

are intended to be used to help with the application of modern building codes in existing
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buildings, including the renovation and restoration of historic buildings, through

clarification of intent and examples.

Guidelines tend to focus on issues such as the cost-benefit factor -- when the costs

of upgrading severely outweigh the achieved benefits. In heritage buildings one of the

"costs" may be the loss of an essential historic feature that is not easy to quantify (Hansen

1984, 230-2). The authority having jurisdiction has the discrerion of weighing these

factors. In some cases the owner may be requested to get the opinion of a specialist or

involve the representatives of the disabled or heritage community in resolving design

problems.

Vnn.C.3. Accessible F{eritage. The most common code conflicts of existing

historical structures fall into one of three categories: structural, fire and life safety, and

accessibility to the disabled (Prudon 1990,31). Whereas structural requirements include

both large and small buildings, performance requirements relating to fire safety have a

greater impact on iarge historical buildings because the fire can be large and escape may not

be readily achievable from upper storeys. Accessibility requirements are usually most

difficult to achieve in smaller heritage buildings because of spatial limitations. Ramps and

washroom facilities for persons with disabilities can take up a considerable amount of space

and can impact heavily on the aesthetic appearance or configuration of plan.

Providing access to historic buildings for persons with disabilities is discussed in

(Prudon and Dalton 1981), (Pan'ott 1980), (Ballantyne 1983) and (Smirh and Frier 1990).

It was also the subject of a series of conferences entitled, Accessibility and Historic

Preservation held in 1992 and 1993 (Jester and Hayward 1993). Based on building

traditions evolved from symbolic or ceremonial functions, most heritage buildings fail to

accommodate the needs of persons with disabilities (Parrott 1980). In recent years, the

combination of an aging population and the evolution of assistive technologies has
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produced a grealü integration of persons with disabilities into the community. The

exclusion of the disabled population from buildings and services is no longer an acceptable

practice.

The incorporation of standards for barrier-free design in Subsectton 3.j of the

NBCC reflected an all-encompassing effort to remove any and all barriers from the

environment and to create spaces responsive to the broadest spectrum of the population. It

is within this section that the specific requirements for special washrooms are found.

VÏ1.C.4. Spee¡al-¡ryashrqoms. In general, building code constraints relating to

barrier-free design are directed at coruecting either dimensional inadequacies (door widths,

cleal spaces) or failure to provide assistive devices (signage, grab bars). Given an example

of a special washroom, the domain expertT identified the following process evaluation

based on the NBCC:

1.

2.

aJ.

Determine the occupancy and occupancy load of the building
design;

Check to see if the number of lavatories provided in the
building design exceeds the number reqùired based on
Article 3.6.4.i. (Table 3.6.4.A. - C):

ApnlV Subsection 3.7 to the design; Arricles 3.7.2.3.
("'Washrooms Required to be Barrier-Free"), 3.j.2.3.
("S_ignage"), and 3.7.3.8. - 1i. ("Water Closet Stalls,"
"W'ater Closets," "Lavatories," and "Special Washrooms");
and

If the building is existing consider mitigating circumstances
based.on guidelin_es for washrooms in (CCBFC 1993,37)
and other banier-free design guidelines such as (CpA 1989i
and (CSA 1990).

4.

John Frye, chief Plan Examiner, Department of plan Examination, city of winnipeg.
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A specific example of this process would be: a room is identified as the only special

washroom located in floor arca of a converted warehouse building with a commercial

occupancy. Based on this knowledge, a code expert would select Article 3.1.3.i 1. of the

NBCC, which specifies the lequirements for special washrooms, as being applicable. The

next step would then be to attempt to veriff the compliance of the washroom in question by

checking the attributes of the design against the code requirements. If a conflict with the

code is identified the impact of resolving the problem on historic value has to be

considered. If, for example, there is insufficient clear opening underneath a lavatory with

legs or a deep apron to permit a person in a wheelchair direct access to the fixtures the

designer may have to remove and replace it with a wall hung lavatory. This would allow

independent access and increase wheelchair maneuvering space. However, one would also

have to consider if making this change altered the historic appearance or damaged the

historic fabric. Patching the floor and wall to match existing materials may also be difficult

(Ballantyne 1983,42).

VIn.C.5. Establishing a protocol. Based on interviews with the domain expert in

this study and a hybridization of protocols described in (Malkman 1981, 19) and (Dym, et

al. 1988, 138) (see Appendix B), applying building codes to heritage buildings can be

summarjzed in the following steps:

1.

2.

J.

4.

5.

identify existing building elements and construction,

calculate of level of performance & classification,

identify applicable requirements of the NBCC,

comp.are of NBCC requirements to given design (identify
conflicts), and

consideration of contingencies.
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The building code describes a goal state or ideal model (As-Required), whereas a

digital heritage building model describes existing building elements as they are (As-Built or

As-Designed) (de Waard and Tolman, 1991). What the automation of the building code

review process involves, then, is the creation and comparison two models, one of the

building design and one of the building code constraints. All building code constraints

contained in the NBCC do not apply to every building. A public restaurant has different

requirements than a private residence. The attribute values of a building's elements (i.e.

occupancy and size) ale identified so that the building's NBCC classification can be

established. This identifies an applicable subset of all NBCC requirements relevant to the

particular building instance being evaluated (Figure VII.2.). Problems are identified and

reported to the user by comparing the performance values of the building model and NBCC

constraint model. Certain contingencies, such as the historic value of a particular element

or the structural performance of a particular archaic material (equivalencies), may also need

to be considered. The KBS system can assist in the resolution of the non-conformance

problems it finds by providing further clarification of the building code intentions and

examples in the same way a human building authority would.

As Built Model As Required,Vodel

FIGIJRE VII.2. - Relationship betwcen prorocol and
building and constraint models

,Æm"
jonnl¡¡jooclf

t
BuilJint: \
Instance \
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For the

most part, the specific constraints to be modeled in the knowledge base of the prototype are

from Subsection 3.J "Barrier-free Design" of the 1990 version of the NBCC. Sentence

3.1 .I. is used to establish exclusion rules in the knowledge base for building classifications

that do not need to comply with this subsection of the Code. Since there are only a few

building types exempted (i.e. pumphouses, service and detention areas) it is easy for the

system to check for them. The majority of other constraints used in the prototype are based

on Article 3.1.3.II Special Washrooms.

The constraints fall into one of three categories:

functional,

object-based, and

contextual

Functional constraints identified required objects in the room to satisfy the general category

of "special washroom." These constraints deal with the necessity of the presence of

particular objects in the room (i.e. toilet, sink, grab bar, . . etc.). Object-based

constraints deal with the desiled characteristics of the objects themselves such as

dimensions or shape (other examples include: the type of 1ock, door hardware, door width,

faucet type, loading capacity of grab bar, . . . etc.). Contextual constraints deal with the

issues of relationship and orientation between objects such as clearances or minimum

distances. Resolution of any these three types of constraints can impact on decisions about

physical planning and removal or alteration of existing conditions.

Additional constraints were based on the requirements of "wash¡ooms," "accessible

washlooms" and "special washrooms" as described in the ACCESS Manual, and the

CAN/CSA-8651-M90, Barrier-free Design - A National Standard.for Canada. Additional

(1)

(2)

(3)
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expertise for the resolution of problems specific to heritage buildings was taken from

(Ballantyne 1983a & b).

The purpose of the following Section VII.D. is twofold. Firstly, to summarize a portion of

the recent research that is relevant to the development of the automated building code

compliance evaluation systems. Secondly, to describe the conceptual modeling techniques

used to capture expertise required for the prototype.

To date, no computerized code compliance checker deals specifically with the

problem of applying building codes to existing or, more specifically, historic buildings.

However, it is possible to relate techniques for the automation of building codes to

techniques fol the application of building codes to heritage buildings to esrablish a basic

framework for the development of a prototype KBS.

One of the most important stages before implementation of the prototypes is the

creation of conceptual models of building code and building design data. Conceptual

modeling is a technique used to document collected design knowledge and data

relationships (de Gelder and Lucardre 1994) (Turner, 1991) (Di Battista, er al. 1989) . The

most important advantages to conceptual models are that: (1) the models ar-e easier to work

with than final data structures since they are developed independent of any type of

efficiency and storage considerations related to a specific application, (Z) the information

remains mole stable and can be used in different environments, and, (3) the models are

easiel to understand by non-expefis or non-programmers and therefore are easier to validate

(de Gelder and Lucardie 1994,6).
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The

ever-increasing number and complexity of buitding code requirements inevitably points to

the use of the computer. Research concerning the comput erization of building regulations

began in the 1970's and has encompassed a wide variety of methodological approaches

described in roughly a score of published reports and articles (Björk and Kähkönen 1991,

3). Most of the work to date has been theoretical in nature, however, in the 1990's the first

commelcial database systems became available to provide sophisticated cross-referencing,

glossaries, and indexes for codes as well as building product information (see IRC Igg3).

The use of KBS with regulatory codes began in the mid 1980's and has resulted in

a number of prototypes (Mitusch I99I) (Taremae I99I) (Tuominen IggD and (Frye, et al.

1992). These expert systems represent small samples of national building codes, often

dealing with fire regulations, which are well suited fo¡ rule-based representation (Björk and

Kähkönen 1991, 5). Unlike simple information retrieval or browsing systems, these

expert systems ale capable of intelligent searches, dealing with "what if ' questions, and can

weigh alternative design solutions.

In the 1990's, research in this domain is progressing towards the integration of

automated building codes within CAD systems. The principal challenge in this area has

been to qeate common standardized datamodels for representing both building codes and

building descriptions. Of course, building codes were developed well before computing

tools and techniques were a consideration. Data exchange is a common problem, even

between CAD plograms. Information required for a code checking procedure can be found

within the CAD model only if one bridges the gap between the way industry defines

buildings and the definitions established by building regulations.

In some cases, the study of integrating knowledge technology and technical

regulations has been directed towards assisting in the development and management of

such regulations. This has led to the development of schemas and classification of the
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general concepts contained within regulations (Lucardie Igg3) (Vanier IggL). A

tationalization of the goals of the regulations provides better understanding of the

regulations themselves. Having accurate knowledge allows one to choose the right actions

to achieve a goal. This is what is known as a knowledge level approach.

Knowledge level models, based on a goal-oriented classification of knowledge and

data, accommodate a more flexible and dynamic approach over simply representing each

prescriptive requirement in terms of a rule. The concept of functional equivalence

described in the conceptual models in (Lucardie 1992,11) The models show how two very

different, but functionally equivalent objects (have attributes that perform the same

function), can satisfy the same goal. This is particularly important with regards to

achieving regulatory compliance in historical buildings.

goal-state

FTGURE vlr.3. - Example of Funcrional Equivalency of combustible and
Non-Combustible Construction in Heritage Buildings

Building A

Life Safety (Fire)
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To illustrate the relevance of being able to model functional equivalence we can use

an example illustrated in Figure VII.3. A common problem encounter.ed with heritage

buildings is that they are often constructed from combustible materials (such as wood) and

so the building does not comply with fire safety regulations. A building can be made to

achieve code compliance by adding a sprinkler system (fire suppression), and an effective

alarm system (early warning). These measures help to achieve the same goal, that of

allowing enough time for persons inside the building to escape in a fire, that is achieved in

a building of non-combustible construction.

Conceptual models of building codes can show how objects are ciassified and how

attributes can be shared between objects. The work of (Vanier I99Ia) is a particularly

useful starting point for developing a limited knowledge level model for this thesis study

since it develops a schema, concepts, and vocabulary for the NBCC, the regulation used in

the prototypes. What Vanier's work identifies is the strong hierarchical nature of

information contained in the NBCC. A "special washroom," for example, is a Child

Concept of the Parent Concept "washroom." The Child concept can inherit properties or

relationships held by the Parent concept as designated by the user. For example, both a

special washroom and washroom will contain a "toilet."

FIGUR.E VII.4. - Dara conneÇred by knowledge
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Other relevant information for the purposes of this study comes from researchers

who have also adopted an object-oriented approach, including (Cornick, et al. 1991)

(Hosking, et aI. 7991) (Turk 1991) and (De waard and Tolman, 1991). In rhese

approaches most of the information needed for the code checking procedure is found in an

object-oriented building description, which is the result of the computer aided design

process (Björk and Kähkönen 1991, 6) Objecroriented approaches to the modeling of data

and knowledge have led to a closer connection of knowledge with the data itself. Where

the data forms a general model, the knowledge connects the data together (Figure VII.4.).

ry' lBrrkr'.stl
Fiwdl

lã,rd¡q:tl

iñplic¡lÂNDisM.

_? t"ffi'trî::":i:Iililî,ffÏ-*"",**."
6næpt tlÈt app€û h díforeñt cql€n bxos.

FIGURE VII.5 - A simplified directed graph representing a consrraint
that a firewall separating a building, or two buildings, containing a Group E
or F, Division 1 or 2 floor area shall have a fire resistance rating of4 hours.

From(Cornick, er al. 1991,225).
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Researchers in this area share a cornmon belief that building codes and models of a

designed structure can be represented by the same objects, attributes and relationships in a

building product model. Product models are information models of specific products (De

Waard and Tolman 1991). To date very few product models for regulations have been

developed. The work of (Cornick, et al. I99I,2I0) towards the creation of conceptual

reference models for building objects and relationships and the role of constraints in

analyzing these models is particularly useful. This work, based on the 1985 NBCC

requirements for firewalls, describes a process for generating a semantic network, for a

design and a constraint in terms of concepts and relations (after Sowa Ig84). An example

of a directed graph representing a building code constraint is shown in Figure Vtr.5.

Another approach to product modeling using NIAMT models for building codes is

explored in (de Waard and Tolman 1991) and (Turner, et al. Iggl). These models

recognize a need to create a building product model that accommodates buildings as both

spatial and technical systems. In de Waard and Tolman's work additional objects, known

as space boundarieJ', are used to connect collections of both space parts (rooms,

passageways) with building elements (floors, walls). Object Attributes, attribute values,

and procedures (used to determine attribute values) are then overlaid on this model in

another process to provide the information required to determine code compliance. The

resulting building product model is considered to be the As-Designed (As-Built) state and

the building regulation, because it describes a building, is similarly modeled as an As-

Required or goal state. Goal-oriented approaches to product modeling accommodate the

idea that it is possible to meet an As-Required state using objects or combination of objects

that are functionally equivalent in the As-Designed model.

Nijssens trnformation Analysis Method
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FIGURE VII.6 - NIAM drawing from (de Waard 1991, 198)

. Clearly, the creation of

conceptual building product models is a necessary first step in the development of any

knowledge system prototype. This approach provides a standard means of visually

identifying and structuring objects and relationships (data and knowledge) in a way that is

meaningful to an information system. Of course, the more comprehensive the product

model is, the more accurate the evaluation can be. Once created, the conceptual buiiding

product model (As-Designed state), including historic value, would then have to be

accommodated witirin a cAD drawing and its associated database.

Recognition of functional goal states, used in knowledge level research, provides a

more flexible approach for the structuring of k¡owledge and data contained within building

codes. This is particularly relevant to this study since historic structures may achieve

compliance by different strategies. Obviously, the ability to present these alternative

strategies to the designel is a key factor in the provision of design decision-making

support. In ordel to assist in achieving builcÌing cocle cornpliance for heritage building a
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KBS has to not only understand what the building codes are, and how to apply them to a

helitage building but also assist in the resolution of the conflicts that arise.

VÏï.Ð.3. Conceptual¡nodeXing fon the prototype. The conceptual models used

for the prototype need only lepresent a subset of building code constraints and heritage

building design information. The only objects that must be in the digital heritage record are

the ones required for the evaluation. The identification of significant objects for an

evaluation is one of the interesting by-products of the knowledge base development, as

they come natulally out of the determination of rules and constraints for code compliance

and historical integrity maintenance. Ultimately this fact can impact on the heritage

recording process. By recognizing the data requirements of the Knowledge Base for

different levels of evaluation one can determine what, when, and how much data should be

collected. In other words, it is possible to tailor the collection process to fit the client's

needs at different stages of the redevelopment process (Hill, et al. 1992,4).

Starting with the NBCC building code constraints relating to accessible

washrooms, a seties of different types of visual aids were created as means of both

communicating and structuling the collected data and knowledge to be used in the

Prototype. Flow diagrams and/or decision trees are used to show decisions and

procedures for applying the NBCC used by code experts (Figure vIL7.).
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FIGURE VII.7. - Flow diagram showing exclusion rules used in the prototype based on NBCC
3.1 .2.3.(2) & (3) "Washrooms Required to be Barrier_Free,'

Conceptual graphs are used to show the relationships between objects. The relation

represents a link between two data objects. A variety of relations can be used to associate

an object with its attributes, values, behaviour, location, parts, and function as described in

(Cornick, et aI. 199I,231). Figure VII.8. shows an example of a conceptual graph (based

on a simplified NIAM representation) developed for a constraint associated with an

accessible waslu'oom door object. Functional equivalence is also described using semantic

models as shown in Figure VII.9.

ffi@€D@@
FIGURE VII.8. - Example of door object constraint model
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FTGURE vrr.g. - constraint model showing equivalencies of door pull types
that meet the intent of NBCC requirement 3 .1 .3.3.(3) "Doorways and Doorsi':

"Door operating devices shall be ofa design which does not require tight
grasping and twisting of the wrist as the only means of operation."

(NBCC 1990, 131)

Using an object-oriented approach, objects were hierarchicalty classified in terms of

classes and instances. Object classes represent templates or models of functional

constraints, object characteristics, and contextual or object-to-object relationships that are

common to groups of objects (Figure VII.10.). A set of procedures and rules is

encapsulated in each object to specify this knowledge and how it should be applied in

evaluating specific object instances (the object instances are retrieved from the IGDB).

Classes are arranged hierarchically so that they can share information. Subclasses inherit

the characteristics of their parent classes. Any number of subclasses can be defined and
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these subclasses can then be refined into their own set of sub-subclasses and so on.

Standard defaults are used to enable evaluations when information about the existing

building and its component objects is limited or incomplete. This is a powerful mechanism

for dealing with partial information (i.e. prototypical information). Defaults can be

overridden when actual values for an object instance's attributes become known (Hill, et

al. 1993). Eventually the information contained within the hierarchical graph models was

transferred into object-oriented frames.

Waslzrootn

FIGUR.E hierarchy

Object-oriented frames were developed for the following object classes: Washroom

and Special washroom, and the object subclasses: Door, Wall,'Watercloset, and Lavatory.

A sample of the object class "Door" is shown in a object class fi'ame in Figure VII.11.

Additional object frames created for the prototype ale in Appendix c.

l----'------lt, Special 
I

t__!::!:::-l__ 
i

VU.10. - Sample object
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Special Washroom DOOR

SLOT I VÀLUE(Ð POSSIBLE-
I I VALUEStt

Knob
Type

Iever, push plate,
panic bar, round
knob, canted, "D"
pull

in the expression. ONEOF, OR, AND are builrin functions.
These are used to represent specific constraints. ,, *., denotes a
default value.

FIGURE VII.1l. - Sample objecr class frame for rhe
prototype Knowledge Base (Hill, et al. 1992).

VTX.E. ENCOÐII\IG KNOWN-EÐGE

VII.E.1. Methodology. The process followed by the design team to encode the

knowledge anddatainto a working prototype is summarized.inFigure VII.12.

The methodology used allowed the team to benefit from the evaluation of the first

prototype before proceeding to the second. The first prototype concentrates on the

implementation of the knowledge base system outside of the drawing environment. The

purpose of this stage of development was to identify object constraints using conceptual

models and frames and then encode them within the knowledge base environment. The

second prototype concentrates on the integration of the KBS within the CAD environment,

thus creating a Smart Graphic Environment. The objective of Prototype II was to create a

smooth exchange of data between the designer and the KBS and CAD systems using an

object-based approach coupled with a user-fijendiy interface.

_t_
LEGAL- I VALUE- fvALUES 

I 
rvee 

I

.NEOF (?V, I ''r, I

(lever, push plate, I I

panic bar. "D" I Ipurr)) I I

crcar lroo. 1r. l,t"r--*-*-l *ñro,.lwidrh I I (?V >= 760 e¡¡n I (mm) I

_l--'--l Residentiar) I I

| .,o,,", | , - ' "," 

-l 

t",* I -rrr'." I

I 
t"''oo l-1--r_--l i;;;'i;t-l

Notes: ?V indicates to access the current value in the slot and use it
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FIGURE VII.IZ. - Methodology (Hilt, er al. 1992, 6)

During the first stage

of development a KBS was created outside of the drawing environment using a

commercially available expert system shell called LEVEL5 Object. The method of

encoding knowledge used in Plototype I is primarily rute-based because of the limitations

of the sheil in which it was developed. A more powerful combination of a rule-based and

object-based approach was used to develop prototype II.

Rules ale the most common type of representation for KBS. Each rule created for

the prototype is a simple conditional statement (IF...) consisting of one or more

preconditions and a conclusion (THEN...) (Figure VII.13.).

1. Classification

2. Programming

3. Data Exchange

4. lnterface

5. Expansion
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NBCC 1990
Article 3.7.3.9.
(1) Waterclosets for disabled persons shall:

(a) be equipped with seats located at not less than 4OO
mm and not more than 460 above the floor.

?SEATHT < 4OO THEN ?SEATHT TOO LOW
?SEATHT > 460 THEN ?SEATHT TOO HIGH

FXGURE VtrI.13. - Example of code requirement and KBS rules

Prototype I's rule-based system utilizes aforward-chaining inference strategy. The

inference engine scans, selects, and applies rules and datathat apply to a given goal. As

the facts about the washroom aÍe collected the inference engine places them in working

storage. The rule-base is then scanned to identify violations. This "breadth-first" search

strategy (Carrico, et al. 1989), where all of the ruies are reviewed proved to be effective

because the rule base was not overly large.

FIGURE VII.14. - Prororype I

IF

At the start of using the system the designer

information to determine whether or not the NBCC

is asked for building classification

applies to their design. Once the

Knowledge Base
IRules]
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knowledge base establishes that analysis is required, forms are presented to the user to

supply necessary washroom data. The forms-based input interface facilitated testing of the

knowledge base performance. Test washroom data is entered by typing in values and/or

point and clicking on predefined parameters. Areas of the form are greyed out or

unavailable where evaluation is not possible. For example, if the user. indicates that a

lavatory is not present within the room then the boxes used to collect detailed information

about the lavatory such as faucet type or clearspace are greyed out. The forms are the first

representation of object instances that would eventually be read directly from an IGDB of a

digital heritage record. Data was edited to simulate design violations. Figure VII.15.

illustrates a sample data sheet window used for inputting occupancy information.

S uite S ize (¡n Sq. m).

Occupancy

O Bes¡dential

@ Commerc¡sl

O Mercont¡le

Otheraccessible Disbncetonextaccessible
!%shrooms present \rashroom (in m).
on same Floor.

fTooo---l

[;;ffir F-,;-l [;*".*-l
FIGURE VII.15. - Sample input dara sheer window from prototype I

The collection process continues until the user invokes the analysis. Analysis is based on

the supplied data or defaults. The knowiedge base system then returns a specific

explanation to describe the problem and the current values of pertinen t d,ata. Figure Vtr. 1 6.

shows a sample violation report produced by the system. Validation is provided by
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applying only rules that reference data items entered or modified by the user. The user is

also given the option of reviewing the data before initiating analysis.

-The door lock must be between 900 and 180û mm high
It is currently 1400 mm h¡gh.

.The flush control on the toilet must be of lever type-
It is currently a push button type.

Problems

The flush control must be on the wall or the lank on the
open side. lt ¡s currenily on the floor.

Press Revieyr' lo
make changes to
daha and reapply the
analys¡s.

Press Restartlo clear Press Ouitto
the cunentdaÞ. and terminate the sess¡on.
sbart the analysis
again.

t--'".*;-_l t="'."..---l t--*--_l
FIGURE VII.16. - Conflicts Window from prororype I

The user is also allowed to make changes to the data and invoke the analysis again.

The input forms allowed design characteristics to be easily altered and therefore the

performance of the system could be assessed with minimal effort. This feature also

supports what-if analysis. An initial design specification can be ioaded from the database

and evaluated by the system to produce an anaiysis report. The user can then hypothesize

design changes by modifying the data in the forms to see if the changes resolve constraint

violations indicated in the report.

This feature created problems where the data changes resolved previously flagged

problems. This meant that these problems had to be removed from the expert's

conclusions which requires additional rules that recognize valid rules. It became apparent

that there was a need to link the data items directly with the problems. Therefore, if a data

item was changed then the current information associated with the problems linked to the

data item shouid be cleared.
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VIn.Ð.3. Ðvaluation of Frototvpe-Å The attributes of six different special

washrooms were used to test the prototype. The examples included washrooms that met

building code requirements and those that did not (Figure VII. i7.). Each washroom was

analyzed by both a human expert and the KBS and then the results were compared. Walk-

throughs of the system with the programmers helped improve user interface and to catch

errors. Feedback from initial testing led to modifications in both the content and structure

of the knowledge base.

Washroom E

Washroom A
Washroom C

Washroom B Washroom D Washroom F

Test washroom designs (plan views)F'IGUR.E VTI.17

The initial prototype for-special washrooms

l^-,^I^-^J ^,-I L -L 1developed aird tested rn approximately six weeks.

contains fifty-seven rules and was

The program ran on a typical 386
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Personal Computer with a Microsoft WindowsrM environment. The investigation was

extended to examine whether the KBS could undertake some simple spatial constraint

analysis (rectalinear configurations only). This involved adding additional domain

knowledge about what objects had to be in the room and their placement and orientation

within the room itself. These extensions required twenty additional rules and special

purposed code for evaluating object orientations.

Prototype I was remarkably functional, considering the short development period

and relatively small rule base. Once the building data had been entered the system returned

the correct lesponse(s) almost immediately. The ability of the system to evaluate the

washlooms accurately proved the validity of the approach. However, the speed of the

evaluation was a function of the size and simplicity of the rule-base. Forward-chaining

through a larger, more complex rule base would result in a definite loss of efficiency. This

pointed out the need for a more flexible inference strategy than the shell we were using

could provide.

As the rules for each of the objects and object relationships were encoded in the

knowledge base a list of what information would have to be recorded about the real objects

became clear. Therefore, it was shown that the expeftise contained in the KBS can be used

to direct the data acquisition, helping to limit recording to pertinent information (for code

assessment) only. The forms that were used to collect information from the user, because

they identified key data objects, created a checklist that could easily be used to save time

during on-site recording or inspections.

The data sheet window input, with its multiple choices and input boxes contained

within a single topic screen, was a vast improvement over a query-based input. Data was

easily modified so that the designer could test a variety of possible scenarios. The

inclusion of generic diagrams on the form to clarify what information was being asked for,

such as the mid-distance clearance beneath a lavatory or the inter-relationships of object
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clearspaces' was very helpful even for the experienced code expert. Using forms relies on

the user to input all of the buildin g data. This process can be time-consuming and

redundant, particularly in tight of the fact that much of this information has already been

recorded within the design drawings. Therefore, a knowledge base that can read data

directly from a CAD file would be more efficient.

The violation reporting used in Prototype I helped to both explain problems and

educate the user. For each object that was found to be in violation of the building code,

report windows would provide the user with both the object identity, current design value,

the required value, as well as brief explanation of the requirement. The capacity to suggest

possible solutions in some instances, such as reversing the doorswing to increase the

maneuvering space within a washroom area, was also useful.T Although not implemented,

it was felt that generic graphic examples of some concepts, such as what is "turning radius',

or "easy to grasp handles" should be incorporated in the report as an option.

Our primary research objectives were to create a working prototype in order to test

functionality, flexibiiity, and ease of use of a Smart Graphics Environment. The first

prototype, described above, verified the potential of such a system. However, the

prototype's flexibility was limited by the use of an expert system she1l. Furthermore it
failed to allow the user to invoke the expert evaluations from within the CAD environment.

The second prototype incorporates an object-based approach and allows for improved

flexibility of data exchange between the User, CAD program, and the KBS (Hill, et al.

1992, 6).

It is interesting to note that a student in Computer Science at U of MB, on his own initiative,
used our washroom spatial problem as a test case for i neural network system with some success. The
system learned to reverse the doorswing automatically in order to increâse maneuvering space inside a
special washroom. Automated Design Systems, or. systems that are capable of generating ã ãårign entirely
by themselves, is an area of great interest to researchers. However thesà systems, require encoding different
types ofdesign knowledge and skills that are outside the scope ofthis particular thesis.
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The next step in the implementation process was to integrate the KBs with the IGDB andcAD system' The objective of this stage was to create macros within the cAD system thatwourd ailow it to communicate with the database and KBs. using a ,,crient_server,,model,
the IGDB and KBS would act as servers to the cAD system. As a resurt the designerwould be able to request an analysis report for a given design by simpry serecting theappropriate command f¡om the cAD system's menus. The database records associatedwith the current design wouid be updated (if modifications were made) and then the KBSwouid be invoked' The KBs would load the appropriate database records (objectinstances)' apply its knowiedge and return a text fiie containing an anarysis report. Thereport is then disprayed within the cAD system in a conflict window. This process

;:ï::"' 
ar rhe designers discrerion, as ilustrated in rhe schemaric diagram in Figure

(Rules & Constraius)
Integr_ated Graphic
Database Obii:cts

tCAADl

TAO
(Instances)

Knowledge Base
Obiects

FTGURE vxr''g' - prororype II: Integrared smart Graphic Environmenr
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It was apparent that expert system

shell used in Prototype I could not provide the additional representation and inferencing

flexibility necessary in order to capture and control the wide variety of knowledge involved

in extending the system's scope. Therefore, the special washroom knowledge base was

converted from LEVEL5 Object to the programming language LISP. In this conversion the

(forward-chaining) rule-based representation was combined with a object-oriented

approach. Knowledge, in the form of rules and procedures, was grouped into objects in

the Knowledge Base (Hill, et al. L993).

As described previously, each of the articles from the NBCC relating to the

accessible design of special washrooms was represented initially in conceptual frames or

constraint models containing object classes and their related requirements. This

representation included approximately thirty Articles of the NBCC. Upon completing and

verifying these frames, they were then converted by the programmers into computer

language code that could be read by the inference engine.

The role of the inference engine in the KBS is to interpret and manipulate the object

classes and instances to perform design evaluations. The basic functions of the inference

engine are to:

r) extract object instances from the IGDB and create
approprÌate object instances in the knowledge base.

manipulate-these object instances and their associated object
class knowigdgg to enforce constraints, explain violatioås,
suggest methods for resolving violations, ètc.

In an object-based knowledge base, control is typically distributed throughout the object

classes and subclasses defined in the knowledge base. This is done by associating special-

purpose procedures (called methods) with one or more object classes. Methods interpret

and manipulate the contents of the objects that they are contained in. Like data. methods

2)
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can be inherited from parent classes. This aliows general methods for interpreting objects

to be shared among many object classes (and hence their subclasses and instances). It also

allows specialized methods to be represented directly with objects when necessary. A

general control mechanism coordinates the selection of the methods that should be used (it

handles inheritance and conflict resolution when necessary). The advantage of this scheme

is that the methods for manipulating objects are defined within the objects rather than in a

large body of code as is the common approach in procedural computer programming

languages such as Pascal and C. Linking the methods of manipulating an object with the

object itself makes it much easier to maintain a large knowledge base (Hill, et al. 1993).

V[I.F.2. Froviding data throueh a CAD rnodel. Inasmuch as the form-based

input of Prototype I was capable of containing object instances required for the knowledge

base evaluation, the environment in which architects typically communicate their ideas is

with drawings. It is for this reason that a framework for creating Digital Heritage Building

Recolds, described in Chapter III, was developed. Using the conceptual design model and

this framework, an object-based two-dimensional CAD drawing and IGDB was created for

a special washroom.

A commercially available object-based CAD program, MiniCAD+, was chosen as

the environment for developing the digital heritage special washroom record. This CAD

system provides standa¡d drawing tools as well as an IGDB. The latter is generally used to

generate specifications or quantity survey spreadsheets. For the purposes of the prototype,

the CAD building record and IGDB are meant to:
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provide a geometrical description (typical of a standard floor
plan),

represent all of the building objects in a manner that would
allow the knowledge base to analyze them using the NBCC,
and

provide I meqry of efficiently creating and linking objects
with their attribute descriptions.

The heritage recording of a washroom would typically be done by hand measurements. A

photographic record is made of unique features such as a washstand sink or decorative tile

patterns. Field notes contain other observations such as condition, materials used, or the

name of the manufacturer of a fixture if it is identified. Therefore, a heritage record

contains unscaled graphics (photographs), scaled or geornetric information, and textual

and tabular, oÍ semanlic descriptions.

It is always desirable to limit the amount of drawing and data input that the user has

to do. Photographic records are often used to provide additional information or to create

more detailed drawings at a later time if necessary. Referring to photographic images

becomes particularly important when modifications affecting the historic fabric are

proposed. Photographs can be scanned into the computer and linked to the relevant CAD

files. Due to time constraints, however, the integration of raster images, as proposed in the

theoretical framework, was not included in the implementation of the working prototypes.

The integration of the information found in the raster photographic documentation can be

added to the file by the designer by using textual attributes and storing them in the IGDB.

The digital heritage building record used for the prototype includes geometric and semantic

descriptions directly relevant to the evaluation by the NBCC.
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Vnn.F.4" Georneúrical nepnesentation" Hand measurements were transferred into

the two dimensionai CAD environment with the relevant closing errors noted (see Chapter

V, Section E). The CAD drawing is made up of objects drawn on different layers

according to the standards established by the conceptual framework (see Chapter V,

Section F). It is worth noting that the value of layering was immediately recognized and

would certainly be necessary in more complicated drawing files. Besides serving a

purpose for visualization (the ability to simplify the drawing by turning on and off whether

certain objects are shown), the layer designation of particular objects is a further method of

assigning a classification. A toilet, for example, would be drawn on the "fixture" (p -

FIXT) layer. Layers can also be used to differentiate between new and original

construction. The final drawing setup contained twenty-one layers using the same generic

divisions created for a more complicated drawing file (as described in earlier in Subsection

V.E.3). As a result, not every layer contained information.

CAD drawing tools are used to create geometric entities that represent each of the

object instances used in the NBCC evaluation. Objects are used to represent physical

elements of the washroom such as the walls and fixtures. Spatial systems are also

descrjbed with geometric entities representing such things as clear spaces beside fixtures

and the room itself.

In the course of creating the geometric drawing file the question of whether or not

to use symbols became a consideration. One of the time-saving features of CAD systems is

the use of symbols and symboi libraries. In some CAD environment, attributes can only be

attached to symbol entities. Symbols are pre-drawn graphic objects that can be placed in a

CAD drawing. This is a technique frequently employed for repetitive and standard objects

such as toilets. In many cases iibraries of symbols are supplied by manufacturers and
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include additional specifications which can be downloaded directly into the object attribute

record.

One of the problems of using symbols for the Smart Graphics Environment is that

objects encountered in heritage buildings may no longer be manufactured or be unique in

their construction or operation. For the specific requirements of the building code it is

important that geometric representation be compiete and accurate - so the use of some

symbols may be inappropriate. For example the height of the toilet of the symbol object

may not reflect acculately enough the actual toilet seat height. On the other hand, aspects of

the object which are not required by the code investigation could be represented generically

with symbols.

There are two approaches that could be employed for using standard symbols for

historical buildings. The first approach is to use symbol libraries created for period style

fixtures. Depending on price, availability, and compatibility with the CAD program being

used this may be a suitable way of recording existing conditions. The second approach

would be to modify a generic symbol in terms of the important attributes required for the

building code investigation to reflect actual conditions for each object instance. This may

include modification of the graphic representation in terms of its geometrical char.acteristics

as well as the object's attribute record. This would be useful, fol example, in a large

heritage building that had many instances of the same toilet type. In the case of a single

drawing for the prototype it was simpler not to use symbols at all.

VII.F.5. Overlaying semantic information. Since not all of the information

required for the NBCC evaluation is geometric in nature, additional attributes were linked

to the objects in the test drawing using Architectural Axribute Coding. Object instances of

the As-Required conceptual constraint model, encoded in the knowledge base, must be

identified within the As-Designed model, encoded in the CAD file. Geometric entities in
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the CAD drawing are assigned Classes and Names. CAD object classes are the same as

KBS Classes, such as Room, Door, Toilet, Lavatory and so on. An object's "Name"

indicates an Object Instance of a class of object, for example "Door-1" is an instance of the

Class "Door."

Using the IGDB of the CAD system, records and fields are created to contain object

semantic descriptions. Records contain groups of fields. Fields contain attributes and

attribute values attached to each object. Predefined records and fields of the AAC are used

to save time in linking classes of objects with their shared attributes and to ensure

consistency with the KBS definitions. As each object is created the relevant record is

attached to it and fields filled out in terms of known attribute values. MiniCAD+rM has a

special data palette that is used to input field information (Figure vII.19.).

An object's explicit geometric attribute values are taken directly from the drawing,

such as the object's height or width. Calculated geometric attribute values are derived from

other attributes using procedures imbedded in the database, such as the calculation of an

object's area or volume. Explicit and calculated geometric attribute values are dynamically

linked to an object entity in the drawing so that database values are automatically updated to

reflect any modifications that are made to an object in the drawing.

Non-geometric attributes are assigned to objects to cover data that is not connected

to the geometric information of the object, but is necessary for the analysis. For example,

non-geometric characteristics include: (I) physical attributes such as the color, type, or

material of the dool or (2) semantic attributes of historic value or condition of a particular

wall finish. Default attributes T may also be temporarily assigned where information may

T Using a relational database for the SGE would make it more efflcient. This means that a number
ofpredefined databases would be used. The object records would contain code that would recall predefined
object attribute data held in databases outside of a particular CAD IGDB fite. This means that individual
file sizes can be considerably smaller. This involves a change at the programming level only as it is done
entirely transparent to the user. An example of this is that when a user selects the relevant doòr type from a
list on a pull-down menu in the data palette the appropriate coding (tag) is automatically added to the object
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values are based onbe missing or incomplete but an

inferences from the rules required

analysis is desired. These preset

for the analysis of the building.

FIGURE VII.19. - Data Palette and washroom door objecr

Once the drawing

and the AAC have been attached by the designer, the analysis can be initiated (Figure

VII.20.). This procedure updates the IGDB with all the data contained in the CAD building

design record. The contents of the IGDB is then downloaded into the KBS as Object

Instances. The inference engine compares each Object Instance with the object constraints

contained knowledge base. When the anaiysis is complete a message is passed to the CAD

environment and different types of information are presented to the user.

i¡il]:i:i::::¡i Expent ssstena iii::iiiiii
Analgze Design
Generate Dimensions
Print File Attributes

ô

tr
FIGURE VII.20. - Command Paleue

record in the background. All of the related door type data is retrieved from and stored in a separate
database(s). The retrieved data, not the coding, is displayed to the user on the screen.
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V{{"F"7. trnoviding usen feedback. The prototype presents several types of

comments to the user. A Violation Report is returned to the CAD tool and automatically

appears on the top of the screen where it can be repositioned, closed, or reopened as many

times as desired. This report contains specific violations based on the building code for the

objects in the design, including a brief explanation of an acceptable value for the object.

Each object that has one or more violations associated with it is highlighted in the drawing

(Figure VII.21.).

FIGURE VII.21 - Violations report worksheer

An additional command, Show Violations, can be used to provide the user with more

extensive information about a specific object violation (Figure VL22.). The designer is not

forced to change the design. However, the Analyze Design command can be re-invoked if

design changes are made and further analysis is desired (Hill, et al. 1993).
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FIGURE V\I.22. Show Violations

VXX.G. Summary and Observations

The prototype Smart Graphic Environment developed in this study is by no means a

complete system. Prototyping is a cornmon technique used by KBS developers to help

identify where key problems lay. Indeed, the prototypes created in this research provided

substantial insight into the potential of using an object-based approach to integrate

knowledge base evaluation within a CAD design environment.

Through the process of conceptual modeling of building code constraints the strong

hierarchical nature of architectural knowledge becomes evident. Building the initial

knowledge base using an expert system shell allowed Prototype I to be implemented

relatively quickly. This was an important factor in enabling the programmers to receive

feedback from the domain experts early in the implementation process.
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The experience of developing Prototype I revealed that although it is possible to

encode building code constraints relating to special washrooms using a rule-based

approach, an object-based approach is far more suitable for the representation of

architectural knowledge. The exchange of data between the knowledge base and the CAD

environment for the purpose of evaluation depends on a shared definition of building

design objects and concepts. An object-based approach creates a model of knowledge

related to building design objects. Whereas the requirements for objects are subject to

change over time, the objects themselves (wall, door, roof) are less likely to change. In

this manner, object-based approach is able to estabiish a more comprehensive and stable

framework for representing architectural knowledge and data found within both the

constraint and CAD building models.

The objective of Prototype II was to create a smooth exchange of data between the

knowledge base, integrated graphic database and the designer using an object-based

approach. Rather than trying to adjust to the pre-established inferencing and reasoning

stlategies imbedded in the expert system shell, custom building the knowledge base and

control structure in LISP offered considerabiy more flexibility. The implementation of

Prototype II led to a better understanding of the development of CAD models for the

purposes of knowledge base evaluation as well as providing feedback based on that

evaluation in a manner that is useful to the designer.

There ale three areas of exploration in terms of developing the prototype further:

(1) user interface,

(2) expanding the knowledge base, and

(3) adding new knowledge.
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VIn.G"1" lr¡rproving usen intenface" User interface is terminology used to describe

features of a computer system that facilitates human-machine interaction. In the prototype

Smart Graphic Environment such features were needed to facilitate the exchange of

infolmation between the architect usel and the electronic expert that specializes in the

building code evaluation of heritage buildings. In order to make the system easy to use, a

conscious effort was made to create an interface that closely paralleled procedures that

architects already would be familiar with. Like a human consultant asking for drawings,

the KBS requires that the architect create a building design record. However, instead of

using pen and paper, drawings are created digitally. Instead of calling the consultant on the

telephone, the designer initiates an evaluation by clicking on the appropriate command on

the computer screen without leaving the drawing environment. Feedback is structured to

identify each violation in the drawing by selecting the problem object (similar to redlining),

and provide a repoft stating the existing condition and explaining the building code

lequirement.

There are several areas for improvement in the current user interface and control. A

printout of the violation repofi, including a list of all of the relevant articles of the building

code identified, should be provided as a reference for the architect. Curuently the system

only evaluates the entire design. User control of the analysis should be improved to

provide analysis by (1) object, (2) entire design, or (3) evaluation type (based on building

code, historical building regulation and/or user requirements). The user should have the

option to query the system about desirable object characteristics before they begin to design

(Figule VII.23.).
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FIGURE VII.23.- Facilities for improving prototype user interface

The system was designed to be used by an architect, howeveL, it does not

discriminate between the novice and expert user. This issue is significant in terms of

assisting the user in creating the CAD heritage building record and AAC. A person who is

not familiar with the building code may not understand the terminology or be able to

appropriately assess attribute values (such as performance). The addition of an on-iine

"help" facility as well as written documentation in the form of a user manual are two

potential methods for providing assistance.

The current prototype relies on the user to create a small CAD file and database

containing the objects and object descriptions requiled for the analysis. This task is

relatively straightforward given the simplicity of the initial design model -- a washroom.

MiniCAD+rM provides a variety of drawing and editing tools as well as a d.atapalette for

inputting information directly into pre-defined fields of the IGDB. The prototype digital

Knowledge
Base Objects

l*1 ,:::t-,
(Constraints /

Exantples)
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heritage record contains only two-dimensional drawings, plans and elevations. The next

stage of development should explore the use of three dimensional CAD objects. This type

of representation would provide many more opportunities for creating virtual models

appropriate fol visualization as well as evaluation.

It is difficult to assess at what point that the task of creating a large digital heritage

building record would become so time-consuming that it outweighed the benefits of

knowledge base evaluation. The creation of a CAD file and IGDB for an entire building

would obviously be more difficult than a single room. In terms of generating a geometric

model, semi-automatic generation of CAD objects using certain digital recording

techniques, such as digital photogrammetry, could be used (as discussed in Chapter V).

The use of predefined layers, database records and fields can be effective means of

assisting the designer in the development of a semantic description. The use of a relational

database would mean that this information would be stored, accessed, and retrieved

efficiently.

The current lack of an industry standard for building product data models for

classifying and organizing building data is an impediment to the exchangeability of models

between different computer systems. However, one of the discoveries of this research is

that the input data requirements came naturally out of the KBS development. The building

code is designed to be able to encompass a variety of building designs. Therefore, building

code conceptual constraint models have the potential ability to classify a lot of different

configurations and instances of objects under a few classifications. By attempting to

achieve exchangeability between the CAD and KBS for building code evaluation a coÍìmon

definition for building product models becomes clearer. Future research in this area will

inevitably identify building data for pre-defined data fields and records.

In the prototype the designer had no difficuity in properly creating and attribute

coding al1 of the objects for a digital heritage washroom design. The use of certainty
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factors, considered unnecessary for the prototype room model, may be necessary in a KBS

that performs a more comprehensive building code analysis. Certainty factors are used

where data may be incomplete or when the user is unsure of the accuracy of the data. This

is particularly important if the system relies on the user's experience to judge actual or

equivalent performance. Take for example a fire code analysis. An estimation of how

long in terms of hours an existing wall will provide fire separation can be reasonably

determined on careful considelation of external evidence, calculations, and the performance

of similar walls. Such an assessment may be able to predict withg\Vo certainty the actual

performance of the wall in a fire situation. As it is impractical to burn down an existing

building to see if it meets fire code requirements, a certain tolerance level of unceftainty is

allowed, given the reasonable accuracy of other analysis techniques. Certainty factors are a

means of statistically indicating how conclusions made by the KBS may not be absolutely

accurate.

On-site testing by a representative group of users would be helpful to gain further

insight into how well the concepts presented here have been implemented. Findings could

then be incorporated those into future versions.

\¡lÏ.G.2" Ðxpanding the knowledge base. The task of selecting and applying the

NBCC requirements for the accessibility of washrooms lends itself well to expert system

techniques. In general the requirements are fairly explicit and, like other types of buitding

code analysis, can be applied in a logical and sequential fashion. Based on the knowledge

contained in the NBCC it is possible to create conceptual models of the constraints, and in

so doing establish a minimum ideal or As-Required building constraint model. This model

can then be compared against an existing or As-Designed building model. The data

requirements for the knowledge base are easily established based on conceptual
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representations. Understanding the data requirements of the KBS is a necessary step in

determining what information could be supplied by a CAD model and database.

Although there were only seven key objects (toilet, sink, door...etc.) involved in

the analysis of the special washroom, the configurations of these objects can vary

considerably from building to building. The ability to consider a number of arrangements

with only a few constraints makes the system interesting without becoming unmanageable.

The prototype Smart Graphic Environment (Prototype II) can complete an

accessibility analysis of a representative washroom plan (FigureYII.24.) in five minutes on

the Macintosh IICi with three MGs of RAM. The prototype knowledge base incorporares

approximately approximately sixty constraints out of close to 3000 constraints that are

found in the entire NBCC.f Although the selected constraints are representative of typical

NBCC requirements, it is difficult to determine with accuracy how the system would deal

with both a larger rule-base and larger IGDB.

The key impediment to the extensibility of the system is knowledge engineering.

Conceptually modeling and representing within the knowledge base the entire NBCC is a

huge task. Although the requirements of the NBCC are well-documented and its

information is relatively stable, periodic changes to the Code would require adjustments to

the knowledge base. A sophisticated control strategy would also have to be integrated to

manage and maintain the larger knowledge base.

The complete KBS LISP program code for Prototype II is located in Appendix D.
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Layers:
A-PLFR.DIMS,
A.WALL.EXST,
A-DOOR-EXST,
A-GLAZ.EXST,
P.FIXÏ,
A-PFLÊ

Layers:
A-ELEVA
A.ELEVA.DIÀ,4S

Layers:
A.ELEVB
A.ELEVB-DIN/S

FIGUR.E VI'1.24. - Prototype II resr washroom design

VnI.G.3. Adding new knowledge. The prototype follows a verification paradigm.

The expertise in the knowledge base can be used to identify the specific requirements

applicable to the building or object in question from a number of possibilities as represented

by the entire building code. The domain knowledge helps eliminate inapplicable

requirements and uses applicable requirements that do apply to diagnose violations.

Depending on the violation, fulther explanation or examples can be used to assist the

designer in the resolution of the violations. This approach is fairly representative of a

human code expert analysis protocol.

Based on the initial experience with the prototype system it was felt that, in the case

heritage buildings, it would be expedient to integrate a means of building or object

classification to determine historical value before a building code evaluation (currently the

system relies on the user to provicle this information). Building code violations involving
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objects with a high historical value require special consideration. Therefore, future

prototype development should include the addition of new knowledge to the system from a

different domain - that of an architectural historian.

Knowledge base systems that contain the expertise of more than one domain are

considered to be mttlti-agent. This means the system is capable of thinking about a

problem from different perspectives. Therefore it must also have the facility for the

handling conflicting goals between agents. By understanding an architectural object has

both historical value and code implications the system can then begin to consider strategies

fol resolution of problems. One technique may be to encode methods for dealing with

common code violations found in heritage buildings within the knowledge base. When

relevant this information can be presented to the user as part of the violation reporl.
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In this era of finite resources and shrinking economies it would be unwise for practicing

architects not to recognize the growing trend away from new construction towards

rehabilitation of existing buildings. In the face of this change is a need to develop strategies

for efficiently documenting, analyzing, and adapting existing architectural resources. A

particular challenge is the redevelopment of heritage buildings, where integration of a new

use must be done without destroying important historical features, while at the same time

accommodating modern conveniences and performance requirements. This requires a

number of specialized skills and domain expertise that are not commonly found in most

architectural practices. Now that sophisticated computer technology is affordable and

readily available it is only natural to research how we can better utilize computers in the

field of conservation.

Most of the recent research on computers in conservation is in relation to recording

technologies. It is important to recognize that as more and more records are put into

digitized formats that this information can be reused for a variety of purposes. Heritage

recolding is one of two primary conservation activities, the other being analysis. The

expert analysis of existing building conditions provides the understanding required to make

appropriate redevelopment design decisions. Therefore, design decision-making requires

(1) the management of building information and the (2) utilization of expert knowledge.

731
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This study explores the development of a special type of Intelligent Computer Aided

Design system called a Smart Graphic Environment. In this environment computer

technologies provide a means of not only storing heritage building information, but expert

knowledge as well. The integration of these technologies provides design decision-making

support for the redevelopment of heritage structures.

An effective design decision-making environment relies not only on individual

skills, but the ability of its team members to be able to interact and share information. One

of the primary challenges of this research was to determine ways to facilitate

communication between the components of the Smart Graphic Environment. Each

component of the environment uses its own ianguage for design; CAD systems generally

use geometry, KBS use rules and constraints, and designers use concepts. However, by

adopting an object-based approach, where domain knowledge is linked with data objects, a

shared "language" of design discourse is created. Knowledge is attached to objects in both

the drawing (in the form of attributes) and the knowledge base (in the form of rules and

constraints). A knowledge level approach allows the representation of design according to

the conceptual models used by designers and other domain expefis.

One of the important characteristics of the Smart Graphic Environment is that the

Designer is provided access to expert knowledge through the CAD environment.

Designers are used to communicating their ideas through drawings. However, much of the

information, with the exception of geometric information, contained within CAD drawings

is implicit and therefore has to be interpreted in some manner in order for the computer to

evaluate it. This meant overlaying object-based descriptions and attaching attributes to

raster and vector-based graphics. In this way, the facts about the design can be

automatically extracted from the CAD model and IGDB to be analyzed,by the knowledge

base system.
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One of the shortcomings of the Smart Graphic Environment is that it relies heavily

on the ability of the designer to interpret the design information for the system. The reason

for this is due, in part, to the current lack of adequate industry standards both for the

production of digital graphics and product d,ata models. One of the interesting discoveries

of this study was that out of the development of the knowledge base object constraints, key

elements were identified for any given evaluation. As a result, depending on the different

level or type of evaluation one can priorize when and what information to include in the

digital record of the building.

The Smart Graphic Environment described in this study does not provide for the

automatic generation of redevelopment solutions. To a large extent this is simply not

feasible given today's technology. Although KBS are capable of handling and maintaining

over time large amounts of information, they work best when given very specific problems

to solve within specialized areas of expertise. Used interactively, KBS are able to suppoft

the designer by imparting a deeper understanding of key issues and constraints relating to a

palticular design problem so that the architect can apply their own inherent skills and

experience to come up with creative or innovative design solutions.

The development of prototypes is, by far, the most effective means of evaluating

the effectiveness and practicality of design decision support systems. In this study

prototypes provided valuable insight into key problems as well as potential opportunities

for the Smart Graphic Environment. Prototype I, a system developed using a rule-based

expert system shell, revealed the potential value of the system. Prototype II, developed

using object-based approach and integrated within a CAD system, demonstrated

considerably more flexibility and an improved user environment. Important aspects for

future study are: user interface, expansion of the knowledge base, and the addition of new

knowledge types.
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This research represents only one of a growing number of contributions to the

study of intelligent design systems. One of the problems with the creation of such a system

is the high expectations of what computer systems can do. Computers are not a panacea,

but merely one of many tools, albeit a powerful one, at the experienced designer's

disposal. One does not expect a hammer to rise from the tool box and build a house by

itself, nor should a designer expect that a computeï wili solve all design problems. From

the experience of this research, computer technologies demonstrated tremendous

capabilities for acquiring and storing large amounts of heritage building information. They

also can be relied upon to unerringly and tirelessly apply encoded knowledge to performing

analysis tasks that they are directed to do. However, it was the human experts that were

able to deal with the unusual questions and provide the most creative and valuable insights.

In the end, "smart" systems enable experienced designers to do what they already do, only

better.
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APPÐNDTX,A

TRIGGERTNG COÐE REQUTR.ÐMEI{T'S
F''OR .&PPT,TCATNON TT EXTSTNNG tsUNLÐTNGS

,{.1 ÏdentifyÍng Code Requirements

"Triggering" is a term that refers to an event that mandates the application of new

construction code requirements onto a rehabilitation project. A KBS can use these rules

to determine if the building is excluded from having to comply with the requirements of

the building code. There are four triggering mechanisms for the NBCC:

(a) Renovation or Alteration

(b) Change in Major Occupancy

(c) Change in Owner

(d) Retroactive or Maintenance Law

(e) Guidelines

4.1.a. [tenovation or ,4.lteration. When an owner receives a building permit for an

addition to a building either horizontally or verticalty they will be required to upgrade the

entire building to current construction code requirements. If the proposed addition is

small the local authority may require that only the addition be compliant. Some

horizontal additions are also exempted when they are separated from the existing building

by a firewall. Interior alterations are required to meet new code requirements. However,

this does not mean that the entire building has to be upgraded if, for example, a single
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floor is affected. The alteration must not contribute to further non-compliance of other

areas (i.e. block offegress routes).

Some of the model building codes used in the United States utllize what is known

as the 25 - 50Vo rule. This rule states that when a rehabilitation project exceeds 50Vo of

the building propefiy value the entire building must be upgraded to modern building code

requirements. "The original purpose of the rule was to prevent rather than promote the

rehabilitation of certain classes of buildings" (Hattis 198ia, 11). States which have

adopted local guidelines for applying building codes to heritage properties tend to dispute

that these numbers arc arbitrary and that they discriminate against lower valued or small

buildings, and therefore have adopted more flexible approaches (Ibid.).

A.x.b. change in Major occupauey,_ when the major occupancy of a building is

proposed, such as when a warehouse (F-2) is being changed into a restaurant (A,-2), the

entire building must meet new construction standards. Where there is a multi-major

occupancy, each area must be made to comply as if the entire building was of that

occupancy (Figure 4.1.). Usually, it is advisable that the building be upgraded to the

most stringent code requirement to allow fol the most flexibility. For example, if the

building has a restaurant on one floor and an office area on the second, the owner will

have the option of leasing each floor to eithel occupancy if the buitding meets the code

requirements of both. This may not always be cost effective in heritage buildings.

From time to time an owner will be allowed to upgrade only that portion of their

property which is occupied. One of the particular problems of allowing a piecemeal

upgrading is that it is a short-term solution. It may appear reasonable that a tenant only

using a small portion of a very large warehouse should only have to upgrade the area they

are in. The problem is when this is allowed again for another tenant and so on. The lack

of a cohesive planning approach means potential conflicts of egress routes, access to
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washl'ooms and fire fighting equipment and so on -- just because an adjacent tenant locks

a door or poorly places a partition. An owner who adopts a more holistic planning

approach to their building is more tikely to save money in the long term. A building

which is retrofitted in its entirety benefits from the input of architects, users, owners,

building managers, plan examiners, etc., at the onset, who can deal with the large issues

of fire separations and accessibility. This leads to the development of a maintainable,

well-planned solution which can, in turn, attract new tenants.

Figure A. 1. - Multi-occupancies

A..X.c. Change in owner. Normally when a building changes owner but not use then the

building falls under a "glandfathering" of code requirements (non-conformity allowed).

It has to be maintained according to the level of the building codes to which it was

constructed or upgraded to previously. This rule will not appiy if the owner intends on

increasing occupant load or some such similal change which will affect the performance

criteria.

.. 3 Storey A2

,- a (apptyrequkementsontytolirstllær)

3 Storey Resident¡al
(apply requiremenls onÌy lo thkd flær)
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Some laws were created to insure that

buildings are operated and maintained properly. Municipal governments will sometimes

enact by-laws which will mandate acceptable levels of safety for its citizens.

The City of Winnipeg Residential Upgrading By-Law 4304 applies ro any

residential occupancy larger than a single family dwelling. It particularly impacts on

apartment blocks and converted single family dwellings into multi-tenant or small

businesses or a combination thereof. It is a retroactive law that requires all such buildings

be upgraded to an acceptable level. The by-law provides for a phased upgrade in the

form of allotted times for compliance with each requirement. The bylaw specifications

range from putting in adequate fire alarms to substantial renovation of means of egress

equivalent to today's standards.

Maintenance and Occupancy municipal bylaws deal only with the protection of

the public and property. A building can be left abandoned as long it does nor present a

hazard of collapse, is secured properly, and the exterior kept tidy. These by-laws do not

require an owner to maintain or even heat the interior. This particular omission became a

matter of some debate in 1990, when the City of Winnipeg closed its central steam plant

which served approximately 30 heritage properties in the downtown area. Since that time

only 2 - 3 of these buildings have been provided with an alternate heating system. It is

anticipated that without a providing encouragement in the form of tax incentives or a

bylaw mandating the maintenance of heating these properties, left vacant and exposed to

harsh wintel conditions will quickly deteriorate.

The file department periodically inspects buildings (as do other department such

as Health and Labour). Although they have the authority to do so, fire inspectors will

rarely exercise their right to enforce stringent code compliance to the National Fire Code

of Canada' Often compliance is based on the willingness of the owners to act

voluntarily. 'When 
the file chief discovers an area of concern he/she can ask city hall to
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pass municipal by-laws, such as a one on standpipes, could demand owners to

immediately upgrade of unacceptable systems or face court proceedings. Retroactively

applied laws are very unpopular because of the financial burden placed on owners of

older buildings. By-laws usually will provide for phased upglading, thereby offsetting

costs over a longer period of time.

'When 
a fire occurs in Winnipeg, MB, for example, the Winnipeg Building Branch

and the Fire department have classification system which they apply. The five level fire

classification is based on an on-site inspection and its mandate ranges from minor repair

to demolition. In the former case a building only needs to be secured and returned to the

way it was, in the iatter case very extreme damage wouid warrant the demolishing of the

building. If any substantial repairs are warranted architectural dlawings/specifications

will have to be prepared to satisfy the fire department that the work is done in an

acceptable manner.

,A..X.e. Codes and Guidelines. The NBCC Section 2.5 "Equivalents" allows for the

adoption of alternative materials or methods of design other than those described in the

Code based on a supplied evidence of equivalent performance (such as a legitimate code

used in another province). In response to the growing renovation/rehabilitation industry

both Manitoba and the NRC plan to integrate methods for adopting the building code to

existing buildings within their respective building codes .

An owner who is having difficulty with compliance of a building will be to

referred to other building codes or guidelines. One Canadian example is British

Columbia Building Code's Subsection 3.7.4. "Altelations and Additions to Existing

Buildings" on alternative requirements for upgrading of existing buildings.
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Most states in the U.S. have adopted one of three model codes including one

produced by the Building Owners & Code Administers [BOCA]. In 1984, BOCA created

fhe National Existing Structures Code as part of their BasicÆ.{ational Codes.

Some municipalities also have created special codes and created review boards for

dealing with rehabilitation, particularly with residential occupancies. These special

provisions described in (Hattis 1981b) and includes:'Washington, San Francisco (hazard

matrix), Denver (small building exemption), Massachusetts (Article 22 - occupancy is

classified according to hazardous conditions), and California (created a separate building

code for heritage properties)

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Developed IHUDI published

Rehabilitatiott Guidelines in 1980 to help "modify existing building code and building

regulatory process to facilitate rehabilitation in their cities; and to assist rehabbers,

architects and engineers who have specific rehabilitation/building code problems"

(Kapsch, i981b). The guidelines are not codes, but are intended to be used to help with

the application of modern building codes in existing buildings through clarification of

intent and examples.

Guidelines focus on issues such as the cost-benefit factor -- when the costs of

upgrading severely outweigh the achieved benefits. In heritage buildings one of the

"costs" may be the loss of an essential historic feature which is not easily quantifiable.

The authority having jurisdiction has the discretion of weighing these factors. Sometimes

they will tell the owner get an opinion of a specialist ol involve the persons with

disabilities and/or the heritage community in resoiving design issues.
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PR.OTOCTLS

The protocol developed for the prototypes in this study ale ahybridization of two

existing prototypes by (Markman 1981) and (Dym,et al. i988). In the former case, the

protocol was developed as an approach to dealing with the application of modern

building code performance standards to older building materials and construction types.

In the latter case, a protocol was generated in conjunction with the development of a KBS

that deals with the application of building code requirements for the preservation of life

safety.

The protocol found in (Markman 198i) is as follows:

"The process of evaluating existing construction consists of
four distinct phases, which are described below:

, Identify code requirements

' Identify existing materials and construction

" Estimate level of performance

" Develop design solutions" (19)

The protocol for code compliance evaluation developed by (Dym, et al. 1988) for

application of the Life safety code is more detailed and comprehensive:

"The review process has three basic procedures:

" identification of the parts of the building

149
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@ selection of applicable provisions of the
LSC

' application of those provisions to a
particular situation" ( 1 38).

High level protocol for code checking process:

Step 1 Establish number of stories, siting, overalf sñape
Step 2 Establish occupancies
Step 3 Establish and check fire separation zones
Step 4 F.stablish types of construction
Step 5 Establish egress routes and check width
Step 6 .bstablish sprinkler presence or absence
Step 7 Establish and check hazardous areas
Step 8 Check enclosure of corridors
Step 9 Check type and number of exits
Step lu Check travel distances
Step 11 UnecK lor egress to grade
Step i2 Check wrdths of all doors
Step 13 Establish and check smoke zones
Step 14 Check finishes
Ibi

R.ÐF'ERENCES

Markman, H. 1981. _Fi1e ratings_ofarchaic materials and assemblies." Associationfor
Preservation Technology Bulletin XIII (Z) 19 - ZZ.

Dym, c.L., R.P Henchey, E-4. Delis, and s. Gonick. 1988. "A knowledge-based
system for automated architectural code checking." Computer Aiãed Design. 20
(3) April. Butterworth & Co. Ltd. I3t - 145.
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F'R.AMES

The following are frames containing special washroom object constraints based

on the NBCC. These were created as part of the implementation of the prototype

systems.

maJor occupancy mercantile
medium hazard industrial,
high hazard industrial,
assembly, institutional,
business and personal
services, mercantile, other.

oNE OF (?V =
business and personal
services, institutional,
low and medium
hazard industrial,
assembly, mercantile)

renovation of existing,
change of occupancy, no
change, new construction

renovation of existing,
change of occupancy)

public special washroom,
public washroom, private
washroom, other

?V => 17gg

1700 min ?V => |/gg numeric (mm)

barrier-free path
of travel

barrier{ree path of travel,
other

?V = þ¿¡¡is¡-1ree path
of travel

151
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SPECIAL WASHROOM DOOR
SLOT vALUE(S) POSSIBLE-

VALUES
LEGAL VALUES VALUE TYPE

door clear width 800 nla (?V>=800)
(?V>= 760)
Residential

OR
AND

numeric (mm)

space pull 600 nla ?V >= 600 numeric lmm)
space push 300 nla ?V >= 300 numeric (mm)
swtnq into exit into exit, into room ?V = i¡1s s¡¡1 text
oDen fofce ð() nla ?V <= 39 numeric lN)
closinq period 3 nla ?V>=3 numeric (sec)
ht. threshold 13 nla ?V <= 13 numeric (mm)
knob type lever lever, pushplate,

panic bar, round
knob, canted, "D"
Þull

ONEOF(?V, (lever,
push plate, panic
bar, "D" pull)

list

lock type slider graspable latch,
flip, slider, dial

oNEOF (?V,
(graspable latch,
flip, slider))

list

lock ht. lctn 900 nla ?V>= 900 AND
<=1 000

numeric (mm)

door pull yes yes, no (?V=Yes) AND
(doorswing=out) OR
(?V=lt¡e¡4¡¡
ldoorswino =in)

text

door pull lenqth 140 n/a ?V>= 149 numeric (mm)
door pull ht. lctn 900 nla ?V>= $QQ [¡P

<=1 000
numeric (mm)

coathook Yes Yes, No ?V = Yes text
coathook ht. lctn 1 400 nla ?V<=1469 numeric (mm)
coathook deot 25 nla ?Y<= 25 numeric lmm)
srgnage Yes (lnternational

Symbol of
Accessibilitv)

Yes, No ?V = Yes text

WATERCLOSET
SLOT vALUE(S) POSSIBLE-

VALUES
LEGAL VALUES VALUE TYPE

seat height 430 nla ?V>=4gg 4¡¡
<=460

numeric (mm)

bowl width 490 nla ?V>=525 AND <=
460

numeric (mm)

back support Yes Yes, No ?V = Yes text
sprinq seat No Yes, No ?V=No text
water tank Yes Yes, No (?V = Yes¡ OR (?V

= No AND rear grab
bar)

text

mount Wall Wall, Floor ?V = Wall) OR ?V =
Floor AND =300
use space depth**

text

control lctn openside tank openside tank,
openside wall,
close die wall,
close tank, floor

oNEOF(?V,
openside tank,
openside wall)

list
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control type lever push button,
lever, automatic,
chainpull,
footpedal, other

oNEOF (?V,
pushbutton, lever,
automatic)

list

conrol force 5 nla ?V<= g numerric llbf)
width lctn 475 nla ?V>=460 AND <=

480
numeric (mm)

clearspace width 750 nla ?V >=749 AND <=
760

numeric (mm)

clearspace width 840 nla ?Y >= 675 AND <-
840

numeric (mm)

toilet paper disp.
tvpe

continous feed 2i ?V = continuous
feed

text

to¡let paper
disp.lctn

sidewall sidewall, rear wall,
front wall

?V = sidewall text

toilet paper disp.
ht. lctn

460 nla ?V >=460AND<=
920

numeric (mm)

toilet paper width
lctn

920 nla ?V <=929 numeric (mm)

GRAB BAR
SLOT vALUE(S) POSSIBLE-

VALUES
LEGAL VALUES VALUE TYPE

s.gb.orient horizontal nonzontal,
verticle. anole

?V - horizontal text

s.ob.lenoth 157 nla ?V >= 157 numeric (mm)
s.qb.bar.dia 40 nla ?V <=49 numeric lmm)
s.qb.bar.load '1.3 nla ?V >= 1.3 numeric (kN)
s.qb.bar.clear 40 nla ?V >=35 AND <= 45 numeric lmm)
s.gb.ht.lctn 880 nla ?V >= 840 AND <-

920
numeric (mm)

s.qb.extd.fr.lctn 450 nla ?V >= 450 numeric (mm)
s.qb.extd.back.lctn 4s0 nla ?V >= 456 numeric (mm)
rear grab bar Yes Yes, No (?V = ls5 AND no

tank) OR ?V = No
AND tank)

text

rear.qb.width 920 nla ?v >- 525 numeric (mm)
rear.gb.clear 40 nla ?V >= 35 and <=

45
numeric (mm)

rear.ob.dia 40 nla ?V <=40 numer¡c (mm)
rear.qb.load '1.3 nla ?V >= 1.3 numeric lkN)
rear gb.width.lctn 1/2 rear gb width

(center on toilet -

300?)

nla ?v 300 numeric (mm)

rear.qb.ht.lctn 880 nla ?V >= 840 <-920 numeric lmm)
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WALL
SLOT vALUE(S) POSSIBLE-

VALUES
LEGAL VALUES VALUE TYPE

type paftition partition, stall
partitition,
plumbing,
loadbearinq

list

reinforced or
loadbearinq

yes yes, no ?V = les lF
sidewall of toilet

text

type paritition moveable moveable,
nonmoveable

?V = moveable text

vestibule no ves, no 2\t - 222
vestibule lenoth 2000 nla ?V >= 2000 numeric (mm)
vestibule width 1 500 nla (?v >= 1500 AND

inswing door) OR
(?V >= 1200 AND
outswinqe door)

numeric (mm)

LAVATORY
SLOT vALUE(S) POSSIBLE-

VALUES
LEGAL VALUES VALUE TYPE

type wall hung pedestal, wall
hung, vanity,
countenoþ

ONEOF (?V, wall
hung, countertop)

List

bowl deoth 160 nla ?V <= 160 numeric (mm)
depth lctn 420 nla ?Y >= 420 numeric (mm)
width lctn 460 nla ?V >= 460 numeric lmm)
top.ht.lctn 865 nla ?V <= 865 AND >-

735
numeric (mm)

f ront.ht.clear.lctn 685 nla ?V >= 685 numeric (mm)
mid.ht.clear.lctn 685 nla ?v >- 685 numeric (mm)
rear.ht.clear.lctn 230 nla ?V >= 230 numeric (mm)
clear.depth.lctn 1220 nla ?V >= 1220 AND <=

460 under sink
numeric (mm)

clear.width.lctn 760 nla ?V >=766 numeric lmm)
pipes insulated No Yes, No 2\t -*
pipes exposure No Yes, No (?V = Yes AND

?SELF Pipes
lnsulated = Yes) OR
(?V = ¡e¡

text

exposed surface smooth smooth, sharp,
abrasive

?V = Smooth text

faucet type single lever single lever, long
lever, push
button, automatic,
daisy, round,
short lever

ONË OF (?V, single
lever, long lever,
push button,
automatic)

list

faucet force 5 nla ?v <5 numeric llbf)
mirror yes ves, no ?V = VeS text
mirror ht. lctn 1 000 nla ?V <= 1000 numeric (mm)
shell VES ves. no ?V = ves text
shelf ht. lctn 1200 nla ?V <= 1200 numeric (mm)
soap disp.ht. lctn 1 400 nla ?V <= 1400 numer¡c (mm)
towel.ht.lctn 1 400 nla ?V <= 1400 numeric (mm)
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PR.OTTTYPE T{ . PR.OGR,AM CTÐE

S IM PLE- FRAM E-SYSTEM-WITH-CLASSES

This file contains the set of routines that implement the simple
frame-based system described in lhe 74.416 course notes. This is
an extension to the SIMPLE-FRAME-SYSTEM to handle slot facets and cLASSES!!

N-orE that only single inheritance is supporled (although any number of levels
of inheritance can be generated)

Sample test cases are found at the end of this file
fiust compile the entire file and the test cases will be
run automatically)

(defvar -CLASS-LIST-)

(defvar.WM*)
(defvar .D EFAU LT-SLOT.)

; The first routine we need is MAKE-FRAME-CLASS which simply creates a new frame
; class and insefts it in .CLASS-LIST-

;

;Note that this routine returns the frame class handle
;

; Update Subclasses list in p-class

(defun MAKE-FRAME-CLASS (p-class c-name &rest slot-defns)
(let ((p-class-info (get-f rame p-ctass)))

(if (or (null p-class) (not (nutt p-ctass-info)))
(let ((class-handle (gentemp)))

(set class-handle
(append

(list (list'ld class-handle))
(list (list'Name c-name))

(list (list'Superclass p-class))
slot-defns))

Update "CLASS-LIST* which holds the list of classes
(class-name class-handle) entries are stored

(if (null -CLASS-LIST.)
(setf -CLASS-LlST. (list (list c-name class-handle)))

155
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(nconc .CLASS-LlST. (list (list c-name class-handle))))

; lf a parent class is specified, update its subclass list
;

(if (not (null p-class))
(UPDATE-SUBCLASSES p-ctass ctass-handte))

class-handle)
(progn

(princ "lnvalid Parent Class ... Make-Frame-Class failed!,,)
(terpri)
nil))))

; This routine will update the subclass list associated with a given class

(defun UPDATE-SUBCLASSES (class-handle sub-class-handle)
(let ((subclasses-slot (G ET-SLOT class-handle'Subclasses)))

(cond ((null subclasses-slot) ;create list and insert 1st subclass
(INSERT-SLOT class-handle'subclasses (list sub-class-handle)))
(r

(cond ((n ull (G ET-ACTUAL-VALU E subctasses-stot))
(setf (second (GET-SLOT class-handle'Subclasses))

(list sub-ctass-handte)))
(r

(nconc
(c ET-ACTUAL-VALUE (G ET-SLOT ctass-handte'Subctasses))

(list sub-class-handte))))))))

; search the -cLASS-Llsr. for a given class name ... return the class-handle or
; nil if the class does not exist

(defun FIND-FRAME-CLASS (c-name)
(second (assoc c-name .CLASS-LlST.)))

; search the instance list -wM* for a given instance name ... return the frame
; handle or nil if the instance does not exist

(defun FIND-FRAME-INSTANCE (i-name)
(second (assoc i-name -WM.)))

;The first routine we need is MAKE-FRAME-INSTANCE which creates a new frame and
;inserts it in *WM-

:

;Note that this routine returns the frame handle that was created to act as the
;variable to store the frame
;

;

; Update INSTANCES list in class

(defun MAKE-FRAME-INSTANCE (c-handle f-name &rest slot-defns)
(if (and (not (null c-handte))

(not (null (get-f rame c-handte))))
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(let ((frame-handle (gentemp)))
(set frame-handle

(append
(list (list 'ld frame-handte))
(list (list'Name f-name))
(list (list'lnstance-of c-handle))
slot-defns))

(if (null.WM.)
(setf "WM. (list (list f-name frame-handle)))
(nconc *WM* (list (list f-name frame-handle))))

(UPDATE-INSTANCES c-handte f rame-handte)
frame-handle)

(progn
(princ "lnvalid Class .. Make-Frame-lnstance failed')
(terpri)
nit) ))

l

; This routine will update the instances list associated with a given class
:

(defun UPDATE-INSTANCES (class-handle instance-handle)
(let ((instances-slot (GET-SLOT class-handle'lnstances)))

(cond ((null instances-slot)
(INSERT-SLOT class-handle'lnstances (list instance-handle)))
(r
(cond ((null (cËT-ACTUAL-VALUE instances-stot))

(setf (second (GET-SLOT class-handle'lnstances))
(list instance-handte)))

(r
(nconc
(G ET-ACTUAL-VALU E (c ET-SLOT ctass-handte,tnstances))
(list instance-handle))))))))

;since working memory stores the frame handles as pointers to the individual
;frames, we should create a return the frame structure linked to a given
;frame handle

(defun GET-FRAME (frame-handle)
(eval frame-handle))

;Next we need a routine that can delete a given class from the class list. We
;will assume that the routine is passed the handle of the class to be deleted.
;

; We must use remove because DELETE has a bug in the beta version

(def un D ESTROY-FRAME-CLASS (class-handle)
(when (not (null class-handle))

(setq "CLASS-LIST-
(remove
(list

(GET-SLOT-VALUE class-handle'name)
class-handle)
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*CLASS-LIST*

:test'EQUAL))

(MAKUNBOUND class-handle)
)

)

;Next we need a routine that can delete a given frame from working memory. We
;will assume that the routine is passed the handle of the frame to be deleted.
;

; We must use remove because DELETE has a bug in the beta version

(defun DESTROY-FRAME-INSTANCE (frame-handte)
(let ((parent-class-handle (GET-ACTUAL-VALUE (cET-SLOT f rame-handte 'tnstance-of)))

(tmp nil))

(when (not (null frame-handle))
(setq -WM.

(remove
(list
(G ET-SLOT-VALU E f rame-handle'name)
frame-handle)

*WM*

:test'EQUAL))

(MAKUNBOUND frame-handle)
)

(setq tmp (remove frame-handle
(G ET-ACTUAL-VALU E (c ET-SLOT parent-ctass-handte'tnstances))
:test'equal))

(setf (second (GET-SLOT parent-class-handle'lnstances)) tmp)
)

)

;Now that we can create, delete, and modify frames, we need a set of routines
;to print an individual frame and all frames currently stored in WM
;

; note that elements of .WM" are (instance-name instance-handle)

(defun PRINT-WM 0
(princ "The frames currently in "WM. are:,')
(terpri)
(dolist (f rame-handle-info -WM*)

(PRINT-FRAME (second frame-handle-info))
(terpri)) )

; This routine prints an individual frame given a
; frame id (pointer)
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(defun PRINT-FRAME (f rame-handte)
(let ((frame (cET-FRAME frame-handte)))

(when (not (null frame))
(princ (GET-SLOT-VALUE frame-handte'name))
(princ '(")
(princ frame-handle)
(princ '),')
(terpri)
(dolist (slot (cddr frame))

(format t " -15A: -A" (first slot)
(cond ((equal (first slot) ,lnstance-of)

(cET-SLOT-VALUE (cET-ACTUAL-VALUE stot)'Name))
(t (second stot))))

(terpri))
(terpri) ) ))

(defun PRINT-CLASSES 0
(princ "The classes currently defined are:")
(terpri)
(dolist (class-handle-inf o *class-list*)

(PRINT-CLASS (second ctass-handte-info))
(terpri)) )

; This routine prints an individual class given a
; class handle

(defun PRINT-CLASS (class-handte)
(let ((frame (cET-FRAME class-handte)))

(when (not (null frame))
(princ (GET-SLOT-VALUE ctass-handte'name))
(princ " (")
(princ class-handle)
(princ ")")
(terpri)
(dolist (slot (cddr frame))
(formatt " -154: " (firstslot))
(cond ((equal (first slot) 'Superclass)

.(princ (GET-SLOT-VALUE (GET-ACTUAL-VALUE stot)'Name)))
((equal (first slot) 'Subclasses)
(print-f rame-names slot))

((equal (first slot) 'lnstances)
(print-f rame-names slot))

(t (princ (second slot))))
(if (third slot)

(progn
(terpri)
(princ " ")
(princ (third slot))))

(terpri))
(terpri) ) ) )

(defun PRINT-FRAM E-NAMES (stot)
(princ "( ")
(dolist (handle (GET-ACTUAL-VALUE stot))
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(if (not (null (GET-FRAME handle)))
(progn

(princ (GET-SLOT-VALUE handle'Name))
(princ " '))))

(princ ')"))

The following routines operate on a given frame handle (frame-instance
or class)

This routine returns a slot from a given frame

NIL will be returned if the slot is not found in the frame

(defun GET-SLOT (frame-handle slot)
(let ((frame (GET-FRAME frame-handle)))

(assoc slot frame :test'equal)))

The following routine accesses the value component of a given slot
The slot must be a list. This routine does not suppon inheritance
see GET-SLOT-VALUE defined below.

The following routine will return the contents of a given facet of a given
slot structure. The slot structure is assumed to be non-nil. lf the given
facet is not found in the slot structure then return NIL (the DEFAULT SLOT
info is not used since inheritance may be employed by the calling routine)

(def un G ET-ACTUAL-VALU E (slot)
(second slot))

; This routine returns the facet list for a given slot

lf not found it returns NIL

No inheritance is used

(defun GET-FACET (slot)
(third slot))

(def un G ET-SLOT-FAC ET (slot facet)
(let. ((facet-list (cET-FACET slot))

(facet-info (assoc facet facet-list)))

(if (or (null facet-list) (null facet-info))
nil
(second facet-info))))

;

; Determine the parent class of a given frame

(defun PARENT-OF (frame-handle)
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(let ((instance-of (GET-SLOT frame-handle'lnstance-of))
(superclass (GET-SLOT f rame-handle'Superclass)))

(cond ((not (null instance-of))
(cET-ACTUAL-VALU E instance-of ))

((not (null superclass))
(G ET-ACTUAL-VALU E superctass))

(t nil))))

This routine will return the value associated with a given facet of a given
slot. lf the slot is not found in the frame then inheritance is used
lF all else fails then the "DEFAULT-SLOT- info is used

(defun GËT-SLOT-FACET-SPECIAL (frame-handte stot facet-type)
(let ((slot-info (cET-SLOT frame-handte stot))

(value nil))

(if (not (null slot-info))
(setq value (cET-SLOT-FACET slot-info facet-type)))

(if (nullvalue)
(let ((class-handle (PARENT-OF frame-handte)))

(if (not (null class-handle))
(G ET-SLOT-FACET-S PECTAL ctass-handte stot facet-type)
(c ET-SLOT-FAC ET .DEFAU LT-SLOT. facet-type)))

value)))

; This routine will return the value associated with a given facet of a given
; slot. lf the slot is not found in the frame then inheritance is used

lF all else fails then the -DEFAULT-SLOT. info is used

(defun GET-SLOT-VALUE-SPECIAL (frame-handte stot)
(let ((slot-info (cET-SLOT frame-handle stot))

(value nil))

(if (not (null slot-info))
(setq value (cET-ACTUAL-VALUE stot-info)))

(if (null value)
(let ((class-handle (PARENT-OF frame-handte)))

(if (not (null class-handle))
(c ET-SLOT-VALU E-S PECTAL ctass-handte stot)
(c ET-ACTUAL-VALU E .DEFAU LT-S LOT.)))

value)))

This routine attempts to retrieve the value associated with a given slot
of a given frame. lf the value is not found in the current frame then
inheritance is used. lf this fails then the when-needed routine is employed
Not that DEPTH-FIRST search is used (all slots up the hierarchy are searched
before the when-needed routine(s) are used. The "DEFAULT-SLor. value must
be NIL or UNKNOWN or the when-needed routine option will never be used.
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(defun GET-SLOT-VALUE (frame-handte stot)
(let ((value (cET-SLOT-VALUE-SPECtAL frame-handte stot)))

(if (not (equal value'UNKNOWN))
value
(ACTIVATE-WHEN-NEEDED f rame-handte stot))))

The following routine will attempt to invoke the when-needed routine
associated with agiven slot of a given frame. lt should be called
by the GET-SLOT-VALUE routine

; The when-needed routine should handle whether the slot's value should be
; updated!

(defun ACTIVATE-WHEN-NEEDED (frame-handte stot)
(let ((slot-info (GET-SLOT frame-handte stot))

(when-needed-routine nil))

(when (not (null slot-info))
(setq when-needed-routine

(c ET-SLOT- FACET-S PECTAL f rame-handte stot'when-needed))
(if (not (null when-needed-routine))

(f uncall when-needed-routine f rame-handle slot)))
))

This routine will attempt to invoke the when-changed routine
associated with a given slot. lt should be called by SET-SLOT-VALUE

It passes the slot name and frame-handle to the routine found in
in the slot's when-chanqed facet

(defun ACTIVATE-WHEN-CHANGED (frame-handte stot)
(let ((slot-info (cET-SLOT frame-handle stot))

(when-changed-routine nil))

(when (not (null slot-info))
(setq when-changed-routine

(c ET-SLOT-FACET-S PECTAL f rame-handte stot'when-changed))
(if (not (null when-changed-routine))

(f uncall when-changed-routine f rame-handle slot)))
))

This routine inseds a new slot into an existing frame

We assume that the slot does not already exist

The frame must existl!

Facet list is optional

defun INSERT-SLOT (frame-handle slot value &optional facet-list)
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(let ((frame (GET-FRAME frame-handle)))
(if (not (null frame))

(if (null facet-list)
(nconc frame (list (list slot value)))

(nconc frame (list (list slot value facet-list)))))

value))

This routine sets the given slot of a given fram to the given
value. lt calls inserl-slot if the given slot is not found
in the frame

(defun SET-SLOT-VALUE (frame-handle slot value)
(let ((slot-info (cET-SLOT frame-handte stot)) )

(cond ((null slot-info)
(INSERT-SLOT frame-handle slot value))

(r
(setf (second (get-slot frame-handle slot))

value)))
(activate-when-changed f rame-handle slot)))

The following routine handles the message passing capabilities of the
frame system. A frame can have a slot that contains a function pointer
or actual function definition. The slot type facet should be set to METHOD
so that the system knows that this is a method and not data.

The SEND function simply takes a frame-handle and a method name and
simulates sending a message to the frame to invoke the function in

; the slot corresponding to the method name. we still want to use inheritance
so we process the request as if we were asked to retrieve the value
from the slot. Then we simply invoke the value (which
should be checked first to ensure it is a method). We will assume that
all methods accept a frame-handle as their first argument. Any other arguments
can be user-defined

(defun SEND (frame-handle method-name &rest args)
(if (equal (GET-sLor-FACET-SPECIAL frame-handte method-name 'type) 'METHOD)

(let ((method (cET-SLOT-VALUE frame-handte method-name)))

(if (and (not (nullmethod)) (not (equat method'UNKNOWN)))
(apply method (cons frame-handle args))
(progn

(princ "lnvalid frame or method name")
(terpri)
nil)))

(progn
(princ "lnvalid method ... slot contains data")
(terpri)
nil)))
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The following routines handle the translation of slot constraints for
evaluation

Perform a translation on a token of the form [SELF].attr

(defun TRANSLATE-SELF-ATTR (token frame-handte)
(and (validìoken token)

(let- ((tmp-token (string-upcase (convert-to-string token),:end nil))
(index (string-position tmp-token "[SELF].' ))
(attr (and index (subseq tmp-token (+ index 7)))))

(if attr
(list 'GET-SLOT-VALUE

(list'quote frame-handle) ; handle to SELF
(list'quote (intern attr)))))))

Perform a translation on a token of the form [SElF.attrl].attr2
i

(defun TRANSLATE-SELF-ATTR-INDIRECT (token frame-handte)
(and (valid{oken token)

(let. ((tmp-token (string-upcase (convert-to-string token),:end nil))
(indexl (string-position tmp-token "[SELF."))
(index2 (string-position tmp-token "j."))
(attr1 (and indexl index2

(subseq tmp-token (+ indexl 6) index2)))
(attr2 (and index'l index2 (subseq tmp-token (+ index2 2)))))

(if (and attrl attr2)
(list 'GET-SLOT-VALUE

(list
'quote
(FIND-FRAME-INSTANCE ; access instance based on

; instance-name in slot
(c ËT-SLOT-VALU E f rame-handte (intern attrl ))))

(list'quote (intern attr2)))))))

This routine handles the ?v token which is translated to a call to get
the value associated with the current slot (possibly by searching up the
hierarchy or using an if-needed method)

(defun TRANSLATE-?V (token frame-handle slot)
(if (equal '?V token)

(list GET-SLOT-VALUE
(list'quote frame-handle) ; handle to SELF
(list'quote slot))))

The translation process for the constraint expression in a slot
is as follows (to create an executable version of the expresion):
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for each list (starting at the top level):

leave the first element in the list as is (this must be a valid function)
translate all other elements as follows:

?v - (get-slot-value'frame-handle'slot)
note that frame-handle is the handle of the current object and
SLOT is the current slot name

[self].attr - (get-slot-value'frame-handle'attr)
note that frame-handle is the handle of the current object

[self.attrl ].attr2 - (get-slot-value 'f rame-handle 'att12)

note that frame-handle is the handle of the instance obtained
by using the value stored in attrl of the current object
this allows an expression to refer to other objects and have
the referal resolved at runtime (the appropriate slot in the
object should have the name of the instance to refer to)

all other symbols are translated to 'symbol

The translated expression can then be evaluated by doing an (EVAL expr)

Note that functions must be represented in brackets - even ones that do not
have arguments

optimized to use NCONC rather than append if expression has greater than
2 elements

allows nil to be used in an expression ... translates to 'nil properly

(defun TRANSLATE-EXPRESSION (expr frame-handte stot)
(cons
(first expr)
(let. ((second-arg (second expr))

(arg-list (and (> (length expr) 1)
(list (TRANSLATE-ARGUMENT

second-arg f rame-handle slot)))))

(dolist (arg (rest (rest expr)))
(nconc arg-list

(list (TRANSLATE-ARGUMENT arg frame-handte stot)))
)

arg-list)))

(defun TRANSLATE-ARGUMENT (arg frame-handte slot)
(if (and arg (listp arg) (equal (first arg) 'quote))
arg ; a quote list should be left as is
(if (and arg (listp arg)) ; list (not nil) .. recursive translation applies

(TRANSLATE-EXPRESSION arg frame-handte stor)
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(or ; atom ... must translate according to rules
(TRANSLATE-S ELF-ATTR arg f rame-handte)
(TRANSLATE-SELF-ATTR-l NDI RECT arg f rame-handte)
(TRANSLATE -?Y arg f rame-handle slot)
(list'quote arg)
)

))
)

The following routines handle the translation of slot constraints for
explanation of constraints to the user (result cannot be evaluated by LlSp)

Perform a translation on a token of the form [SELF].attr
to the string [OBJECT-NAME.attr]

(def un TRANSLATE-S ELF-ATTR- EXPL (token f rame-handte)
(and (valid-token token)

(let. ((tmp-token (string-upcase (convert-to-string token)':end nil))
(index (string-position tmp-token "[SELF].'))
(attr (and index (subseq tmp-token (+ index 7)))))

(if attr
(format nil '[-s.-A]"

(G ET-SLOT-VALU E f rame-handle'name)
attr)))))

Perform a translation on a token of the form [SElF.attrl].attr2
to the string IOBJECT-NAME.attr2]

(defun TRANSLATE-SELF-ATTR-lN Dl R ECT-EXPL (token frame-handte)
(and (valid-token token)

(let- ((tmptoken (string-upcase (convert-to-string token)':end nil))
(indexl (string-position tmp-token'[SELF.'))
(index2 (string-position tmp-token "l."))
(attr1 (and indexl index2

(subseq tmp-token (+ indexl 6) index2)))
(attr2 (and indexl index2 (subseq tmploken (+ index2 2)))))

(if (and attrl attr2)
(format nil '[*S.-A]"

(GET-SLOT-VALUE frame-handle (intern attrl))
att12)))))

The translation process for the constraint expression in a slot
is as follows (to create an explanation string only):

for each list (starling at the top level):

leave the first element in the list as is
translate all other elements as follows:
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?v - stays as ?v

[self].attr - "[object-name.attr]"

[self.attrl ].att12 - "[object-name.attr2]"

all other symbols are left as is

The translated expression can NOT be evaluated

(defun TRANSLATE-EXPRESSION-EXPL (expr frame-handte stot)
(if (nullexpr)

nil
(cons

(first expr)
(let. ((second-arg (second expr))

(arg-list (and (> (length expr) 1)
(list (TRANSLATE-ARG UM ENT-EXpL

second-arg f rame-handle slot)))))

(dolist (arg (rest (rest exp0))
(nconc arg-list

(list (TRANSLATE-ARGU MENT-EXpL
arg frame-handle slot)))

)
ars-list))))

(defun TRANSLATE-ARGUMENT-EXPL (arg frame-handte stot)
(if (and arg (listp arS)) ; list (not nil) .. recursive translation applies

(TRANSLATE-EXPRESSION-EXPL arg frame-handte stot)

(or (TRANSLATE-SELF-ATTR-EXPL arg f rame-handte)
(TRANSLATE-SELF-ATTR-l N Dl RECT-EXPL arg f rame-handte)
ars)))

The following rout¡ne will accept an explanation version of a constraint
and it will build the footnote list that contains str¡ngs of the form
"[object-name].attr = VALUE'

(def un BU I LD- EXPL-FOOTNOTE 1 (object-handte expt-tist)
(let ((footnote nil))

(dolist (elem expl-list)
(if (and elem (listp elem))
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(setq footnote
(append footnote

(BUILD-EXPL-FOOTNOTEl object-handte elem)))
(if (and (stringp elem)

(string-position elem' [SELF]."))
(setq footnote

(append footnote
(list
(concatenate 'string

jstring-upcase elem)

(string
(GET-OBJECT-VALUE-EXPL1 object-handte etem)))))))

))
footnote))

The following routine will accept an explanation version of a constraint
and it will build the footnote list that contains strings of the form
"[object-name.attr] = \74¡g E"

(defun BUILD-EXPL-FOOTNOTE2 (expt-tist)
(let ((footnote nil))

(dolist (elem expl-list)
(if (and elem (listp elem))

(setq footnote
(append footnote

(BU I LD-EXPL- FOOTNOTE2 etem)))
(if (and (stringp elem)

(equal (aref elem 0) #\[))
(setq footnote

(append footnote
(list
(concatenate 'string

(string-upcase elem)

(conveftlo-string
(GET-oBJ ECT-VALU E-EXPL2 etem)))))))

))
footnote))

(defun GET-OBJECT-VALUE-EXPL1 (object-handte str)
(let- ((tmp-str (string-upcase str))

(pos-of-dot (string-position tmp-str "."))
(pos-of-l (string-position tmp-str "l"))
(attr-name (and pos-of-l pos-of-dot

(subseq tmp-str (1 + pos-oldot)))))
(GET-SLOT-VALUE

object-handle
(intern attr-name))))

(defun GET-OBJECT-VALUE-EXPL2 (str)
(let. ((tmp-str (string-upcase str))

(pos-of-dot (string-position tmp-str'.' ))
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(pos-of-l (string-position tmp-str"l"))
(object-name (and pos-of-dot

(subseq tmp-str 1 pos-ofdor)))
(attr-name (and object-name

pos-of-l
(subseq tmp-str (1+ pos-of dot) pos-of-l))))

(GET-SLOT-VALUE
(FIND-FRAME-INSTANCE (intern object-name))
(intern attr-name))))

This routine will print out the constraint expression in a slot if
slot contains a constraint.
A footnote of the values of object.attr references will also be printed.
This is an explanation facility

should add an optional parameter to indicate whether the constraint is
satisfied (must search constriant violation list) *****

(defun PRINT-sLor-cONSTRAINT-EXPL (frame-handte stot &optionat (show-status))
(let ((constraint-expl (TRANSLATE-EXPRESS tON-EXpL

(cET-SLOT-FACET-S PËCtAL frame-handte

rrame-han d re 
"iJ,o¡,¡,'"n"'-u"' 

u""¡

(if (not (null constraint-expl))
(progn

(terpri)
(princ " ")
(princ slot)
(princ ": ")
(princ '(?V = ")
(princ (GET-SLOT-VALUE frame-handte stot))
(princ ")')
(terpri)
(princ " ")
(princ constraint-expl)
(terpri)
(dolist (note (BUILD-EXPL-FOOTNOTE I frame-handle constraint-expl))

(terpri)
(princ " ')
(princ note)
)

(dolist (note (BUILD-EXPL-FOOTNOTE2 constraint-expl))
(terpri)
(princ " ')
(princ note)
)

) )))

; print out constraint info for all slots of a given frame (those that
; have constraints defined)

(def un PRINT-FRAM E-CONSTRAINT-EXPL (f rame-handte)
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(print (GET-SLOT-VALUE frame-handte'name))
(dolist (slot (cET-FRAME frame-handte))

(PRl NT-SLOT-CONSTRAINT-EXPL frame-handte (first stot)))
(terpri)
)

The following routine will apply the constraint facet (legal-values) defined
for each slot in a given frame instance. This routine is ònly applicable to
frame instances at this time (because indirect references ãssúme that other
instances are used (should probably suppori either .. check for instance
and if this fails check for class)

returns a violations list ((slot name constraint-list) ... )

(defun APPLY-CONSTRAINTS-lN-FRAME (frame-handte)
(let (results

retcode
slot-name)

(dolist (slot-info (GET-FFAME frame-handte))
(setq slot-name (first slot-info))
(setq retcode

(APPLY-CONSTRAt NTS- I N-SLOT
frame-handle
slot-name))

(if (not retcode)
(setq results

(append results
(list slot-name))))

)
results))

apply constraints in a given slot of a given frame

(frame instances only for now)

*""* ADD facility to check for UNKNOWN or NIL as the slot value to return
no value or valid

(defun APPLY-CONSTRAINTS-lN-SLOT (f rame-handte stot)
(let. ((expr

(G ET-SLOT-FAC ET-S PEC IAL f rame-handle slot'legal-values))
(translated-expr
(and expr

(TRANSLATË-EXPRESSION expr f rame-handte stot)))
(result
(and translated-expr

(eval translated-expr))))

(cond ((null expr)
;"No constraints"
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r)
((null result)

; "Constraint Violation"
nil)

(t

; "Constraint(s) satisf ied
r))

))

; check a given list of frame-handles for constraint violations

(defun CHECK-FRAME-LIST (f-list)
(let (constraint-violations

results)
(dolist (f-info llist)

(setq constraint-violations
(APPLY-CONSTRATNTS-tN-FRAME (second f-info)))

(if constraint-violations ; at least one violation
(setq results

(append results
(list (list (first f-info)

constraint-violations)))))
)

results))

(defun CHECK-OBJECTS 0
(let ((problems (CHECK-FRAME-LIST .WM.)))
(if (nullproblems)

(princ "*** No problems found ***")

(PRINT-PROBLEMS problems) )
(WR ITE-PROBLEMS-TO-DISK probtems)
(WRITE-OBJ ECT-TO-D I SK problems)
)

(terpri)
)

writes first obect it finds with a problem to VloLATloN file... this is what works with
the current version of SHOW VIOLATIONS in the MINICAD tool

(def un WRITE-OBJECT-TO-DISK (probtems)
(if (not (null problems))
(let ((outfile (open "HardDisk:Al applications:cad:MiniCAD+3.8:Violation" :direction :output

: if-does-not-exist :create :if-exists : rename-and-delete)))
(princ (first (first problems)) outfile)
(close outfile)))

)

Writes out a detailed file describing object errors found
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Objectl -id
nu mber-of-attrib ute-e rro rs
attrl
value
error-string
attr2
value
error-string
Object2-id
number-of-attributes-errors
attrl
value
error-string
aÌIr2
value
error-string

(defun WRITE-PROBLEMS-TO-DtSK (probtems)
(let ((outfile (open "HardDisk:Al Applications:cad:MiniCAD+3.8:Violation-lnfo" :direction :output

: if-does-not-exist :create :if-exists ;rename-and-delete))
;(num-problems (length problems))
)

; now print out the actual problem details (if any)
(dolist (p problems)

(let ((object (first p)))
(prin1 object outfile)
(terprioutfile)
(prin.l (length (second p)) outfile) ; number of attributes with errors in the object
(terprioutfile)
(dolist (slot (second p)) ; loop thru attribute error list

(PRINT-SLOT-CONSTRAINT-EXPL-STRING-TO-DISK (FIND-FRAME-INSTANCE object) stot outfite)
)

)

)
(close outfile)))

;

; print slot value error-string to disk
:

(defun PRINT-SLOT-CONSTRAINT-EXPL-STRlNc-TO-DISK (frame-handle stot outfite)
(prin1 slot outfile)
(terprioutfile)
(prin1 (GET-SLOT-VALUE frame-handte stot) outfite)
(terprioutfile)
(let ((expl (cET-SLOT-FACET-SPECtAL frame-handte stot exptain)))
(dolist (x expl)

(princ x outfile)
(princ " ' outfile)
)

(terprioutfile)
))
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prints problems found to lisp listener window

(def un PRINT-PROBLEMS (problems)
(terpri)
(princ 'The following Constraint Violations were Detected:")
(terpri)
(terpri)
(dolist (p problems)
(let ((object (first p)))

(princ 'Object: ')
(princ object)
(terpri)
(dolist (slot (second p))
; (Pfìl NT-SLOT-CONSTRA| NT-EXPL (Ft N D-FHAME-t NSTANCE object) stot)
(PRINT-SLOT-CONSTRAI NT-EXPL-STRING (FI ND-FRAME-INSTÁNCE ObjECt) SIOt)
)

(terpri)

)
)

)

(defun PRINT-SLOT-CONSTRAINT-EXPL-STRtNG (frame-handte stot)
(terpri)
(princ " ")
(princ slot)
(princ ': ")
(princ "(')
(princ (GET-SLOT-VALUE frame-handte stot))
(princ ")")
(terpri)
(princ " ")
(let ((expl (cET-SLOT-FACET-SPECtAL frame-handte stot'exptain)))
(dolist (x expl)

(princ x)
(princ "')
)

(terpri))
)

; The following routine will initialize the frame system. For now all we
; need to do is set WM to NIL inidicating that no frames currently exist.

(defun init-frame-system 0
(setf -WM- nil)
(setf .CLASS-LlST. nil)
(setf .DEFAU LT-SLOT.'(DEFAU LT-SLOT-t N FO

UNKNOWN
(

(legal-values nil)
(type DATA)
(constraints nil)
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(when-changed nil)
(when-needed nil)
(explain ("4 violation has occurred',))
(inherit override))))

(terpri)
(format t "Frame system initialized ...")
(terpri))

We only need to search symbols for special symbols like [SELF]

(defun VALID-TOKEN (token) (or (stringp token) (symbotp token)))

Routines that maintain compatibility between ExpercommonLisp and MacLisp

compile the next routine for Maclisp Only

(defun STRINc-POSITION (str1 str2)
(search str2 strl ))

(defun CONVERT-TO-STRING (x)
(format nil '-S" x))

(defvar root-class)
(defvar door-class)
(defvar room-class)
(defvar toilet-class)
(defvar object- 1)

(defun DEFINE-KB 0
(init-frame-system)

(setq root-class
(make-frame-class nil'FOOT

'(Describe print-frame ((type method)))))

(setq door-class
(make-f rame-class root-class'DOO R

'(Door-Width 800
((legal-values

(oR (> ?v 800)
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(AND (> ?V 760)
(EOUAL [SËLF.room].type Residentiat))))

(explain
("The door must be at least g00mm wide.,'
'The width can be reduced to"
"760mm for residential washrooms.,,))

))
'(Room WASH-ROOM1)
'(knob-type lever

((legal-values
(member ?v '(lever pushplate panic-bar D_pull)))

(explain
("The door knob must be a lever, pushplate,',
"panic bar or D-pull for handicap accessible"
"washrooms."))

))
'(pull-length 140

((legal-values
(>= ?v 140))

(explain
("The length of the door pull must be at least 140mm.,'))

))
'(lock-type slider

((legal-values
(member ?v '(graspable-latch flip slider)))

(explain
("The lock must be a graspable latch,"
"or a flip or slider type.,'))

))
'(coathook yes

((legal-values
(equal ?v yes))

(explain
("4 coat hook must be present.,'))

))
))

(setq room-class
(make-f rame-class root-class' ROOM

'(Type Residential)
))

(setq toilet-class
(make-f rame-class root-class'TOl LET

'(Bowl-width 490
((legal-values

(AND (>= ?v 460) (<= ?v 525)))
(explain
("The width of the toilet bowl must be"
"between 460mm and 525mm.,'))

))
'(Back-support yes

((legal-values
(equal ?v yes))

(explain
("The toilet must have a back support."))
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))
'(control-lctn openside-tank

((legal-values
(member ?v'(openside{ank openside-wall closeside-wall

closesidetank f loor)))
(explain
('The flush control for the toilet must be "
"located on the floor, on the tank or on the wall.'))

))

))

;

; load objects from mini-cad output file
;

(defun CHECK-DESlcN 0
(cLEAR-OBJECTS)

;

; we need a default washroom object

(setq object-1
(make-f rame-instance room-class 'WASH-ROOM 1 ))

(LOAD-OBJECTS-FROM-FILE "HardDisk:Al Applications:câd:Min¡CAD+3.8:Marktnput")
(terpri)
(terpri)
(princ "Checking the Design ...")
(terpri)
(terpri)
(cHECK-OBJECTS)
)

(defun CLEAR-OBJECTS 0
(dolist (object.WM.)
(DESTROY-FRAME-INSTANCE (second object))
)

(setq -WM. nil))

;

; load the knowledge base

;(DEFINE-KB)

(defun MOVE-AGENT (frame-handle direction)
(print direction)
(set-slot-value f rame-handle 'location '(1 1)))
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(setq i-list nil)

(defun issue-instruction (instr-name &rest args)
(print instr-name)
(print args)
(setf i-list (append ¡-list (list (cons instr-name args))))
)

(def un execute-instructions (f rame-handle i-list)
(dolist (instr i-list)
(apply'send (cons frame-handle instr))
)

)

(init{rame-system)

(setq root-class
(make-frame-class nil'ROOT

'(Describe print-f rame ((type merhod)))))

(setq primary-agent
(make-f rame-class root-class'PR I MARY-AG ENT

'(name nil)
'(move-agent MOVE-AGENT ((type method)))
'(location (0 0))
))

(setf agent-1
(make-f rame-class primary-agent'agent- 1

'(name BILL)))

(issue-instruction'move-agent'south)

(execute-instructions agent-'l i-list)

(print-f rame agent-'l )
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The following are definitions of selected terms used in this thesis (acronyms are shown insquare [ ] brackets).

,A.rnerican standard code fon rnfonrnatÍon Interchange.[ASCxr]; a widelyadopted standard (alphanumeric text) 
"t 

utu.tãilàn"odinfschït*, rriru¡y used tofacilitate the exchange of digital ¿atá uetwé"n ¿irr.r"nt software and/or hardwareenvironments.

analysis; the breakdown of a desiqn.proþ]em into constituent elements or parts andexplicit identification of the rer"atiånsnrp; t;tweeï;he elemerus. This process helpsto break do-yl larger problems into smaller, rnorå manageable and understandableportions' It is usedlo clarify design p.óur.*r, trreiíoigaü/atiãï basis, andeffects. As part of a design piocess"thiä rtãg"ì*t;d;; ;Ë;õïtî ,tut"*"nt ordesign goals.

analyze design; a command in the prototyp.e.sGE system that is issued to expert systemrrom within cAD environmånt to iåitiãt;; ;äõi;äË.iäiäJðio buildingdesign for building code compliance.

Architectural 'dttribute Coding t,{ACl;. a set of object attributes used to describearchitectural properties or characteriitics. This iniðrmation is linkeã to objects in acAD graphic, stõred in a database and is used for design ã"árväì uyä knowledgebase' The AAC includes physical, functionãI, rtg*r,.tõp"l"gì¿"i ãijgeometricalattributes' It is based òn-terminotogy uiLliy oornurn experts to describearchitectural entities.

'{ntificial Intelligenge t,Arl; a discipline within rhe field of computer scienceconcerned wirh buitding compyter þrograms that imiú;; hñ;b;îä;;;rr. Morespecifically' programs that peiformlag[s that require intelrjgence when performedbv humans (e.s. same piaying, inrerencé, lËãiìi"e piã" i;;;;i;", speechrec.ognition, natural languâge und'erstanding. 
'Expåit 

systèms are an appticatìon or

as-built; actual.physical characteristics of an existing building, as. _opposed to what maybe described in design or construction documËnir ãn¿ rl".1rìãåtio; ¿;". atso øs-designed state).
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as-hmilt files; "cAD files produced from the contract document files reflecting a buildingas consrrucrll:j.Jrdjng p^rojec .trungè á;.JàJs _and site insrrucilons. someorganizations refer to theõe'filét ut;;;;Fd ãiiäi" tpwc rgg0,1). In rhe contexrof redevelopment, measurements from .*irtinÅïrritage building would be used toupdate exisring original building fitäl;;;äär#å.n.*-oru*i;*-*h;; no drawings
ffi lJfi'å1i?å:li$i::*î' (¡e¡ore üil;;b"), during 

";d-; ;h.;ompretion ãi

as-designed state; a datamodel describing an actuar building design instance.
as-reguiredS::'ri:, state; a data model of consrrainr dara (such as a building code

associations (on reratÍons, k-rines);.a..part of a s.emantic network diagram.Associations are labeled and ¿irecíé¿liñes *ià*"q"g t""*låàïå'rinpng dara orconceprs (n9.des) rogerher. Nodes *" ;bi;r:^;äìËir;;ö;,tË; ø,nin a givendomain of d-iscoursã. associãtið"r ir.rrä"'"".r.rr (Is A), sub-class (A Kind of),part-whole (part Of), and property (Has).---

attnibute; a defined property of an entity orobject (oxford Lggl,26). ,,Text or numericdata field or varia6le ãnu.h"¿ìo-a symboï o,. g;;r"t.i. offióí u cÃbo drawing.Exampres of attrjbures a.e: mo¿ålil;ù;i,fã;irriirr.. symbols, door rype codesfor door symbols" (pWC |SSO, t¡. - --- ^-^ '*rl

attrÍbute value; a numerical quantity or text that is assigned or determined by calculationor measuremenr for a given ariribure. u*uriy iiåiuãJ, ;Ë;iiäiråi"",1.
attribute values (sources of);(1) expricit; measured or intrinsic to geometry of an entity,(2) catcutated; by a procãil;;--(3) assigned; user_suppli"¿ iÀãt.riul, condirion) and,(4) defaurt; in ttre'äbsei;. ;il ïilr" one is assisnedautomarically from.preser values fï"rt gLö ;åäï""occurrence or average).

attribute values (types of);
(1) geometric:

flì :1p1l1i!(dimension, seomerric characrer),

(2),,)7- r fi#i:,?'::,a""me' 
area); and'

llì physicat (marerial, color),(b) semanric (condirion, quáity;.

autornated design 
,systems _ 

(generative, design systerns); computer programscapable of independentlyïevising plans, fãit"tí", or a'angements in order toachieve a ful¡1ónal purpóse. .s".¡-riræ;rä';;::ä on achieving a desired effecrindependent of a preset Ëro."Aur"(r)."
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B

hit neapped graphics; see raster graphics.

huilding product model; see product data moclel.

C

case-hased neasoning; a problem-solving strategy where a unique problem is
addressed using-the same techniques -used toîuccessfully t"rôlu"'previously
encountered problems.

certaÍnty factors; statistical probabilities of "correctness." Certainty factors are used
where there are no absolutes such as "true" or "false" but rathei concepts such as
"mostly tr]le," "sometimes false." In expert systems certainty is a máthematical
property that the_system maintains in aslociafion with the kñowledge variables.
Each time a conclusion is reached the composite value of certainties Ïs calculated
from all of the variables used to draw the ionclusion. The system may conclude:
"It is J5Vo certain that the building example given is Georgián in styli' (see also
fuzzy logic).

Compuler_A-ided Ðesign _[CAÐ], Computen ,{ided Ðesign and Ðrafting
[C.4.ÐÐ]; term used to describe computer programs that incofrorate drawing toolî
to assist designers in the creation and visuaiizltion of architectural and enginËering
designs.

C,AÐ file^ "a group of drawing entities stored under a single name in a computer" (pWC
1990, 1).

class; ''odects grouped together based on a common set of traits." (Carrico, et al. 19g9,
301)- A class co¡tains templates or models of functionai constráints, objeci
characteristics, and/or contextual or object-to-object lelationships that are common
to groups of objects.

classif,ication; process of grouping objects into classes.

cXassifTcation paradigm; "The process of sifting out the coffect or best alternative from
among several choices. -The.goal of classiiication is to identify a general pattern or
trend, not to delve into details" (Canico, et al. 19g9, 307).

classification (building codes); a categorization assigned to buildings based on
occupancy, constructj_o_r1 type, materials, height, siting and arða used for
determining the applicability of building code requi=rements.

client'server model; a programming technique that links together several programs
through a single source application. Coñtrol of all otherãpplications coines-from
within a single application.
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closillg error; a phenomena that occurs when start and end points do not match while
creating a closed CAD entity based on predetermined but inaccurate measurements
(usually taken on site from an original building).

conce¡rts; an abstract or generic idea generalized from particular instances.

conceptual gnaph; see semantic network.

conceptual (product) models; domain knowledge and data represented as concepts
linked. together by associations. In the case of buitAing design, conceptual modèls
describe design elements and their attributes in terms õf funðtion or re'lationship to
one another. Conceptual modeling is a fundamental approach for rcpresenting ideas
about design knowledge at_ a non-specific ievel, inriependent of any pariicular
system. implementation technique. A concept descri6ed at a knowleãge level
generally has several representation options at the symbol level.

confTicts window; a__r_ectangulaÍ aÍea on a display screen which part of an image or file
is displayed. Window are a means presenting the user with the resuits ofãifferent
pl'ocesses being done by the computer.

creation tools; commands available within a CAD environment to used generate graphic
entities (such as lines, arcs, rectangles, and circles).

Ð

data sheet (or forrn);_ a display window in a computer program designed to resemble a
form with blank spaces to fill in information. It is usðd to que{ the user for input
data for a database. An example of a line on the form may Ue: "width of room:

mm." This is also known as query by example interfáce.

Ðatabase -.Ma¡aggment System [ÐEMS]; "This is a trade term referring to an
application development environment that integrates database functions, report
generators, user data entry interfaces, audit/recovery functions, and datafase
administration duties." (Carico, et al. 1989, 308).

decÍsÍon trees; a tree where each branch or node represents a decision. A leaf is outcome
of a sequence of decisions taken from root toleaf. Usually binary (two alternatives
at each decision point such as "yes" or "no") (Oxþrd IgqI, n3i. See also rree.

design constraÍnts; limits or restrictions that effect the manner in which a design is
created - that which defines the satisfaction of the design goals.

design elements; components of a design.

Ðigital- Heritage Building- R_ecord; a computer database of information relating to a
historic structure includlng but not limited to: photographs (UGI), text (TTI), and
measured drawings (SGI).

digital image; see raster image.
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Ðigital Fhotograrnrnetny and Architectunal Ðesigra tÐnP,A.Dl systern; This is a
system under development at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich,
Switzerland. The system is used to acquire digital imagery at sufficiJnt resolution
using solid-state sensors^to.process fhe ¿atá using lemi-automatic measuring
techniques. The results of this processing creates a data structure useful for CAõ
files.

don'lain; The area of expertise of an expert. For example, the domain of an architect is
building design.

domain of discourse; language and terminology used within a particular domain.

Ðots Fer {nch [dpi]; used to describe the resolution or fineness of detail in data that is
recorded or output (as on a laser writer). It describes the number of points within
an square inch area oi !h9 display or-output for which the positions are accurately
recorded./shown. The higher the dpi the greater the level of ãetail.

Ðrawing gXchg1rge_Fonrnat [ÐXF'']; "a file format developed originally by the vendor
of AutoCADrM. A DXF file is a neutral ASCII text file coniãining CÂD drawing
information that can b-e read by AutoCAD and many other CAD sys-tems. Althougñ
binary ver'sis¡s of DXF files can be generated, theie files are usuilly hardware añd

lg{Yal? dependent, and hence are not recommended for use in translation" (PWC
i990, 1).

E

embodied energy; energy attributed to an existing object that is the sum total of all the
energy used to produce the materials used in it and processes used to assemble it.

entiúy (or object); A geometric element or an item of data in a cAD file.

evaluation; (p.24) Qualitative and quantitative judgment of the value of solutions relative
to the satisfaction of criteria. The souice õf criteria may be determined by the
designer(inlernal) or referenced from external sources. For: example comparisôn of
existing-building design to building code requirements set by governing agencies
(external) or against performance criteria set bt the client linterná).

expert; "S Pgtqgt with extensive experiential and intuitive knowledge that is consider-ed
valuable" (Carrico, et al, 1989, 309).

ex¡lent system; a type.of computer_plogram designed to contain knowledge of an expert,
usually narrow in scope and limited to a single specific subject domãin (i.e. medical
diagnosis).

explanation facility;. part of a computer program used to provide help or additional
information to the user. In some expert-systems the ratiõnale used by the computer
to reach a conclusion is recorded so that the user can review it to see how the
conclusion was reached.
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fÏeld (database); "an item of data consisting f a number of characters, words, or codes
that are treated together...a number of fields make up a record" (Oxford IggI,
173).

forrnal language;_ "A language with explicit and precise rules for its syntax and
semantics. _Ex_ampþ¡ include programming languages and also logiðs such as
gred_ic4e calculus. Thus formal languages contrast with natural languãges such as
English whose rules, evolving as they have with use, fall short of beiñg either a
complete or precise definition of the syntax, much less the semanticis, of the
language" (Oxford 1991, 183).

forward-chaÍning; "4 strategy inference engines may use forward chaining to
manìpulate information in a configuration problem Initial data is applied to the
rulebase and rules that are eiigible to be true are collected. Conflicts in
recommendations ma{9 by eligible rules are resolved by changing data. The system
then looks for new eligible rules. This process continues until all conflicis are
satisfactorily resolved" (Carrico, et al. 1989, 309).

fnarnes; "representation of an object as a data structure. Frames resemble tables in a
relational database" (Carrico, et al. 1989, 3i0). "A knowledge representation
formalism. A frame is a list of named slots. Each slot can hold a iact, ãpointer to a
slot in another frame, a rule for deriving the value of the slot or a prócedure for
calculating the value. Frames can be used to represent all the knowledge about a
particular object or event. They are often a¡ranged in hierarchies in whlch frames
representing particular entities inherit their slot values from ancestor frames
replesenting generic entities " (Oxford I99I,I81). Nodes in semantic networks
(objects, properties, values) can be placed into frames. Frames transform nodes
into DBMS-like records and allow them to include their own set of values in the
form of attributes and attribute values (Carrara &.Kalay,1992). See also object-
oriented programming system .

f'¡.lnctional classification; where knowledge is classified entirely by what it does
(function), rather lhan by the physical properties and characieristics of objects
(structure) ( Lucardie 1993,I01).

fu¡lctional equivalence; two otherwise different objects or processes having the same
purpose or result.

fwzzy logic; "a branch of logic designed specifically for representing knowledge and
human reasoning in such a way that it is amenable to piocessingbn the coniputer"
(Oxford 1991, I92). Unlike standard logic theories, fuzzy logic allows for
uncertainty, that is 

-tg 
say, more than just hue or false, but includes concepts such

as mostly true, not false, more or less true and so on (ibid.)
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G

GeographÍc f¡fo¡qration Systems [GfS]; interrelational (layered) database sysrems
of graphic information.

goal-states; a description of desired relationships of design elements and attributes in
relationship to one another.

graphÍc standards; universally adopted drafting conventions used by persons in
architecture, engineering, building, and allied fields.

FI

heuristic; self-taught through experimentation or observation. In the computer field this
term refers to programs that employ self-learning (knowledge acquisition) to find
the solution to a problem. Based on experience of working in a particular problem
domain certain procedures are developed. Part of problem-solving involves the
knowledge of whqt strategy or procedure is best suited to resolve a given problem
(Oxford 1991,206). In an expert system environment heuristic seaiches õccur by
the system searching through stored or generated plausible solutions and selectinþ
the best ones using rules.

Historic Euildings Survey [I{.4.8S]/ E{istorÍc Ðngineering Record [F{AER];
an ongoing program to secure and preserve records of historic American
architecture and engineering/industrial processes. Mostly recorded using traditional
methods, these extensive collections contain a wide variety of drawings, plans,
photographs and other miscellaneous data relating to historic structures / indtstrial
processes.

Í{istonic R.ecording Managernent Syste¡n [E{RMS]; a database system used by
Pa¡ks Canada to track inventory of historical building documentation.

hyperrnedia; a generic term used to describe techniques used to create and view
information stored on a computer in a variety of formats (sound, graphics, video,
text) in a non-sequential manner. In such environments the ordèr in which
information is viewed in controlled by the user. For example, a hypermedia record
of a heritage building may allow the user to view pictures and drawings of the
structure and listen to audio descriptions of the areas being viewed. From within
this same environment the user may be able to access reference material explaining
features of the style or period to which the building belongs.
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inf'erence engine; "The part of the knowledge program that scans, selects, and applies
rules and data. A specific application occurs only when a rule and its relateã-data
pertain to a system goal or subgoal." (Carrico et at. 1989,311) Whereas the
knowled-ge contained in the knowledge base can be considered to be made of up
facts and constraints, the inference engine acts as an interpreter when and how this
knowledge is used to solve a pafticular problem.

inhenitance; "An object or rule receives needed information from another object or rule in
the knowledge system which already possess the needed information. The
relationship.bglwegn objects that can bequeslinherit information may be predefined
or dynamic" (Carrico, et al. 1989, 31 1).

"In a.hierarchy of oþjects an object generally has a parent object (superclass)
at the next higher level in the hierarchy and one or more child objects (subctass) at
the next lower level. Each object can have various attributes assoCiated with it. The
attributes can be local to that object or can be inherited from the parent object.
Attributes can be further inherited by child objects (often without limit on the
number of inheritances). In addition an object can be an instance of a ore general
object (not a parent object) with which it shares variables and also inherits its
attributes.

Inheritance is thus a means by which characteristics of objects can be
replicatedand instantiated in other objects. Inheritance is both static by abstract data
type and dynamic by instantiation and value. Inheritance rules define what can be
inherited and inheritance links define the parent an child of inheritance attributes"
(Oxþrd 1991,222).

nntegrated Graphic Ðatabase [XGDB]; a database containing design information
linked to objects in a CAD file.

Xnteltrigen! Ç_ornp¡rter Aided Ðesign Systenes [{CAD]; CAD programs integrared
with Knowledge Base Systems, usually for the purpose ol design analysis or
generation.

interface; "The connection of a computer to a peripheral or outside device. Peripherals
include other computers, printers, terminals and humans" (Carrico et al: 1989,
311).

Inforrnation ,A.ge; the current historical era which has been iikened to the Industrial
Revolution by authors such as (Kranzberg, 1989) in terms of the similar
overwhelming impact the availability of inexpensive and readily available computer
technologies has had on technical and social change.
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[<nowledge;^ "Information or data organized into useful patterns or concepts" (Carrico, et
al. 1989 , 3 1 1 ). Expert knowledge is evidenced by a " ...competence for selecting
actions to realize goals. This competence is accomplished tlirough knowledge oi
gg?l-s, knowledge of actions and knowledge relating goals to act-ions" (Lucãrdie
1993 , 98). It is rational that if a particular action leads to a desired goal than that
action will be selected (ibid.).

In (Carrar.a 
-a1d 

Kalay, 1992) design knowledge is divided into three types:
(1) des.criptive (objects, functions, relations), (2) normative (goals, inients,
constraints) and (3) operational (methods for selecting or giving values that get to
goals). Design knowledge is therefore comprised of a sêt ofãttributes, beliefs,
perceptions, relationships, aspirations, and methods that embody a designer's
personal experiences, lhe professions shared experiences and the particular
circumstances of a specific design project (ibid., 78).

knowledge acquisition facility; part of an expert system program that allows the
system to acquire.more expefi knowledge about a domain (from a human expeft or
other source) and incorporate it into its knowledge base and/or inference engiñe.

Knowledge .A.ssisted Ðesign [K.AÐ]; see ICAD.

Knowledge Ease [KB]; "A collection of knowledge in a particular domain that has
been formalized in the appropriate representation with wfrich to perform reasoning.
It is most frequentiy encountered within the context of expert systems, where the
knowledge base might represent the rules and experience ofàn expert practitioner in
that domain (e.g. medicine, or electronics). Typically knowledge will be expressed
in production rule format and will represent the heuristic approaðh that a praciitioner
has developed _through applying formal knowledge in 

-the 
course ôf probtem

solving. Other knowledge representation formalisms are local formulae, s-emantic
nets, and frames. Within expert systems there are two important classes of
knowledge, static and dynamic. A static knowledge base consists of the domain
knowledge necessary to perform problem solving and remains unchanged during
the course of a problem-solving session. The dynamic knowledge base is used tó
store information relevant to solve a particular problem (e.g. the results of
l.abolatory tests) and varies from one problem-solving session to the next" (Oxford
r99r,245).

Knowledge Ease Systern lKtsS]; "Computer systems
understanding of information in addition to providing
transformation of data" (Carrico, et al. 1989, 31 1).

I<nowÌedge coding; "The process of converting knowledge representations into
executable computer systems" (Carrico, et aL. 1989,3I2).

knowledge enginee"itg; "The process of converting the results of knowledge
acquisition into knowledge representations that can be coded" (Carrico, et al. 1989,
3r2).

which contain the
for the algorithmic
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I<nowledge level armlysis; knowledge level analysis occurs before representation at
the symbolic level (where one is concerned with encoding knowledge using data
structures and processing techniques found in knowledge base-or datãbase
technolo_gies). During knowledge level analysis one is concèrned oniy with what
knowledge is present, generally as collections of facts serving tô represent
concepts., In the work of (Lucardie and Gelder, 1993) knowledge-iével anfiysis is
conducted according to the theory of functional classffications. Knowledgð level
analysis is often explored uling conceptual models. The advantage to knowledge
level analysis is that it provides a deeper understanding of domain knowledge añd
freedom from the limitations imposed by formal representations requiied to
implement a system.

knowledge level approach; the examination domain knowledge based on semantic
issues that can be used effectively for modeling, validation, and design while
excluding conceffts relating to the user-interface or implementation (Lucardie i993,
107). See also knowledge level analysis.

knowledge level models; See conceptual models.

hnowledge representation; "Any of the various formats used to structure human
knowledge such as semantic networks, decision tables, etc." (Carrico, et al. 1989,
?I2). The representation of knowledge requires both symbolic representation of
facts, concepts and beliefs and also the representation ofthe processès that acquire,
inlerprets and apply them in appropriate circumstances (Cairara and Kalay 1992,
11).

L

language of design; an analogy for the formalized structuring of design eiements and
actions. The grammar or structure of a design language is based on design
knowledge. "Sentences" are made up of component parts taken from a largèr
vocabulary of parts assembled in a particular manner according to rules of a design
knowiedge "grammar."

layers; "a characteristic or attribute of an entity on a CAD drawing used for classification
and to control visibility. In some CAD systems the term level is used" (PWC
1990).

n EVEI:S Obiect; A commercially available expert system shell created by LEVEL5
Research, subsidialy of InfoBuilders.

Ï-ISt Froc-esging [Ï.ISP]; "A programming language developed specifically for
sYmbolic data manipulation. LISP originally provided ths necessary computer
functions to stimulate research in artificial intelligence. The use of LISP is an
alternative to the use of shells for knowledge system programming" (Carrico, et al.
t989,3r2).
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rneta kraowledge; knowledge of how to use other knowledge.

rnethod; see procedure.

rnicnocornputen; "A computer device containing a central processing unit (CPU)
constructed on a single microchip" (Carrico, et al. 1989, 3I2). Includes
DOSAMindows-based Personal Computers [PC] and Apple's Macintosh.

MinÍCAD+; Object-based CAD program by Graphsoft Inc.

N

natural }anguage; computer terminology used to describe human language. In ordel for
computers to understand human language they have to be able to process using
knowledge of what is said (the language) and make a relationship to what it means.

neunal network; "A form of computation inspired by the structure and function of the
brain." One of the capabilities of neural network systems is to be "trained, using
examples, to recognize certain patterns, for instance to classify objects by features-'
(Oxford 1991,303).

Nijessen Xnforrnation .A.nalysis Method INIAM]; a type of conceptual model used
for diagramming architectural concepts and relationshìps.

t
object; "A collection of information in computer system design. An object may be a data

structure, set of procedures, or combination of the two" (Carrico, et al. 1989, 314).
Objects can be not only physical objects but phenomena or processes also.

object classes; see c/ass.

object instance; a specific object.

object name; unique identification assigned to an entity.

olrject-oniented; based on discrete collections of information.

object-oriented design; "A software development technique in which the system is
seen as a collection of objects that communicate with other objects by passing
messages. Design is targeted toward defining the kinds of object, the methõds (i.e.
procedures of.objects), and the message passed. OOD is based on the principle of
information hiding" (Oxford 199I, 3L2).

objeci-oriented prograrnming; "A programming methodoiogy based primarily on
data structures (cast as "objects") and secondarily on procedures that must exist to
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cause communication between data structures. Procedures are "bound" or owned
by objects. Objects give rise to program modules" (Carrico, et al. 1989,3I4).

object-oniented prograrûming system; "A programming system that combines data
abstraction, inheritance, and dynamic type binding. The central feature is the
object, which comprises a data structure definition and its defined procedures in a
single structure. objects are instances of a class, each instance having its own
private instance variables. The class definition defines the properties of tñe objects
in that class; hierarchical class structure are possible in whiðtr objects in a ðlass
inherit the propgrties of the parent class in addition to properties exþHcitly defined
for the class. This facilitates sharing of code, since users-can inherit objects from
system collections of code.

The procedures of an object (often called methods) are activated by
messages sent to the o-bject by another object. Thus in an object-oriented
programming system the basic control structure is message passing. The
programmer identifies the real-world objects of the problem and the prõcessing
requirements of those object, encapsulating these iñ class definitionì, and thé
communications between objects. The program is then essentially a simulation of
the real worid in which objects pass message to other objects toinitiate actions"
(Oxford 1991,312).

ob.iects.(in object orientgd computer architecture); "...data structures in memory
th_a1rya-y be-manipulated by the total system (hardware and software); they providê
a high-ievel description that allows for a high-level user interface" (Oxford I99I,
31 1). Usually have names or labels that describe what type of object they are and
what they can do.

objects (in object-oriented languages); "...an object is a package of information
and a description of its manipulation, and amessage is a specifiðation of one of an
object's manipulations.....a message merely'specifies whãt a sender wants done,
and the receiver determines exactly what will happen" (oxford l99r,3rz).

Optical Character Reader [OAR.]; hardware equipment used to convert printed text
into a digital form capable of being manipulated by word processor.

P

palettes; windows overlaid on the drawing environment. In the CAD program
MiniCAD+ palettes are used by the user to input data or execute commands.

paradigrn; "A lepresentation for the internal model that humans use to think about
something" (Carrico, et al. 1989, 314).

paradigm (for cornputers); "A model or example of the environment and methodology
in which systems and software are developed and operated" (Oxford I99I,321).--

paradig_rn -(genenal); " An outstandingly clear ol typical example or archetype"
(Webster's 1989, 853).
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paranneters (cornpr.lters); "1. Information passed to a subroutine, procedure, or
function. The definition of the procedure is written using formal þarameters to
denote data items that will be provided when the subroutinels called,-and the call of
the p.rocedure includes coffesponding actual parameters. 2. A quantity in a
function or mathematical model whose value is sèlected or estimated ãccording to
the circumstances" (Oxford 199I, 329).

pararneters (general); "any set of physical properties whose values determine the
characteristics or behavior of something (i.e. þarameters of the atmosphere such as
temperature, pressure, and density)" or " something represented by a parameter: a
characteristic element: broadly; characteristic, element,-factor" or "iimit, boundary"
(as in the parameters of science fiction)" (Webster's 1989, 854).

pararnetric variation; ability to vary attributes describing the geometrical relationships
of a CAD object.

physical elements; parts of a building design that are manifest or "touchable" such as
the wall, floor, sink.

pixeX; an abbreviated form for "picture elements." It is a single element in an array of
Tany elements that contains information relating to á computer image. Ëach
element contains specific information about a smáll region ol the imagè such as
brightness or color that is then displayed on a computer screen.

problem-structuring (or puzzle-making); Puzzle-making is a theory of problem-
solving put_ forward by (Archea, 1986) that architeðts use to rêsoivè design
problems. Most problem-solvers start by stating explicit performance criteria
against which they test alternate solutions. The architect, on the other hand,
searches for a unique solution or effect that evolves through the design plocess.
Therefore the architect looks for sets of combinatory rules (precedenti) that will
result in an internally consistent fit between a kit of parts anã the effects that are
achieved when those parts are assembled in a certain way (transformation). As a
result of working this way researchers have found that architects have a unique
ability over non-architects to solve ill-defined problems (Akin, 1988). Problern-
structuring involves knowing how to break down an ill-defined problem into well-
defined parts, resolving these parts, and the reassembling thesè partial solutions
into a general solution for the entire problem (Simon 1969ln Aikin-1988).

procedure; a computer term referring to a section of a program that carries out a well-
defined operation on data (also referred to as subroutine) (Oxford 1991,358). "A
set of steps to be followed to accomplish a task each time the task is to be done"
(Carrico, ef al. 1989,3I4).

product (data) rnodel; A un_iversally adopted standard information model for specific
(lhVsical) products. Currently there is a large scale international effort by the
International Standards Organization to set these standards. They are used for
transfer of data 1n product design (in light of the developmeni of Computer
Automated Manyfactu4ng). "The design decision process inv-olves a large number
of objects at different levels of abstraction. When-viewed as a product model, the
abstractions can be the products as a whoie, as a compositioà of its functional
systems or its subsystem, or as a collection of lowlevèl individual parts of the
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design. Even a partial standardization of the underlying data structures would result
in great savings in data communication and data exchange between applications and
also ease human interaction with the data" (Bjork 1991) in (Gauchel, et al. 1993).
The primary shortcoming is that product models lack a conceptual definition of
design products. Additional shortcomings of product modeling is that it lacks clear
levels, distinct goals, and mix contexts (i.e. what the use of the data model is for,
such as CAD/CAM or design analysis by a KB). As a result product models can be
so generic that they ale not useful for specific applications (Lucardie and de Gelder,
1993). See also conceptual product models

pnoduction rule shell; "One expresses knowledge to a production rule shell in English
like-expressions (called heuristics or "rules of thumb"). The expert system
conducts an investigation based on the content and interrelationship õf the-rules.
The programmer of a production rule shell has analyzed and interpreted the
kn^owledge of an expert in order to compose the set of rules which are cõllectively
referred to as a rule base or htowledge base" (Carrico, et al. 1989,3I4).

protocol (computers); "An agreement that governs the procedures used to exchange
information between cooperating entities. In generãI, a protocol will govern the
format of messages, the generation of checking informatioñ, and the flow control as
weli as actions to be taken in the event of effors" (Oxford 1991,367).

pnotocol (general); "a code prescribing strict adherence to correct etiquette and
precedence (as in diplomatic exchange and in the military services" o1 "a set of
conventions governing the treatment of esp. the formatting of data in an electronic
communications system" or "the plan of a scientific experiment or treatment"
(Webster's 1989,941).

a
query-based (expert systerns); describes a kind of interface used to collect

information about a gjven problem by asking the user a series of questions.
Responses determine the proceeding line of questioning is until the system can
draw a conclusion.

R

raster (or bitmapped) A widely used technique for displaying graphics or pictures on
the computer where images are built up from parallel lines consisting of smaller
individual "dots" or elements called pixels.

raster gnid; the location of each integer representing light intensity and/or color is
organized on a square grid made up of smaller elements or pixels.

record (database); "A data structure in which there are a number of named components
called fields, not necessariiy of the same type. It my have variants in which some
of the components, known as variant fields , are absent; the particular variant for a
given value would be distinguished by a discriminant or tag fietd. The record is
widely recognized as one of the fundamental ways of aggrègating data (another
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belng the array) and many programming languages offer direct support for data
objects that take the form of records" (Oxford I99I,382).

nedJining; an activity that takes place during the review of architectural and engineering
drawings where emors are identified by marks with a red pencil.

nedeveloprnent (historíc structunes); to integrate a new use into an existing structure
without destroying historically significant qualities. This may require sensitive
repair, maintenance, redesign or replacement of some elements of the building
design.

relation, (or relationship, association); connection between two data elements.
See association.

noutine or parametric Ðesign; A type of design process that involves the resolution of
a weil-defined design problem. It is characterized by "prototype refinement." fn
this process not only an example of design already exists but also a database of
possible variations (Schmitt, 1990).

r¡.rbber-banding; drawing display technique incorporated within CAD systems that
shows lines being drawn out or "stretched" from start point(s) designated by the
user.

nule; "The expression of information in a cause-effect format, i.e., IF (premise) THEN
(conclusion) ELSE (conclusion). Rules may contain precise knowledge, or they
may be opinions or educated guesses. Rules have been used frequently through
history to preserve unwritten knowledge and are often called "rule of thumb."
Some times rules may use words or phrases other than IF and THEN. Proverbs
are an example of rules in an alternative form. For example, consider the saying
"The early bird catches the worm." This can be translated to IF you are alert and
prompt, THEN you will have the best opportunity" (Carrico, et al. 1989, 316).

rutre-based (expert systems); knowledge-based systems that employ rules as a
method of representation of objects, their reiations, properties, instances, and
classes. Ruies are used in conjunction with simple statements or facts, therefore,
many rules are required to represent complex concepts. See also production rule
sheIL

s
Scaled Gnaphic nnforrnation [SGI]; drawn information where measurements ale

known or can be taken from (e.g. a¡chitectural plans, elevations, sections). Within
the Smart Graphic Environment SGI is held in CAD files.

semantic description; There are a number of ways in which design concepts can be
represented other than graphically. Such a description relies on an abstraction of
information to describe the effect of the design (depending on what the information
is being used for) as opposed to, for example, the actual measurements. In the
context of this thesis this term is used to represent building information that is non-
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glaphic based (such as the material, color, condition) properties (including
inheritance) and relations of objects.

sernar¡tic netwonk; "A means of representing relational knowledge as a labeled directed
grtp!. Each vertex of the graph represents a concept and each label represents a
relation between concepts. Access and updating procedures traverse and
manipulate the graph. A semantic net is sometimes regarded as a graphical notation
for logical formulae" (Oxford 1991,408). "A data model consìsting of objects,
Ç-1t1 neople, or any "things" (often called "nodes") that are interconneóted bylines
(links). The links must be labeled with their explicit semantic meaning such as "is
a," "belongs to," is one of," etc." (Carrico, et aI. 1989,316).

The advantage of a higher level abstraction of design information is that it is
capable of communicating and reason about design concepts in terms of objects and
compositions that transcends the literal manifestations of any one design instance.
Thus, it easier to compare designs and design constraints. This is one õf a number
of higher level abstractions of architectural form that are able to accommodate
knowledge about the design without being overly specific.

sernantics (computer); "That part of the definition of a language concerned with
specifying the meaning or effect of a text that is constructed according to the syntax
ruies of the language" (Oxford 1991, 408).

semantics (general); the study of meanings (usually of or relating to meaning in
language.

separation object; category of building objects that are "two-sided" or that have
characteristics relevant to more than one object. A door connecting a hallway and a
room is an example separation object.

shell (expert system); "a tool for building knowledge systems. Shells provided
preconstructed essential utilities such as inference engines, user interfàces, and
repolt generators allowing the developer to concentrate of the programming of the
knowledge component" (Carrico, et al. 1989, 316).

show violations; command given to expert system through CAD environment that
provides additional information about the problem and to selects graphic object in
question.

slot; a data field in a frame (database)

Smart Graphic Ðnvironment [SGE]; a type of intelligent CAD system that provides
designers with expert analysis of building design pelformance -for 

the
redevelopment of historical architecture. The components of the environment
include: (i) an object-based CAD system, (2) integrated graphic database, (3)
knowledge base system, and a (4) human architect (interface).

snap; drawing control featule of CAD programs that aligns graphic entities to grid or other
designated points on the display screen.

space boundary object; category ofbuilding objects that connect objects that are spaces
(hallways, rooms) with building elements (walls, floors, plumblng stack).
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spatÍal systems; non-physical interior aspects of a building design (room, hallway,
maneuvering space), organization of function or activity. 

-

stnipping; process by which an existing building is prepared for alterations, changes (for
example rotted elements are removed, walls are repaired).

sut¡class (of objects); sharing the same attributes of a larger group as well as additional
defining characteristics, a subset of the larger group. For eiample "window" is a
subclass of the class "opening."

syrnboXs; a collection of CAD graphic entities which are stored under a single name, and
can be manipulated as a-group and used on other drawings. TÉey typically
lepresent commonly used design elements that are placed-in CAD diawingõ.
Examples include a plan view of toilet or door swing. Symbols are stored-in
graphic database files called libraries that are included with CAD packages,
created by the user themselves, and/or purchased separately from third pãrty
developers. Symbols often have attributelor ones can be attached to them. Otner
CAD systems may use the termblock or cell instead of symbol.

synthesis; a putting together of elements and parts so as to form a whole involving the
arrangement and combinations in-a unique pattern or structure. In design this
process involves the resolution of design problems through optimal funõtional
layout of elements and the satisfaction of goals and intentions.

T'

template matching; technique r¡ged to program computers to recognize objects in
photographic images (raster files) by àttempting to find similar patterns or iristances
of known objects by. scanning the image for a match. Preset spècifications identify
pixel brightness and./or color and arrangement.

Text and Tabular {¡formation [TTI]; written descriptions (non-graphic data)
relevant to a building dgsjgn (i.e. inspection reports, field ñotes, zoning
designation, materials, condition).

topological. analysis; describing a design form in terms of its component objects and
relations. This type of analysis can be used to study placements or geometric
configurations as point sets.

topology_ of 9esÍgn; a description of "design form in terms of objects and relations.
The objects are the design elements; the relations, the co-nnections between
elements" (Coyne, et al. 1990,I23). For example: "connected to" or "above."
These relationships can be depicted as a semantic ñetwork.

total station; a digital theolodite or survey instrument where measulements ar.e recorded
onto diskette.
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tnee; "A hierarchical structure of information consisting of nodes connected by branches.
There is a unique node called the root that is not subsidiary to any óther node"
(Carrico, et al. 1989,3I7).

tríggering; an event that mandates the application of modern construction code
requirements onto a rehabilitation project, such as a change in occupancy or use.

úype descriptions; "Design knowledge, however, can also be depicted in terms of
generic descriptions, as prototypes. We may therefore exþect that syntactic
knowledge can be represented in terms of type descriptions; thère should 6e some
body of knowledge by which this generic descripìion can be instantiated --
translated into the description of a design instance. This knowledge could simply
be embedded in the prototype description, in terms of acceptable rañges of possi-blê
values -- for example, that a small house has somewhere betweenbne añd three
bedrooms. Such generic design descriptions are used informally in design manuals
and guides" (Coyne, et al. 1990,65).

type hierarchies; a diagram or graph showing the hierarchical classification of objects
indicating the inheritance of attributes (parent to child).

U

{.Inscal.ed Graphic I.nforrnation [UGI]; raster or bit mapped scans of images,
illustrations, paintings, sketches, video and/or photograþhs that form part õf a
digital heritage building (visual) record.

user; The user of the computer system. In the context of this thesis the primary user of the
Smart Graphic Environment would be an architect.

user (or human) Ínterface; The interaction between human beings and computers.
The design of human-computer interface impacts heavily on how easily a system is
learned,_performance speed in accomplishing tasks, error rates (and ihe ability to
correct them independently), and user satisfaction. See also interface.

v
variabXe dependent; the value of one variable is dependent on the value or calculation

using other variable(s), as in the case of the value of area being determined by the
product of width and height.

varÍable independent; non-derived values.

verification (as paradigrn); The process in which it is determined whether or not the
objects given fulfill the requirements previously established that indicate a particular
course or action. For example, in the case of a very historic window that is
damaged the first priority is to select a suitabie repair technique rather than
wholesale replacement.
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of truth (probable) orverisirnilÍtude; the quality or state of having the
something depicting realism (Webster's 1989,

W

wonkixeg memory; internal storage of a computer that can be directly addressed by
operating instructions: main memory, cache.

window; "a rectangular area on a display screen in which part of an image or file is
displayed." Windows are a means presenting the user with the results-of different
processes being done by the computer (Oxford 199T,502).
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